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CHAPTRR I
D'l'RODUC'l'IOlf

The purpose of this thesis i8 the comparison of the protagonists in seven
representative plays bY' Joarma Baillie with the criteria tor an ideal tragic
protagonist which Aristotle suggests in the Poetics.
Although Miss Balllie is not a significant figure in the histor,y of English literature, her contemporaries show their regard tor her illlportance bY'
both praise and criticislll.
for Mis. Baillie

~

Scott's habitual generoSity and his perscmal. regard

influence his judgment when he says that she is the best

British dramatic writer since Shakespeare and Massinger.l

Another cont8lllporary,

Lord Franci. L. Jeffrey, reviews SOIlle ot her plqa shortly attar their publication and pointe out their theatrical and llterary deficiencies. 2 His evaluation
is conf'irmed by the brief' and inglorious stage-histo17 of the s..,.en plays that

were actually preduced.,l and the 10s8 of reputation their author has suttered

~9.

lsir Walter Scott, Familiar Letters

of Sir Walter Scott, I (London, 1894),

3:1;

2(!.Ord Francis L. Jetfre7J JoaJma Ba1llie,
on the PassiOns, Vol. II
(London, 1802) t anon. rev~1 Edinburgb Review, II
nrO!},' 26'.286, Miscellaneous ~ \London, 18(4), anon. rev., Uinburgh Review, V (January 1805),
~05-.1.&21 J-mil. on the Pl'issions , Vol. III (LOiidon, 18n" anon. rev., Ed1nb~
~ew. xn·CFebruar:;
~61-290. These reviews are attributed to Jettre7
I1n Jeftrg;ts Literarz Criticism, ed. D. Nichol Smith (London, 1910), pp. 210-21~

ian),

~.

':Margaret S. Camart,
109-16,.

!!:!. !!!!.! ~ ~ 2! Joanna
1

BaUlit!. (New Haven, 1923),

2
~

the century since her death in 1851.

In spite of this criticism of the.

plays, Jeffreyatfinu Miss Baillie has ttgeldus. ttl.. Many histories ot English
literature give Mi.s Ba1111e scant, i t Bn7,attentioo, but Bertrand Evans ranks
her ttaaonctbe toremost Gothic dramatists.-> Allardyce Nicoll ..,.8 her recoanition

.t

the nec.ssity tor "central ...ti_" in a drama, arter its neglect

since the days .t otway, _kes her p1878 "ltandMrks in the history ot the EngJ..isb theat.re.,,6 HCMWer, he also not.. that abe alm08t always l08es "what Jd8'lt
~"e been tragic ettect in an out-pouring ot se.tillentalism."7

Atter further

critici81ll .t her style and lack ot 8ta,e technique, be summari.e8 his e.till8te
ot her ettorts a. "interestinc • • • works • • • now to be read rather for the
light they throw on contemporary conditiona than tor at17 great intrinsic ..-It."8
Even though

}tfiBS

Balllie is not a major dramatiat, there is value in a

study ot her plays that seeks evidence

or Aristotelian infiuence. Use ot

Poetics as a standard ot comparison has been
iciam tor twent,r-tour centuries.

the

a common practice in literary crit-

In an attempt to account tor this unique dis-

tinction, Fe L. Lucas says it i. neither because it contains infallible rules
tor writers and critics ot trageq, Dor
proximity to the origin of the subject.

b~use

it vas written in such clon

Lucas beli."es that the Poetic8 is de-

b ~ ettrq~ Edinburgh Review, V, 421.
SBertrand Enna, Gothic Drama
Angeles, 1947), p. 200.

!

!!!! Wal2:!le !!. Shellq

(Berkeley and Loa

6Allarqce Nicoll, FArly Nineteenth Centurz Dramas 1800-~~50' Vol. IV ot
Historz: !! English Dramas~!2M, 4 vo!s. (~am6:H.dge;-r9
, p. lS1.

-

7Ibid.

-

8Ibid., pp. 162-163.
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terred to, age atter age, beoause Aristotle asks the vital questions about the
nature ot art, drama, and tragedy; questicms that must bt asked before one can
work through the maze of accidental oonventions that develop in any age, to the
substance ottragedy.9
Onei8aue involved in this study is what Aristotle sa,.. specifically about
the ideal tragio protagonist in the general discussion of the Poetics.

'!'he oth-

er issue is how the protagonists--Basil, De Montfort, Ethwald, Orra, Oeterloo.
Romiero, and Henriques-act and react in Miss Baillie's "tragedies" on the Pl'r.."
sions. The actual and ideal protagonists thus revealed have sufficient likeness
to make a oomperison possible.
The hlstor.r ot this com.parison, E!!:.!!, consists ot one oomment made by
Margaret S. Carhart •. She says that Miss Bail.lie's "treatment ot the protagonist
is definitely Aristotelian in tone," and cit.s page ten in the 1851 edition of
the Works.10 However, Miss Carhart does not 1qrlicate ltbich statement she is using as the basis tor her conclusion or 01 te 8lV' evidence in the play's to support
it. Miss Baillie expresses only one idea on page ten or the preceding one that
is retUnis.ent ot Aristotle.

"Tragedy brings to our view men plaoed in those /

elevated situationa, exposed to thoae great trials, and engaged in those extraordinary transactiona, in which few of

U8

are oalled upon to aot."l1 The re-

mainder ot page ten is devoted to the exposItion of her theories on the didaotic

~p.

9r. L. Luoas, Tragedy
10-11.

!!!. Relation

~ Aristotle t s Poetics (London, 1928).l

10camart, p. 72.
llJoanna Baillle J The DrtlIll8tio and Poetical Works ot Joanna Ba111ie, oom!plete in one'V'olume, \Lon3on, 185i),p.

m.

-

4
etion ot tragedy, here, specifically, that it should show the necessity for
control ot passions t and the fallures of various poets to shape their works for
his end.

Miss Carhart's oonclusion is apparently based on "men placed in those

levated Situations," but the results or the present investigation do not coninn it.

There are incidental s1milari tie •. between tass Baillie's theory and

racticeand Aristotle's theor.y, which appear in chapters In to V ot this thesis, but the comparisons in chapter IV reveal. iDatances in which M:1.as Baillie' 8
ttempt to practice her theories on the ends and means of tragic writers results in protagonists with many un-Aristotelian attributes.
Chapter II of this thesis lays the ground-work for tho study

b.r educing

trom the Poetios a f_ principles to which Joanna Baillie's protagonists oan be
compared.

Beae.. Aristotle has been so popular as a literary standard through-

out the :rears, an blnenee number ot translations and interpretations ot his work
ve acCU1llUl.ated.

These are both a help and a hindranoe in isolating hi. prin-

ciples tor the ideal tragic protagonist.

The translation by Ingram Bywater i.

moat frequently oi ted in this study, but there are oocasioD8lreterences to Samel Butchert s translation when use of a difterent word helps to dEWelop an idea.
anous oOlJ!!lentaries on these translatione and on the original Greek vere also
consu1teci in the attempt to determine Aristotle's concepts.

There are II!.8n1'

points on which the aeveral interpretations are in substantial agreement, as
ell as

SOlle

on

~ich

there are as many opinions aa there are coMltlentatora.

attempt has been made to tollow any interpretation

consist"'~nt17,

No

but reterences

to F. L. Lucas's TraGedy are most nwaerous in the dis,"us.10n ot Aristotle's theory ot trapd;y, and Aristotle's PoetiC8. by Huaphry House, ia most trequently

cited in the discussion ot characterization in general and ot the tragic pro-

tagonist in particular.

Although Lane Cooper and W. Haa1l.ton F,yte are le8s

frequently cited, it does not necessarily tollow that they are proportionately
less valuable.

Barrett H. Clark's notes prCYVide brief information on numerous

other commentaries than the four which were studied in detail.
Chapter III contains a summary of Joanna Baillie t s theories of tragedy.
Although a detailed consideration ot how the author practices these theories in
wri ting her plays i8 beyond the scope of this study, some understanding of her
theor,r is necessary for a study of her protagonists.

The comparions of the

Aristotelian and Ba1l1ieian theories which concludes the chapter foreshadows
the studies in the next chapter.
In chapter IV, a summary of the action in each play precedes a comparison
of its protagonist with the Aristotelian principles educed from the Poetics in
chapter II.

The first three principles are concerned with the relationship ot

the protagonist to the playas a whole, vis., he should act within the organic
unity of the plot, with necessity and probability, and in such a way that he expresses a universal truth about human nature.

The fourth principle prescribes

the personal qualities ot the protagonist, i.e., goodness, marred by a hamartia,
stature, capacity for experiencing peripety and discovery, appropriateness,
B.teness to reality, and consistency.
pl~s

In the comparisons, incidents trom the

are cited to illustrate the conformity cr non-conformity of each protago-

Dist to the Aristotelian ideal.

Because Miss Baillie made some changes in the

--

plays arte!" their initial publication, the text utied in this study is The Dramatic

!!!! Poetical

Works

.2! Joanna

Baillie.

Her authorizaM,)ll of this edition,

shortlybetore her death, in 1851, distinguishes it as her final decision on
how the plays should stand..

6

Finally, chapter V contains a summar,y ot significant ohservations made in
the course of the comparisons and the conclusions that logically tel10w trOlR
them.

CHAPTF..R

II

ARISTOTLE'S PIUNCIPLES FOR TRAGIC PROTAGONISTS

Organization
~ri8totle,

r.r

parts wi thin the unity of the whole is 80 important to

that a detailed oonsideration orhia concept of a~ one of the e1-

ements of tragedy, suoh as the tragio protagoni"t in this thesis, cannot begin
immediatel,..

Aristotle's ooncept 01' an ideal tragic protagonist is the logioal

result of his theories of the nature of iMitation, the function of art, the essential qualities of drama, and the speoific end of

trage~.

The tragio pro-

tagonist, as Aristotle conceives of him, is an important, but relatively remote
cause of the pleasurable response in the audienoe of a tragedy.
The controversy over Aristotle's precise meaning of the word mimesis is

almost as old as the Poetics.

Lucas prefers representation t" the traditional

imitation as a more just rendering of Aristotle's word, because it is a better
description of an aotivity undertaken in order to reoapture "fselings, not appearances • • • emotions like those of life, and yet unlike. H1

FYfe interprets

the imitative prooess in art as holding a mirror up to nature so "it presents a
picture in which the confused and therefore unintelligible facts of life are reduoed to coherence. 1t2

Both Lucas and Frte indicate the difficult,. of trying to

IF. L. Luoas, Tragegy ~ Relation ~ Aristotle's Poetics (London, 1928)
pp. 15-16.
2W. Ham11ton Fyre, Aristotle' 8 .Art of Poetryt
Drama (Oxford, 1940), p. JodI.
- -

7

!

Greek!!!.!

2.!

Poetry ~

8
reconcile all the PoetiC8 i f Aristotle's mime.i. is debased to an equivalena.r
tG rrdm1cZZ.

But Aristotle does use it in this sense at times. Huaph17 HOU88

suggests a 1I1Etthad for reconciling these concepts when he says that Aristotle
Itis try1ngto maintain a delicate balance between contradictory extremes, this
mimic element" and

~omething

not strictly representationalist that will "cor_

respond to the moods of lIen's soul!'.")

nlustrating this attempt to maintain a

balance in the general theo:ry, House says it is similar to the balance Aristotle
tries to ma1Jltain in his theory of dramatic character, where the ideal is between the extremes of charaoters It'like'

ours~lves·

and "as they ought to be, not as they are,'i

80

so they will win syIlpathy

their actions will have that

"greatness and coherence necessary to the unlifelike unity of a dramatic plot.oJ..
Aristotle classi!,ies tragedy as one of" the several "modes of imitation,">
whose cause lies in mants natural inclination to imitate and the natural delight
he takes in worles of imitation a8 a means of learning, i.e., "gathering the
meaning of tbings.,,6 But man bas another appetite which must be grat1tied by

harm~7 or order in the thing imitated,8 whioh is even more important to the

Jaumphr,y House, Aristotle's Poetics,

1956), p. 125.

-

!

Course

2!

Eight Lectures (London,

hlbid.
5Aristotle, De Poetica, trans. Ingram Bywater, in The Basic \<;'orks of Aristotle, Random HouSe ide (Rew York, 1941), p. 1455. Subsequent references to
Xrlstotlets Poetics will be to Bywater's translation in this edition unless
otherwise indIca

tea.

6Ibid., p. 1457.

-

7.!!?!!!.,

p.

1458.

8Ibid., p. 1462.
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development of Aristotlets theories in the Poetics.

Drama is the mode of imita-

tion which employs language as its means 9 and "imitators R who "represent the
whole story dramatlcally, as though they were actually doing the things described,RIO as its manner. Tragedy differs trom other kinds of drama in what it
represents and the specific function it ~tills.ll Bywater trar~late8 Aristotle's definition of tragedy as "the imitation of an actiol. that is serious and
also, as having magnitude, complete in i tse1f; in language with pleasurable s.cce88ories~each

kind brought in separately in· the parts of the work; in a drama-

tic, not in a narrative form; with incidents arousing pity and fear, wherewith
to accomplish its catharsis of such emotions. rt12
There is little question about what Aristotle means by dramatic form, although Lucas points out that there are instances of description even in drama,
e.g., messengers describe or recite when they inform the audience of pre-plot
or off-stage events. l '

Aristotle's opinions about language will be considered

later,14 with Diction, one of the six elements of tragedy.

Even though Bywater,

Butcher, Cooper, Lucas, Fyfe, and House all use the same word, serious, as the
f.irst descriptive of the action of a tragedy, they do not agree about jts connotation. Lucas regards it as a method of contrasting Tragedy, fta drama which

9.Ar1stotle, p. 1455.
10~., p. 1457.

llLucas, pp. 13-14.
12Aristotle, p. 1460.
13Lucas, pp. 18-19.
14See pp. 13-14 and 32.

10
renden human life seriously • • • with CoMdy, which renders it grotesquely.al$
Until recently, House aocepted the popular view that Aristotle means "having 1mportance" or "weight" by the word he Dses.
totle uses the same word,

t~slated

Houee noticed, however, that Aris-

as serious in the definition of tragedy in

chapter VI, when be refers, in chapter II,to the ethical nature of man, althougb he uses a dirferent word for that concept in the more complete discusis:i.on of the ethical nature of man in chapter XV.
~t

From this, House concludes

Aristotle means the action of a trap,edy should involve a question of ethi-

cal importance.
~otle

Such an interpretation supports this writer' s belief that A. r1s-

makes an ethically good purpose part of the standard equipment of the

~ragic

protagonist.

Translators agree that Aristotle says tragic drama should arouse the emotions of pity and fear in the audience, and that these emotions account in SOM
for the ples.surable response of the audience.

~ay

But almost every translator

and commentator has a different interpretation of Aristotle I s theory of
and fear produce plensure.

h2!!

pit,.

Fyfe claims the plessure of tragedy is that of vica-

rious experience,l6 but similar in effect to B.yronts suggestion that eruption of
~he ttlava of the imagination" in poetry "prevents an earthquake. ttl7
~hat

Lucas 8a)"8

catharsis is a "medical metaphor" sboving the similarity of the emotional

~urgat1on etfected by tragedy to the physical process. le Cooper denies this,
~nd

states that catharsis is a special, hybrid "medico-literary tam" lind ted in

l$Luoas, p.

14.

l~e, p. xvi.
17~., quoted.on p. xvi.

It\ucas, p.

24.

n
ts application to tbe observed. fact that a "feeling" of relief to11ows the witessing ot a tra,ic apectac1e.19 But Cooparlees on to show tbat this question

s not a critical one in the Poetics, when he points out that Aristatle i8 more
oncerned with the aeans of arousing pit7 and fear than in how they, in tUl"ll,

Luca8 isa180 tnterested in terminating discussion on a non-a.sential quesion, Yiz., the relationship ot ethical purpose aDd catharsis. Re 8&y8 that
o illlplication that tragedy should ha.,.e • aoral effect may be lIlere17 the re-

t ot Aristotle's detensive attitude toward the Platonic condemnation of potl'7,21 and that even if the audience does cieri.,.e moral benefit trom a traged7,
t ettect may wen occur without atV spectator being aware of it. 22

Aoool'ding

o Luoas, thees8ence of Aristotle's theory ot tragedy is not moral etteot, but
the pleasure 'We take in • rendering of life both serious and true.1t2 3 Thi8 ellbasia on the neee.sIty tor truth in trage.,.. is _cb more conai8tent with aDd
rtinentto the spirit of Aristotle's whole tbaor;y ot tnged,y than i8

a:n:r

as-

ct ot tbe oontnwerq about catbarai8. 'Rou.. come8 even olo8er to the fecal
int ot Aristotle's theol"J" when he says tbat the poet, "by the skill ot bis

IU'

y bi8 f wer'te bring the mind into eyrapath7 ••• provokes the pure pleasureso!

19.tane

Cooper.. The Poeti"s ot Aristotle:

.. 1923), pp. 31-3"

-

20Ibid.
2lLucaa, pp. 33-34.

22 IbId., p. 26.

23Ib1d" p.

,4.

-

1

.!1!. Meaninj ~

IntlueQQe (Boa-

12
exerc1siftl thought and emotion and the .enses of sight and hearing upon th....
would be, but tor the vay he treat. the., only paintul.

~ich

~riatotle
~reats

ftng

Some theme., a.

.q!t in several places, remain nothing but paintul becauII8 the poet

thea vrong17.

And this I think we reeognize to be true ot many interest-

and tmorlng' pl87S which tall short ot being great tragediee • .,24
In the PoetiCS, Aristotle is oertainl.y more interested in the acti"f'1ty

the poet i,n shaping hi. work ot art than in the reactioos ot members ot the

ot

au-

dience.

Of course a tragic drama is the means ot arousing pity and fear in the

members

ot the audience, trom which they derive pleasure, and the Pleana must be

shaped to achieve that end.

In chapter XIV, Aristotle says, IInot ever,y kind ot

pleaaure should be requim ot trageq, but only it. proper pleasure," 1.e.,
Itthat

ot pit,. and tear, which the poet ba. to preduoe by a vork ot iad.tatiol'l,·

,,0 the causes ot it "should be 1ncluded 1n the incidents ot his sto17.ft2S

Ao-

lCording to the detinition ot chapter VI, this work ot iDdtation is "an action

~hat is eer10us and also, a. havina magnitude, complete in itaeU."26 Map1tude
lind cO!lJ)lete are two of the mo.t .ignificant 'Warda in the definition, and By-

water's traJUllation brings out the relat10nahip between them.
sense ot I1m1tatj o!" ·")f scope, insures and can even
MSs, or organic unit,. ot the work.

aUN

Magnitude, in the

the completeness, whol.

Aristotle says Ita whole is that which ha.

beginning, middle, and end," and that "to be beautiful, a living creature, and
every whole made up of parts, _at not onl7 present a certain order in its ar-

24House, p. 120.

2SAriatotle, p. 1468.
26Ibid ., p.

1460.

13
gelllent ot parte. but a1eo be or a certain definite _gnitude.,,27

Thi. i. a

anera1 principle that applies to all tom. ot art, and Ari.totle .tre•••• ita
pplication to the art torm be is most concemed with in the Poetics.

'fhi8

rincip1e ma1 be obscured by the splendor ot part. or a work, but, tor Ari.tot1
t i. the

!l!!! S!! !!!!!

or beaut,. in lire or in tragedy.

It i. the principle on

ieb h. baaes his controversial doctrine that plot is the most important or the
ix partdO! a tragedy, and the even lIlore startling corollal"'1 that

trageq 1s

mpos.ible without action but is pos.ible Without oharacter.
'l'hepoet t • problem is to combine the six parts or a tragedy-Plot, Charaor, Thought, Melody, DiotiOl'l, and Spectacle-in a whole that will acoORlpllab
e part;icu1ar purpose ot tragedy.

Arat.U. considers the last three brief'ly,

emphasise the im.portance ot the others. He acknowledges that Spectacle hats
e power to evoke the requisite emoUonal re$ponse,28 but it 18 not essential.

well-vrought tragedy should be capable ot arousing pity and tear by a _re .
ad1t1g, and the better poet relies on hi'

own abillty, rather than on that or

e stage technician. 29 Diction 1s "the composition ot ",erse.,"30 or the exrass10n of the thoughts ot the characters in vorda,n and its perteotion is tlte
at once clear and not mean. It 32

In his discussion ot epic poetr;y, Ari.totle

180 cautions against allowing "an over-ornate Diotion" to obscure the nwela-

27Aristotle, p. 1462.

-

28 Ibid., p. 1467.
29Ibid., p~ 1462.

lOlb1d.., p. 1460.
31~., p. 1462.
32lbid.j p. 1478.

14
tion of Character or Thought,)) and 10,10&117, this applies to tragedy as well.
Aristotle' 8 treatant of Melody is even brle.ter, but he says it is "the greatest ot the pleasurable aco•• 80ries l

[!..e.,

Melody, Diotion, and Spectaol!j ot

Trageq.,,34
In defining the six part8 of a tragedy, Aristotle says that the Fable or
Plot, i.e., "the combination of the incidents or thing8 done in the 8to1'7,"3S
is the IIOSt itapOr'tant. He i8 cOl'l8istent in this doctrine throughout the disoussion, but perhaps two other referenc•• , ext.ernal to the discussion of tragedy
~

!!.,

gi" an even better indication of how important it i8 to him and

is so. He says that an epic, like a drama, should be baDed on a single,

wh,. 1t
COIIl-

!plete, whole aotion, so the work can "produce its own proper pleasure with all
[the organic Wl1t;y of a living creature.· 36 He then oontrast8 such an action
~i th

the usual practice in a hi8tory, which deal. "not with one action, but with

lone period and all that happened in that j!eriodJ to one or IROre persona, how~ver dieconnected the several events mq' bave been." 37
~s

1il7ing to emphasize the oontinult;y

or

Again, when Aristotle

nature in the Metaphysic., be says

"th.

pbsernd tacts show that nature is not a .eri•• ot episodes, 11ke a bad trag-

.dy.,,38

House advises that Aristotle's Meaning is easier to understand i f ~

33Ar1atotle, p. !L83.
l4Ibid., p. 1462.
3S~., pp.

-

lh60-6l.

36Ibid., p. lh80.

-

,

37lbid.

.3, .

38Aristotle, Metaph~ica.. XIV
trans. W. D. Ross, in The Basic Works ot
~ri8totle. RandOl! Rouse
• (New York, 1941), p. 919.
-

lS

39gouse, p. 44.

4oAr18totle, P. lh63.
4lcooper, Ariatotl.e

.2a lh!.!!"! !! Poe~rz

42Ar1stot1a, p. lh64

-

43Ib1d., pp. 1471-73.

4Laouae,

p.

Sh.

4SAr18totle, PP. 1464-6S.

(New York, 1913), p.

34.
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ideteradne. the incidental the prinoiple of necessity and probability.

This

principle unites the oOlllplication and denouement J46 it insures adequate preparation for a change in the bero'e fortunes and a satist,yinf experience for the

~udience when the action unravels alter the catastrophe. 47 The prinCiple of
Inecessity and probahility is not the· s_ as tate, which many people have trie4
to ident1t.r aa the power operat.ive in Greek tragedy..
tion in. m11ld when he saySt

Cooper has this d1et1nc-

"There is, however, but one agenoy against which a

,

preek hero·may not hope to contend-and that i8 the poet.

!nY,

Sophocles, not desti-

controls the aotion} having planned a tragic outcome, he makes Oedipus take

ithe wrong course at ever,y juncture • • • • An arbitrary rate is
~nd

the sort ot thing he would exclude trOll the

action~

f

irrational,'

But it is • probable'

~at a tragic hero wUl talk or destiJl7 in excusing his own blindness ot .......h8
~t i. thi. principle of necessity and probability on which Aristotle bases his

~tatement that "There should be nothing improbable among the actual ine1deatt,tt.49

~r, a. Butcher translates the same phrase, "nothing irrational."SO
House

explai~

tbat

~these

criteria ot probabil1t7 and necessity derive

~eir Y8lid11..Y' within the .true~ure

ot the play :trOll their vaUditY' in real

~ite.1tSl Although "the necessity operates within the poem, its necessarine.s

46Aristotle, p.

47~., p.

48cooper,

1473.

1470.

Poetics, Meani3

49AriBtotle, p.

~ Innuence, pp. 82-8).

1470.

SOAristotle, OJ! the Art of Poetry, trans. S. H. Butcher (New York, 1948),

p.20.

-----
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is independent or the poem."S2 This principle is the basis of Aristotle's realis., a realis. that applies to characters as we1l as incidentsl

"whenever such-

and-such • personage says or does luch-and-8uch a thing, it shall be the necelsary or probable outcome or his character, and whenever this inoident to1lOW'll on
that, it shall be either the neoe••ary or the probable consequence or it.,,;3
!House oonnects this principle ot necessity and probability with Aristotle's idea
of convincingness, when he says, referring to poetry in general, that "a conIvincing imposs1blllty is preferable to an unconvincing possibill ty. "54
After insisting on the organic uni tyot the tragedy, and explaining. that
the incidents and characters in the play

~t

be governed by the prinCiple or

necessity and probabllity, because such a cause and etrect relationship is most
!likely to arouse pity and tear in the audience,;; Aristotle oonsiders the spec1tic kinds ot inoidents that are most likely to arouse pity and tear in the
audience.

ObTious17, such an etrect will result trom "suftering ••• an action

of a destructive or painful nature, suoh as JlUrders on the stage, tortures,
woundings, And the like."r.)6 The closeness ot the relationship between the perpetrator of the deed and the victim, e.g., within the tamily oircle, increases
its etreotiveness. S7

Cooper makes the interesting observation that, tor Ar1s-

52House, p. 61.
53Aristotla, pp. 1469-70.

-

54Ib1d.,

pp. 1485-86.

;;Ibid., p. 1465.

-

;6Ibid., p. 1466.

-

57lbld., p.

1468.
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rtot1e, this does not include "mental suffering" which is so common in modern
plays.S8 Aristotle's omission of specific examples of this kind of suftering
need not lead to the inference that he excludes it, but merely to the conclusion

tn..at the plays with which he was familiar were limited by the theatrical circu....
stances in which they were presented and had not developed this potentially powerful source of tragic pleasure.
The two other general types of incident, peripety and discovery, need more
careful explanation.

The presence of either or both of these is Aristotle's

~ethod of distinguishing a complex from a simple plot. 59 Naturally, he rates a·
tplot that includes either or both of these I:tmost powerful elements of attraction
in Tragedy"60 as superior to one that is simply a representation of the n change

in the hero's fortune. n61 According to his second principle these incidents
should "arise out of the structure of the Plot itself, so as to be the conseFlUence, necessary or probable, of the anteeedents.,,62

There is no contradiction

between this principle and their unexpectedness, since the principle applies to
the way in which the audience perceives the incidents that occur on stage, and
unexpectedness to the attitucleof the characters in the play.63 Surprise,
which Lucas says is better lett to melodrama and some kinds of comeqy,64 is not
S8Cooper, Poetics, !'feaning ~ rnfiuenoe, p. 46.
S9Arlstotle, p. 1465.

-

6OIbid., p. 1461.

-

61lbid., p. 1465.

63tucas, p. 90.
64lbid., p. 86.
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the same as the unexpected.

A result may be completely unexpected by the par-

ticipants in the action, yet perfectly in accord with the principle of necessit,y
and probability as the audience sees the play, and in spite of, or pemaps, because of these conditions, still possess the maxirlum of suspense and tragic irony for the audience.

Aristotle makes one more general statement about the

S8-

l1ection of the incidents to be included in the plot, when he says that its issue
~st be single,not double.
~raise

Though the weakness of audiences may prompt them to

a storY that has an opposite issue tor the good and bad personages, they

cannot derive the appropriate pleasure from 1t. The pleasure they do derive "be!lODgS

rather to Comedy, where the bitterest enemies in the piece (e.g., Oerestes

and Aegisthus) walk off good friends at the end, with no slaying of anyone by

any one. n65
When\tl1e principle of necessity- and probability operates with,in and rein...
forces the principle of organic unity, it implies

8.

third principle, that the

truth of a tragic drama is universal rather than particular. 66 Characters may
have the

Dal1lEl8

of real people, but it is the ordering of the plot and the exe-

cution of .the incidents that should convince the audience that such thing" might

~a~e

happened, just that way, not the fact that they did. 67

Sinoe the poet's

function is not to desc.r1be what did happen,68 it is accidental that lll8l1J" of the

6SAristotle, p.

-

1461

66lbid., p. 1464.
67Ibid., p. 1463.

-

68Ibid.
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~est tragedies are based on tact, particularly the histories ot a few houses. 69
These histories happen to contain incidents that are ideally suited to the tragic purpose, e.g., a deed of horror done within the family circle. 10 Lucas suggests another reason why these dynastic sag&.1 provide such a rich source of
tragic pleasuret

the higher the estate ot the hero, the greater his fall. 71

According to the principle that trageqy should present universal rather than
singular truth, Aristotle says that the tra41tional. storiel MUst be kept as the,.
are, but the poet w111 have ample opportuD:1t,. to display his talent in devising

the right way ot treating them. 12
Aristotle says nothing specifically about characterization in his definition of tragedy, and when he discusses the six' parts of a tragedy, he Ba78 that
poets "do not act in order to portr&7 the Characters, they include the Charac...

ters for the sake

or

the action.,,13 But such statements do not ill1ply that char-

acterization is uniaportant.

Aristotle e~.i.es the principles of organic ~

ty, necessity and probabillt,., and uniyeraal truth and says that "Tragedy is essentially an imitation not of persons but of action and life, ot happiness

,a~d

misery," because according to his metaphysica, "All human happiness or misel"7
takes the form ot action; the end for which we live is a certain kind of activity not a quality.,,74 House c~ifies this by saying that !tIn real 11fe, quite
69Aristotle, p. 1469.

70Ibid.:PP. 1467-68.
11Lucas, p. 116.
12ALtotle, p. 1468.
13Ihid ., p. lh61.

-

74Ibid.
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~part

frQII

dnama, character

is subordinate to action because it i8 a prochlct of

~ction.ft7' Here the reference i8' clearly to character in the ethical sense, not
as one of the dramat1s personae. Hous8 says the ambiguity of the word character
exists in Greek as it does in EngliSh,76

b~t he sees no problem in what Aristo~

says about character and plot i f one remembers that, in his ethics, "character
~y

be looked upon as the atbitraril1

est~blished

meeting-point of two series

ot

",-ction8, the antecedent series which has lone to its formation, and the conse~uent

seri.. in which it will be actualised in future.

Character in i tseU is

not fully t real t until it is 'in act' or 'in action' ."77 Now, when Aristotle
says plot 18 more important than character, he means it is more important to
have a pattern in the incidents of the play, that will give it organic unit,.,

.

than it is to reveal the moral purpose of any I!lember of the cast. \-.hen he 8478
"one may string together a series of characteris.tic speeches of the utmost finish as regards Diction and Thought, and yet fail to produce the tI'Ue tragic etfectJ,,78 ha means that an audience will have only part of its desires satisfied
by even the moat superbly conceived and executed dialogue, and will leave the

theatre with an unsatisfied craving for ha.nnon;y and order.
Lucas agrees with this interpretation of Aristotle's theor.y but limits its
ryplication when h8 "aye, thut "the relative importance of character and plot varies with different dramatists and different national temperaments,,,79 and cite,

7.5House, p. 70.

-

76Thid., p.

-

77Thid.,

p ..

73.
11.

78Ar1stotle, p. 1461.
7~hucal3, pp. 118-119.
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Shakespeare as an example of a dramatist who makes character the chief sourae
of entertainment.

Arnold however, upholds the truth of the classical doctrine

Iror all time, and claims that Shakespeare "knew vell what constituted a poetical
~ctionJ"

~m1nent

but added his own gift Itof happy, abundant, and ingenious expression,
and unrivalledt

so eminent as irresistibly to strike the attention

'irst in him, and even to throw into comparative shade his other excellences as
B

poet."

Arnold goes on to cite imitators of Shakespeare's style who fail to

reproduce his masterpieces of tragedy,ao as evidenoe of the permanent validity
of Aristotle's warning that a string of polished speeches would fail to produce
~he

true tragio etfect.

It is not neoessary in this thesis to establish whether

pr not Aristotle.s hierarchy of plot and oharacter is still valid, but it i.
~essaryto undel'fl~~cd

how, and even wh)",he establishes it in the Poetic ••

Important as plot is to Aristotle, he never denies that there MUst be cents
~o

oarry out the action which is the objeot of illiitation in a tragedy.

As HooM

saya, for Aristotle, Itcharacter and aotioa vere not opposed to each other, but
inseparable."81. .Aristotle's tacit 8s8UJl1ption that there would be characters in

a tragedy, 1.e., characters in the sense of dramatis personae or agents of action, appears in his almost casual reference to them when he says the ideal
~ength

of a tragedy should be such that it "allows of the hero passing by a ser-

~es of prohable or necessary stages from misfortune to happiness, or from happi-

ress to misfortune, n82 or again when he says a plot is simple "when the ohange

80Matthew Arnold, "Preface to Poems, :.d1tion of 1853," Criticism: ~ Major
York, 1952), p. 448.
r, .

~exts, ad. Walter Jackson Bate (New

6~ouse, p. 68.

82Arist.otle, p. 1463.

2)
~n the hero's tortunes takes place without Peripety or Discovery.u8) The clelinof theM agents ot action, uwho must necessarily have their distinctive

~ation

qualities both ot character and thought, 8ince it is trom those that we ascribe
certain quailties to their actions, .. 84 pro"7ides the poet wi th an opportuni't7 to
~isplay

another, more easily acquired and less essential, but nevertheless,

p0.-

rtent skUl.85
Aristotle regards character as the second most important of the parts ot a
~ragedy

and he defines it as "that which reftsl. the moral purpose ot the agent.,

~.e., the sort ot thing they seek or avoid,·56 and clearly distinguishes it trom
~hought

when he saya "there is no room tor Character. in a speeoh on a purely' in-

~itferent subject. tt87
~s

fuY

Such speeches express thought, which he defines elsowhere

that which ttis shQW1l in all they say when proving a particular point, or it
be, enunciating some universal propos1tion."OO

Aristotle shows the rela-

~ionship of character to the aotion of the plot when he says, "Character

[in

the

~enaeotethlcal. nature as explained bY' House,] gives us qualities, but it is 1ft

pur actiona.......mat we do--that we are happy or the reverse ... 89 Since the char~cter,

or 1Iloral bent, or habit of action, as the result ot past actions. deter-

8)Arlstotle,

i.

1465.

84Ibid., p. 1460.
85lbid., p. 1461.
86Ibid., p. 1462.

-

87Ibld.

88 Ibid.

-

89Ibld., p. 1461.
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mines future ones, character in this etM.cal sense is the cRllse, once remcnred,
of the happiness or mi sery of the character or person represented by a name in
the dramatis personae.

}\n exposition of Aristotle's theory of characterization

of any member o+' the cast, and in this thesis, that of the protagonist, pre suppos~s

this distinction hetween the two meanings of "character."
According to Aristotle, thought as well as character is an activity of the

drall'l.atic personage.

House explains their relat:tonship when he says, "As charac-

ter is shown in the choice of ends (we can be said to 'choose' both the end and
the means to it), so thought is the deliberation about means to the end."90

In-

cidentally, Cooper notes that both elements may be present in the same passage,
and need not necessarily be separated or distinguished. 91

He also says that

moral bent and thought are the two natural causes of the particular deeds of IIIeIl:I
and of their sucee~~ O~ failure in l1fe. 92
Aristotle does not use the term tragic protagonist, nor does he differentiate between the hero and the other characters except when he refers to the
in the herots fortune.

~'hat

d·.JLW

-

I&'8l

he SRYS of characters in chapter XV may be assumed

to apply to the protagonist as well as to the other two or three characters who
rwoulli have appeared in a play with which he was familiar.
four points to aim at in the characters.

He says there are

"Good'l pertains primarily to wha·t the

character is in himself and "appropriate," "like the reality," and "consistent,"
to how he appears to the audience.

9OHouse, p.

Aristotle saystl "First and foremost • • •

7'.

9lCooper, Aristotle 2!!. Poet17, pp. 26-27.

-

92Ibid., p. 22.
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they shall be good,1t as revealed by their moral purpose.

To rule out the possi-

bility that he 1s limiting the cast to personages of' value, in the economic,
political, or social. scale, he adds that even a woman or a slave can be good in
this way.93 House explains that although this requirement might seem strange at
~1rst

sight, it "is essential to Aristotle's whole theory because it is the

it'oundation of that initial sympathy in speotator or reader without which the

~ragic

emotions cannot be roused or the tragic pleasure ultimately cOnVeyed. n94

~onsider1ng

the example given by Aristotle, of a failure in this respect, i.e.,

Menelaus, Lucas says his real point here is that the characters should be as
fine as the plot pennits. 95 House also uses this exam.ple, but to show that
Aristotle does not rule out interplay of character as between good and bad, when
it is necessary and some use is made of it in the plot. 96
But .Aristotle defines the limitations of the tragic protagonist with greatjer peecis1on.

He rules out an utter villain as a hero, because the d.ownfall ot

such a oharacter would inspire neither pity nor fear, for "pity is occasioned by
~ndeserved misfortune, fear by that of one like ourselves. n97

Aristotle also

rules out a man who 1s preeminently virtuous and just, because his passage from
happiness to misery "is not fear-inspiring or piteous, but simply odious. tt98
Lucas tries to clarify Aristotle's understanding of "good" by contrasting the
93,Aristotle, p. 1l~69.
9hHouse, p. 83.
95Lucu, p. 107.
96tiouse, p.

84.

97Aristotle, p. 1467.

98.B?!!.,

p.

1466.
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Christian virtues of huDdlity, meekness, and contempt of worldly things, with
the pagan view that the supreme good is in "greatness of soul, strength of body,
and all qualities that make a man forrnidable.'·99

Thus, for Aristotle, the ideal

tragic hero, if not the ideal. man, is one "whose misfortune ••• is brought upon
him not by vice and depravity but by som.e error of judgment, of the number of
those in the enjo)'ll'lent of great reputation and prosperity; e.g., Oedipus, Thyestes, and men of note of similar fam11ies."lOO
Aristotle bas given his reason for this requirement of great reputation and
prosperity in connection with the choice of stories to accomplish the tragic
purposelOl and it is independent of the requirement of moral goodness, which the
hero must fulfill in average or better than average fashion. l02 House emphasizes that Aristotle's hamartia is not Ita moral state, but a specific error which
a man makes or commits. nlO)

He warna against the tera tragic flaw, which has

been used for Oedipus' hasty temper, Macbeth's ambition, and othello's jealousy,
but which are not hamartiai in Aristotle's aense.104 Cooper says the Greek wo~
hamartia, has the special connotation of -want of insight within the man, but is
elastic enough to mean also the outward fault resulting trom it."lOS House ex-

99tucas, p. 108
100Aristotle, p. 1467.

-

101Ibid ., pp. 1467-69.

l02~., p. 1467.
103Bo'Use, p. 9L..

-

l04Ibid.
lO'Cooper, Aristotle 2!! Poetrx, pp. 40-41.
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plains how a man's "want of insight" can result in

8

tivate the audience to both pity and pardon the man.

catastrophe that will moHe cites references in

the Nicomachean Ethics in which Aristotle d.iscusses injuries done in ignorance
and distinguiShes voluntary, involuntary, and a third, special class of non-vol-

~tary actlons.106 Hamartiai belong in this third class because they have characteristics of both voluntar,r, i.e.,

nth~

are derived from a wish tor an end

and proceed by the processes of deliberation," and

involuntary~

i.e., because

"the ignorance of some particular fact or circumstance produces a result other'
than that whIch was' expected.,,101 He continues:

"It i8 important to realize

that the ignorance involved is not ignorance of the end, or a mistake in the
kind of end to be aimed at; far that means a voluntar,y action and a bad one."
Both HouselO8 and tucasl09 see a significant relationship between the baaartia ot the protagonist and those two most powerful elements ot attraction in
tragedy, peripety and discovery.

Peripety, as a change from one state of things

to its opposite, in the necessary or probable sequence of events,110 and discovery~ as a change from ignorance to knowledge,lll can occur j.n the lite

member of the cast.

ot

any

However, Lucas suggests that Aristotle would naturally have

lO6ftristotle, Ethica Nicomachea, V.8 and III.l, trans. V. D. Ross, in The
Basic Works of Aristotle, nindom House ed. (New York, 1941), pp~ 1015-16 an~
964-961.
"
107HouSfl, p. 95.

-

l08Thid., pp. 98-99.
lO9tucas, pp., 98-99.
110Arlstotle, p. lh65.

-

1llIbid.
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preterred the neatness and economy of camhi ning the necessary trail ty ot the
hero wtth peripety, as its cause, and the hero's subsequent enlightenment as a
dieearery.1l2

Peripety traditionally refers to the hero's misfortune which is

the opposite of his orig1na.lly fortunate condition but it can also be used with
reference to other incidents in which the actual result is the opposite of the
one intended

~en

the character acts.

Although Aristotle's examples of discov.

ery are recognitions of persons, Lucas prefers realisation to convey the mean1.ng
of the Greek anag,norlsis, since the enlightenment or discovery may be on IllIlllY
other matters than the identity of a person. ll ;

Aristotle impBes the ideal re-

tiationshlpot peripet;y and recognitionll.4 in which the protagonist recognir.es
Ihimself

:1S

the person responsible for his mistortune. US '

Lucas attributes the invalid assumption by some interpreters that ham.artia
should be equated with moral weakness to Aristotle's own contusion about the dif.
,erence between ethical and aesthetic goods.
~nt1y

He says that "For a race as abun-

intellectual as to produce the Socratic dogma, ·Virtue.!! Knowledge, t it

lWas eaq to obscure the difference between error 8Ld sin. • • • But the impol'ltant thing here is to grasp that Aristotle t s ideal fom of a tragedy is simply
~his--one

in which the destruction of hero or heroine is caused by some false

etep taken in blindness. nl16 Lu~as cal1s this the Tragedy of Error, which is a

112L.cas, p. 99, note.

-

ll;Ibid., p. 9$, !'Iote.
114Aristot1e, p. 146,.
USLucas, p. 95.

-

116Ibid., p. 98.
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good descriptive name for the kind of tragedy Aristotle says i8 the best, be ...
causa "it is convincing in its logic, neat in its form, and poignant in its
irony."117
Thus~

Aristotle's ideal tragic protagonist emerges as a person who is en-

joyinf'; f(:'eat reputation and prosperity, has a good moral purpose, is neither all
good DCir all bad, but if anything, rather better than his fellows, commits an error or miscalculates about how to achieve his purpose, suffers a misfortune that
is the logical but not the anticipated or intended result of his action, and
finally awakens from his state of ignorance to a full awareness of the ghastly
truth.

A poet may conceive of such a character and even feel the appropriate

emotions, himself .. but unless he

pr~ject8

the character so the audience also

feels the tragic response, he does not produce a tragic drama.
The three other points to be aimed at in the characters are means of maldng
the character convincing and appealing to the audience. Aristotle says that the
characters should be appropriate. U8 The immediate question is, "Appropriate te
what?"

House denies that Aristotle means that the characters should merely re-

semble the traditional accounts of them,U9 and suggests that he means that they
should be appropriate to their social or legal status.120 Thus, according to
the principle of necessity and probability, a king, who has been brought up as
a k:!.ng, would tend to act like a king, and a slave like a slave.

The examples

..Aristotle gives are of failures in this respect, i.e., the "incongruous
U7Lucae, p. 105.
U8Aristotle, p. 1469.
ll%ouse, p. 87.

-

120lbid ., pp. 88-90.

and

un-

.30
fitting" lamentation of Ulysses and ttthe (clever) speech of Helanippe,1I121 and
these examples bear out this interpretation.

Lucas suggests an additional rea-

son for the stipulation when he says, "But if we want chan\cters typical enough
to seeM :intelligible, we want them untypieal enough to seem individua1.,,122
1,·/hat he

means

is tha.t t.he character should display qualities and perform actions

that will enable the audience to recognise lfim as the king, queen, nurse, or
messenger he purports to he, and also to show enough kinship with the humanity
of real life so the audience can teel tor Oedipus, Phaedra, her nurse, and the
well-intentioned but surprised and

disappo~nted

messenger from Corinth.

AristGtle says the third point to be aimed at in ehRrRcters ":ts to make
them like the reality, which is not the same as their being good and appropriate. u123 ~~en Butcher translates this point as "true to lif8,11124 or Rostagni
as

tl

na tural,n12S they intensify the paradox between this point and what Aristot-

Ie says elsewhere about the personages of tragedy being

b~tter

than men of the

present day, to distinauieh them from the personages of comedy, who are W111'8.)26
Clark includes Twining's explanation of this idea that the men in a tragedy
should be "better" as that they should be "superior, 1.e., in courage, strength,
wisdom, prudence, etc., in any laudable, useful or admirable quality, whether

12lAristotle, p. 1469.
122Lucas, p. 11.3.

12.3Aristotle, p. 1469.

-

124Ibid., Butcher, p. 19.
125House, quoted on p. 91.
126Artstotle, p. l4S6.
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such as we denominate moral or not.n127

Aristotle does not give either positi've

or negative examples of what he means by the phrase "like the reality," as he
does for the other points.

However, in chapter XV, he says poets "should follow

the example of good portrait-painters, who reproduce the distinctive features ot
a man, and at the same tiY, without losing the likeness, make hjm handsomer
than he i8.,,128 He compares the activity of the poet creating characters in a
play to that of a painter of portraits on two other·cccasions.129
Lucas says this dual aim of the author is necessary, since "in tragedy i .
9mbodied the eternal contradiction between man's weakness and his cQurage, hi.
stupidity and his magnif:1.cence, his frailty and his strength."l30

Fyfe finda

the "peculiar tragic thrill" primarily in this situation where the "heroic"
character has something within himself-a venial error-Itwhich obstinately and
ironically combines with adverse Circumstances, 80 that at last even his good
qualities co-operate with both to fatal issues."l)l

Cooper sees the principle

of necessity and probability as the basis of Aristot1e's requirement that characters be "true to life," or "like the reality," since "a certain kind of person
must speak or act in a certain fashion as the necessary or prohable outcome of

his nature. al32

The final, decisive point in Housets discussion of the Poetics

127Barrett H. Clark, ed., European Theories ~.!:!!!. Drama (New York, 1947),
quoted in note 8, p. 7.
128Aristotle, p. 1470.

1456 and 1483.
13otucas, p. 55.
129Ibid., pp.

l)lFyre, p. xxv.
l)2Cooper, Aristotle .2! Poetry, p.

50.
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~s

just this, that Aristotle

pry of dramatic character.

It

is trying to maintain a balance • • • in his the-

There are the extremes:

(a) that characters should

pe 'like' ourselvesJ (b) that the poet im11iates men as they ought to be, not aa .
they are.

The element ot 'likeness' is necessary for sympathy; the element ot

•unlikeness' is required so that their actions may have the greatness and co-

~erence necessary to the unlifelike unity of a dramatic plot.tr133
Aristotle does not theorize about how the poet is to make his characters
seem real to the audience, except for what is implicit in his emphasis on necessity and probability.

His expression of a preference for iambic meter in the

epic, because it represents the movement of real 11fe,l.34 may also apply to lines
.vhe characters speak in a drama.

However, even this does not imply a theory on

;vhe technique tor making characters realistic.

Lucas makes Borne interesting

comments on the tendencies since Aristotle's time, to strive for ever greater

~ealism in spectacle and diction, which have a deadening_effect on drama. 135
nlerefore, it is more logical to assume that since Aristotle thinks characters
should be grander than they are in life, they should also speak in a grander
f'ashion.
The fourth and last point Aristotle advises the poet to aim at in charac-

~ers "is to make them consistent and the same throughout.,,136 EVen i f inconsistency happens to be a personal trait ot a character, he should appear conBistentiy inconsistent in the play.

This requirement is obviously based on the

l33House, p. 12,.
134Aristotle, pp. 1481-82.

13SLucas, pp. 123, 130-31,
136Aristotle, p. 1469.

and

143.
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principle of necessity and probability.

Whether or not critica agree that Aris-

totle' s example of a failure in this respect, i.e., Iphigenia, is valid, there
is little doubt about the meaning of or necessity for consistency if a character
is to convince the audience.
The preceding discussion reveals that Aristotle's principles for the characterization of the tragic protagonist areoontAined both im:)lioi tly in his theory of tragedy and explicitly in his cCSlents on the hero and other characters.
To facilitate compartson of Joanna Baillie's protagonists with Aristotle's principles for the ideal of the species, the following summary will provide an outline for the individual studies of chapter IV.
I.

The tragic protagonist should act within the organic unity of the plot.

II.

He should act according to the principle of necessity and probahility.

III.

:1 •.

He should exemplify universal truth ahout human nature.
H~

ohculd participate in an action that arouses tho emotions of pity and

fear in the audience.
A.

Therefore,

He should possess certain qualities as a person:
1. He should be better, rather than worse, than his fellow men and
have a good moral purpose.
2.

He should commit an error or miscalculate about the means to
achieve his end, +"rough ignoranc,e of some material fact, i.e., he
should have a hamartia.

3. He should be enjoying great reputation and prosperity, from which
position he should fall as a result of his hamartia.

4.

He should ev
,

va1i7'. ~~~~~e

./

...

~

...

,

state of a.ffairs and realize

his own ins~rurnen~~~y ~,'M-s misiortune.
\",

~,

/

B.

He should be presented to the audience so they will believe he is
what the poet claims he is.

(This is an exemplifjcation of II.)

1. He should be appropriate to his social or legal status.
2. He should be sufficiently "like" the members of the audience to
bold their sympathy even though he is more "heroic."

3. He should be consistent.

CHAPTER

III

JOANNA BAILLIEt S THEORIES OF TRAGEDr

Although the Aristotelian principles for the ideal tragic protagonist,

8UJDooo

marized at the end of the preceding chapter, and the seven plays of Joanna Baillie are the main sources of material in this study, this chapter will be devoted
to a brief consideration of Miss BaUlie's theories of traged;y.

Even though a

study of the :relationship between her theo1'7 and practice is be;yond the scope ot
this thesta, the radical differences in both the ends and _ana of Aristotle and
Miss Baillie suggest that this discussion is necessa1'7 tor an understanding of
the protagonists she creates in her "tragedies.The "Introductory Discourse"l in the tirst Tolume of the plays on the peasions, published anonymously in 1198, contains Joanna Baillie' s explanation of
her purpose in writing these plays, and critical comments on human nature and
drama in ,eneral, from which her theory of tragedy can be synthesized.

Prefa-

tory remarks and notes in later volumes, all of which are included in the edi"ion of cOllplete works which she authorized in 1851, emphasize or clarity
points made in the initial exposition but do not indicate any essential change
ILn the theory itself".

The explanation of her purpose in writing such a ser-

!

9.!

Plays, In which it is attempted to deliDeach passion being the subject of a
~ragedy and a comedy, I (London, 1798), pp. 1-72.

1 [joanna Balllie;1

Series

~te the stronger p8ss1ons of the

mna,

35

i8s 2 inYol...es a discussion of the function of drama, which she haaea on the natural gifts of man that enable him to profit from such presentationa, and an exposition of her theories on the best technique. to be emplo,yed by writers of
tragic drama8.
The author'. aa in this serie. of playa and, incidentally, in the "1ntroductor;y D18C~rselt 1t.elf, is

It

to improve the mode of 1ts

[Drama. '!J instruct10.,

and p.intto more useful lessOO8. than it 1a'aenerall7 employed to dispense."l
Th1s specific purpose is based on the aS8Ullption that "the Drama improves us by
the knowledge we aequire of our own minda, from the naturlal der'Jire we have to
look into the thoughta, and ob.erve the behartour of others. n4 This "natural cfe.
sire" 1athe "sympathetic interest we all take in beings 11ke ourselves. u

> Al.-

though satiatying this interest by observation affords great pleasure to man, 1t
lvas given to hill by his Creator tor another purpose, ris., "it is our best and
Imost powerful inst.ructor.,,6 By III8king proper us. of this instructor, men should
~eam

"the proprieties and decencies of ordinar;y life" and be "prepared for elis.

~ressing and difficult situations. n7 The great advantage of such vicarious experience is that men can escape painful personal encounters with reality, and

2BaillJ.e, The Druatic and Poetical Works of Joama Baillie, complete 1D
one volulI8, (LoiiaOn, niSI), p:-l. Subsequent r8"?erences to explanatory material
11111 be to this ed.1tion.

l~., p. lS.

4Ibitl., p. 9.
Sloid., p. 6.

6

~., p.

-

7Ibid.

4.
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,et acquire the knowledge necessary tor suooessfUl living.8
To utilize this knowledge, men wst. al80 "retlect and reason upon what hu~n nature holds out to their observation. 1t9 But though the disposition

ot 81l1-

IPAthetic curiositY' about their fellow men 1s universal, comparatively few men
~o

retlect and reason.

~hought

Those who do are lIGIeWhat l1ke the gods who have been

to look at human lite as at a theatrioal exhibition.

~ggests

This oomparisoa

a method tor inducing the generality of mankind to retlect and reason

Ion ¥bat they observe. Moral writers of all kinds 81Ilploy this method when thq
endeavor to

1&7 open before them, i.e., the generality of mankind,

enlarged. and connected

new

"in a more

than their individual observations are oapable

ot

9upplTlng-tbe varieties of the human lIdnd.ttlO When IIIOral writers remember that
t.hey 1IU.st appeal to mants sympathetio curiosity about his fellow lien, they are
nteresting and instruoti"', but if they forget or, for some other reason, taU

r.o
~ll

achieve this goal j.n their productiona, "the fairy bowers of the poet, with
his gay images of delight, will be admired and forgottenJ the important re-

~tioD8

~ les8

of the histor.i.an, and even the reasonings of the philosopher, will \'18k.
p81'11811ent

impres8ion. ttll

Joanna Baillie
~oets

are all

1I0ral

&8SUII8S

hent that philosophers, historians, novelists, and

vrlters, at least in the sense that their works are paten-

[iial instrwaents of instruction tor ma.nlcind.

8
Baillie, Works, p.

_.

9lbid

-

llIbid.

4.

But the works of these writers
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wlll fail to perform their 1\1nction unless authors remember that "the transactions of men become interesting to us only' as we are made aoquainted with men
themselves. n12 And it the works are to achieve the maximum effectiveness as instrwnents of moral instruction, the authors must further remember that nit is
only for cl"8aturea like ourselTes that we teel, and, therefore, only from creatures like ourselves that we receive the in8t.l!'Uction of example."l.3 From her
obse!"f'8tiona of the general human fnterestin rdmlte details ot behavior, e.g.,
minute signs ot a c~iDlll. t s &Dental or aot10l'1al eond.1ti.oJb as well, preBU1Jl8.bly,
as her oWn reaponaes, ahe concludes that it lsthe slight circuutancea that

best

~oint

out the dispositions and tempers of men, because it is in the "leaser

circumstanoes" that
and themselve•• 1~

she

.ru~it8

m~n

perceive the similarity between the man in the

lim~light

In commenting on the practices of authors ot tales and Barela,

that false pictures ot lite may hold attention briefly because they

are !.!!Tlatura1. However, it is "those works which \lOst strongly characterills human nature in the 1I14dling and lower c1assea ot societT' which will ever be the
most popular, because of their appeal t~ la~e nWfthers of people.16
. These ideas form the basis of Mis8 Baillie' 8 theory, ot drama in general and
of tragedy !l: particular, and there.L*ore,. exert considerable intluence on her

practice as a dramatic writer.

12Ba111ie, Work., p.

-

l.3Ibid., p. 9.

14.!!'?!S.. ,

-

p. 2.

15lb1d.,.,. ,.

5.·

She believes that drama is the most potent ot
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the various potential instruments or moral illStruction because the hum.an taste
for drama is both universal and durable,17 and the reactions of th~ whole audience exert a cumulative .rrect on its individual members.18 The unique power
of drama is due primarily to the presence of. characters who If speak directly tor
themselve•• "19 But in speaking for themselves, the characters deprive the dramatic writer ot the opportunity shared hy novelist and poet to describe and explain characters at length and in detail. 20 The dramatic writer can rely onl.7
on the actions and speeches of characters, which, unless skillfully and subtly
rendered, are "great betrqers ot the feigned and adopted. n21

Therefore,

achievement of the maximum etfect of drama depends largely on the ability of the
dramatist to delineate character.
Arter this explanation of the ends and mean. of the dramatic writer, Joanl'Ja
BAillie considers the special problems of the writer of tragedy.
tasks of tragedy are two.

One

i~

The particular

to show men "in those elevated situatiOns, ex-

posed to those great trials and engaged in those extraordinary transactions, in
which few of us are called upon to act,n22 but which can improve mankind by the
"enlarged views which it gives to us ot human nature, by the admiration of vizotue and execration ot vice which it excites. tl2 )
17Baillie, Works, p. 7.

-

18Ibid., p.

lL..

-

19Ibid ., p. 7.

-

20Ibid ., p. 6.

21Ibid •

-

-

22Ib id., pp. 9-10.

-

23Ibid., p. 11.

The other, and even more impor-
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tant task of traged;y, is to "unveU to us the human mind under the dominion of
those strong and fixed passions, which, seemingly uDpl"OV'oked by outward circumstances,w1ll, from small beginnings, brood within the breast, till all the better dispositions, all the tair gitts of nature, are borne down before thell. n24
In performing this task, traged;y can impreve men because, "Looking baok to the

first rise, and tracing the progress of passion, po1nts out to us those stages
in the approach of the enemy, when he might have been combated most successtullYJ and where the sutfering him to pass _y be considered as occasioning all the

miser" that ensues. n25
Fortunately tor all those seeking an audience for a tragic drama, the sym.
pathetic curiosity of mankind is particularly excited by men "placed in extra..
ordinary situations of difficulty and distl"8S8.,,26 Tragic compositions are addressed to the -sympathetic curiosity of our nature, exercised upon mankind in
great and trying occasions, and under the 1ntluence of the stroneer passions,
when thegl1md, the generous, and toe terrible attraot our attention. 1t27 But
it is not the sufferings of a fellow-oreature 1n these situations that occupy
the attention

or

the audience.

It is the sight of a fellaw-creature ftstrugglinc

with ••• terrible apprehensions" and "bearing himself up under such circwaIstanc.s,,,28 that interests and therefore can 1aprove members of the audience.

2~aillie, Works,
2Slbid., p. 11.
26lbld.,p. 2.

-

27lbid., P. L..

p. 8.
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Miss Baillie derives her praotioal BUggestions for writing tragedies tram
a oritical examination of the tailures ot previous examples ot the genre to
achieve the II8Ximum appeal to man's sytrlpathetic curiosity, and etfect the modi(ication of hi. conduct.

~'he

those who may be considered as
~reat

observe. that the "greater proportion, even ot
res~tabledramatic

poets," have studied the

drama of the past, and. in it have preferred "the eMbellishments of poetry

to faithfully delineated.nature.

They hays been more occupied in considering

• • • the effects produced • • • than the varieties of human character which
rirst fUrnished materials for these works, or the principles in the mind of man

"y means
~lassic

of which such etfects were produced ...29 The im1tation of the manner' or

tragedy has limited the "choice of situations and events to bring great

pharacters into action" to "rebellions, conspiraCies, contentions for empire,
.,nd riTalships in 1"e.,,30 The great and magnan.1.mous and unshaken heroes who
"rise 10 these situations31 fail because "to a being perfeotly tree trom all human infirmity our sympathy' refuses to extend. tf32

The teaching etfect is "pro-

portionably feeble, as the hero is made to exceed 10 courage and fire what the
!standard ot humanity will aaree to. n ))
and natural characten, the lessons
~ore

It heroes are not represented "as real

we are taucht trom their conduct will be no

to us, than those which we receive from the pages

29Baillie, Works, p. 8.

30.!2!S.,

p. 9.

3lIb~.d., p. 8.

-.

32!bid., p. 9, note.
)3Ibid., p. 9.

ot the poet or the mor-

alillt.,,34
In trying to create characters with an intensel7 human appeal, however, the

author should avoid two extra_s. He should not put a particular, individual

man, with all his ecc.ntricitie8, into the cast because there can be no instruction

~

a character who does not correspond with man'a general ideas of human

nature. 3S Nor should the author resort t.o tfthose adventitious distinctions
am.ongst men, of age, fortune, rank, profession, and country,Gmi~ are so often
brought forward in preference to the great original distinctions of nature," because the;y fUl the acenes with impersonal etcourtien, lawyers, citizens, hnch.
m~n,

.

etc., etc."
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Although Miss Baillie consistently refers to

does not intend to bar women from the ranks

~eroe.,ff

she

ot tragic protagonist.. In a note

she states her beliet that "no man ••• ever lived, who has behaved in a c.wtain
manner on a certain occasion, who has not had amongst women some corresponding
spiri t, wo, on the like occasion, and every way similarly circumstanced, would
have behaved in the like manner," albeit with Itsome degree of sottening and re-

finelllent. lt ll
But Miss Baillie does exclude two general "types" ot characters which f'requentlr appear in dramatis personae, viz.~ Villains and pathetic lovers, because
they lack power to appeal to, and consequently, do not affect anldnd.

She de-

fends the first prohibition by stating that, TIthe perfectly wicked are as 111-

3hBai11ie, Works, p. 10.

-

3SIbid., p. 13.

J6 Ibid•

-

-

37Ibid., p. 9, note.
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ritted for the purpose of warning, as the perfectly virtuous are for those of

~xample,)8 because there is so little in the breast of a bad man to combat pa8~ion.39

She admits ~hat tender and pathetic lovers have some appeal as frail

~ortals

and victims of misfortunes of the more familiar and domestic kind, but

~hen

they "8igb out their Borrows in one unvaried strain of rtudied pathos,"

~hey find our feelings incapable of answering tbeir demand.~"O

She Bees another

:reason for excluding such lovers in tbe resul.t of the .frequency with which love
L' int:-:'Iduced as the grand business of drama.

It.ben the chief characters of 80

rnar.y fJ1ays mst be interesting lovers, theY' inevitably acquire an insipid simi...

~arity to each other,41 which decreases their intrinsic interest for the audi~nce.

In such cases, when the chief characters
apt to exhaust their efforts on

B~cond

~end

to become dull, authors are

and inferior characters, so "we are

Ail"ad

upon to be interested in the fortune of one man, while our chief attention is
directed to the character of another, which produces a disunion of ideas in the
mind, injurimls to tbe general effect of the who1e.,,42

In citing one more fault

of autbors in tbeir characterizations, Miss Baillie repeats the dominant theme
pf her dramatic theory.

She regrets that "strong contrasts of cbaracter are toe

pften attempted, instead of those harmoniou8 shades of it, which nature beaut!-

38na1llie,.Works, p. 9.

-

-

39Ibid., P. lQ.

4lIbld.,

401bld., p. 9..

42Ibid.
-

p. 13.
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tully varies 6 and which we so greatly delight in, whenever we clearly distin-

guish them. ft4 )

She is obsessed with little things or minutia in which she sees

the key to effective delineation of character.
'!'hus one problem confronting the author of a tragedy is to make the Itcreat
characters struggling with difficulties, and placed in

situsti~ns

of eminence

and danger,"lJ~ so "real and natural" that their conduct and sentimsnts will en-

~arge and elevate man's moral outlook by analogy.US But the other and even more
important task of tragedy confronts the author with a different problem.

This

second task of trr.cedy is to show "Those strong paSSions that, with small assi...
lIance from outward circumstances, work their way in the heart till they become
tyrannical masters ot it.,,46 This example is one for man's oireet applieatioD
to himself, since the passions "carry on a similar operation in the breast of
the monarch and the man ot low degree, n and by n opening to us the heart of man
under the influence ot those passions to which all are liable,n47 man should
learn the need and means of controlling his own passions.
Continning the expo.ition or her own theories on writing traged,y, by citing
examples of laiiures ot previous writers, Miss Baillie notes that tracing those
passions "in their rise and progress in the heart, seems but rarely to have been

~he object of any dramatist. tl48 The general practice has been to present the
4)Baill1e, Works, p. 1).

44~., p. U.

-

4S Ibid ., p. 10.

46Ibid ., p. 11.

-

--

47 Ibid

48 Ib1d ., p. 10.
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~mpassioned

character "under those irresistible attacks of their power, which

it is impossible to repellJ whilst those gradual steps that lead him into this
state, in some of .which a stand might have been made against the foe, are ,left
entirely in the shade.,,49 Thus, the general practice has been to omit the
tential source at direct edification.50 Representation of but one stage

p0-

ot the

ot "those great masters of the soul, ambition, hatred, love, and (Nery

course

passion that is permanent in its nature, and varied in progress," is im.perfect

~epresentation of the passion itself51 as well as being of no teaching value.
rt'hose small and familiar occurrences in which developing passions more strongly
Ibetray themselves, may seem inconsistent with the grave tone and serious effect

~ragedy
~ut

should maintain,52 but to strip the passions of "those less Obtl'Usive.

not less

~tscrimin&ting

traits which mark them in their aetual operation,"

~s a failure against truth. 53
Miss Baillie warne against two other fal41ts that frequently mar the prasen~ation

~it
~est
~n

of a hero and the passion with which he is contending.

Forgetting that

is in oontendins w~th opposite ,paSSiOns and affections of the mind that we
discover their strength, not with events," authors have written tragedios

which tithe passions themselves are almost obscured by the splendour and im-

portance of the transactions to which they are attached.",4

--:u.

49Ba111ie, Works I p. 10.

-

:OThirl., p.

5112!!!., p. lO.
52 lbid ., p. 11.
S3Ibid ., p. 10.
54 Thid •

-

Also, by indi8er~
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nate use of "bold and figurative language [whiCl,0 belongs peculiarly to them,,"
poets have

Co.

prived the passions of "the power of distinguishing tllemselves e "5S

"This is an injury by no means compensated, but. very gr8f\tly aggravated, by embellishing" in return, the speeches of passion with the ingeruous conceits and
complete similes of premeditated thought,"

whi~h

fly beyond nature into regions

of bombast and nonsense. 56
Miss Baillie's theory ot tragedy can be summarized under the followine seven pointst
1.

The writers of t.ragedy should remember that their purpose is to improve man-

.

kind •
?

The writers of tragedy must appeal to the sympathetic curiosity of men about
creatures like themselves i f their characters are to teach by example.

3. Ninutia best convince PleD of the similarity of characters t(l themselves.

u.

Characters who MUst speak tor themselves ean be the most effective examples
but are the hardest to make natural and convincing.

5. Mankind has a natural interest in seeing fellow-creatures bearing-up in
tragic situations.
b.

Heroes, and heroines as well, in these situations can teach by enlarging and
elevating mankindts moral outlook"but only if they
a.

are real and natural" rather than pre-eminent;

b.

correspcnd with our general ideas of human nature, rather than appear as
eccentric individuals,

5'3ai111e, ~!!,. p. 10.

56 Ibiri., and note.
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c.

show the great original diatinctions of nature rather than adventitioua
distinctiona,

d.

have enough basic goodnet's to show a struggle with passionJ

e.

have individuality rather than mere family resemblance to chiei charac...
ters of other playa J

f.

retain our chief attention rather than share it with second and inferior
characters.

7. Heroes struggling with passions to which all men are liable can prOTide examples for man's direct applioation to hiuelf it
a.

the passion is exposed in the infant stages in whioh it can and should
be resisted,

b.

the passion is shown by those discriminating traits which mark it in it.

actual operation.
c.

the passion shows its strength in contending with the opposite passions
and affections of the mind and is not obscured by events J

d.

the passion is not deprived of its power of making itself known by indiscriminate use of bold and figurative language or rendered ridiculous
by being exposed in bombastic language.

AlthO'Ugh Aristotle and Miss Baillie both rely on the same human j.nclination

to regard a theatrical exhibition with attentive interest, they envision quite
different ultimate uses tor, and methods ot, gaining this attention.
believes the purpose ot tragedy is to

pleas~

Aristotle

the audience by arousing in it the

-

emotions of' pity and tear, while Miss Baillie believes that tragedy should i ....
prove the representatives of mankind in the audience by warning themot the consequences ot yielding to passion.

Aristotle observes that men take a delight 1D,

48
nd learn froM imitations, but NiBS Baillie rE'!fers to this phenomenon as the s
nthetic ~ur1osity men have about creatures like themselves.
0ng of a shift in emphasis from the man ontbe sta,e to

th~

ristotle expects the audience to feel pity and fear for the

mAn in the audienc
~amati2

personage,

hen he exPenences undeserved misfortune, discovers how he haa be"!ln the cause
of his

own.:

Undoing, and suffers or innictssu:rrering on others.

However, Miss

il1ie expects the members of the audience . to apply the lesson of the rate of
the dramatic personage

~

. ;th;..;e.;;;.;tnS;.;;;;.;e;.;l;;.;T..;e.;;.s.

Desicn_tion of these two theoretical positions as projective and subjective
.. ght not

bear

close scrutiny from the standpoint of psychology, but the te1'1l8

serve to contrast the attitudes the wo authors expect the audience to have
toward the protagonist or a drama.

According to the author of the Poetics, it

is necessary that the audience be sympathetic toward the protagonist, and therefore,

Ari~totle suggests that he should have a good moral purpose. Because Mis,

Baillie wants the audience to realize the dire consequences of not resisting a
passion in its infancy, it is either immaterial whether, or impossible that the
protagonht bave this personal qualification.

She stipulates only that he fhai1II

possess enough basic goodness to strugf:lewith the passion.

It is the passion

itself on which she centers her attention, and she even cautions that it should
not be obscured by Gvents or the language in which it is revealed.
The hamartia, peripety, and discovery that loom

80

large in Aristotle's

ory are enti.rely absent, per !!!, trom Miss Baillie's theory.

Only the peripety

is even clearly implicit in her theor.T, i.e., yielding to passion is a diminution of humfln cUgnity, or a tall.

~1i8S

Baillie I s emphasis on a real and

naturaJ.

rather than a pre-eminent hero tends in the opposite direction from Aristotle'.

49
requirements that the protagonist be both appropriate and true to lite.

Miss

Saillie does not mention oonsistency as a desirable quality in the protagonist,
"or does she advert to the principle of necessity and probability from which
!'ihis quality is deducible, and on which Aristotle places so much stress. His
emphasis on this principle is necessar,r because he is interested in the relationship between the cause and effect in the tragic actionJ Miss Baillie's lack
of attention to the same principle is not surprising, since her interest 1s in a
~rticular
~ission

and preconceived result, i.e., ruination of the hero through his sub-

to passion.

\.Jlth such radical differences in theory, it should not, be surprising to
~ind

that Hiss Ba.illie's practice of her tb.eory in dramatic writing results in

protagonists that are quite different from Aristotle- s ideal protagonist.
following studies

or the

The

protagonists of seven representative Baillie "trae-t" A11f1

will reveal these differences as well as some incidental similarities.

CHAPTER IV
PROTAGONISTS OF JOANNA BAILLIE'S "TRAGEDUS'" IN THF LIGHT OF
ARISTOTLEt::; PIUNCIPLP',s FOR T.H.AGIC PROTAOCNISTS

Three of Aristotle's primary concerns are that the protagonist should aot
within the unity of the plot, with neoessityand probability, and in such a W8J
Tlhat he expresses a universal truth about human nature.
~aillle's

Comparisons of Joanna

.even protagonists with these Aristotelian criteria require knowledge

pI the plot as a whole. 'l'herefore, a SUl'Imla17 of the plot of each play will pre~ede

the detailed study of particular protagonists in the light of the general

principles.

'fhe personal qualities Aristotle ascribes to the ideal tragic pro-

tagonist, i.e., moral goo<in'':ss, statur., and hamartia" the ability to experience
peripety a r 1 discovery, aYld the display of appropriateness, likeness to the reality, and consistency, are revealed or not revealed when the protagonist par~ieipates

in the incidents that ocr:ur as the plot action develops.

Examination

of Miss Baillie's protagonists on these points will follow the more general
considerations.

The order in which the playa are considered is not chronologi-

cal, either by date of composition or publication, because neither method reveals any significant tendenoies.

The order that is employed is arbitrary, in

general, 'but there are a rew instances in which this order may help to show
relationships between the protagonists or be:tween theJl and the Aristotelian
criteria.
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A.

!

Rat1eft.

ROMIERO

TN~ is the story ot a man whose jealousy 01 an 1nnoo.nt

wite'a love prompta bia to suspect deception where there is none, and to asnae
that her . .e_r1lT aecret1" eftorts to aid her lather are motivated by Wideliv to bia.

Bl1nded bY' Jealous rage, he tries to stab her companion, but

Jd.l.la her 1n8tead.

Rea11sing hia mistake, he seeks to join her 1n death at the

hand of the lather tor whose Ute abe bas giYen hera.

Act I beaina

-one

OIl

the aea coast near Don ROIIdero t s castle. Sebastian ia

the .h1p-vreck vieti_ ••eking retuce .t the castle, and is over-joyed to

tind Zorada, th. daucht.r he had never hoped to see again, who is ROIIiero'. 1ilte4
Seb&s~

.tell. her the sacl sto17

ot

his betl"lQ1ll to the king and the night tor

his lite. He 18 afraid that Road.ro will not help him, ainoe the kine has.ftlll.'l
--NdI

lhill

to

8'If8Al'
,

to seek h1. tather-iD-law. s l11e or be suspeot himself. Maurice 18·

tel'nlPts with _a that Road.el'O has returned, and Zorada

claw

h1s assiatance

on the wq to the .atle to pre.,.ent him trom following and recognizing Sebaat.1aIIi
In Act II, ROIIiero t • irritation at ••eing Zonda and Mamce togetber pus-

es quickly, ill the joy ot reunion with hi. wita, but renT. . when she shove

greater co.ern tor her father than tor hill. Romiero broods alone and thea coajpla1D8

about Zonula to his friend, Gunan. The slldllDg answer th.t he is luclq

it h. cmly baa to worry about bel' duteous love of her father reawakens jeal.ouq

or Maurice. It_ivo

T01I8

to crusb hi. jealous thoughts, since Zorada' 8 coapao.

lon, Beatrice, is the logical object or Maurice'a interest. However, he que..
tions JerOllej a sernnt who ia 8eoretly aid1llg Mau:rice'. auit With Beatrice, ancl

lnrst published 1n Draa!, I (London, 11)6), l-U9.

S2
he servant's evasive answers renYe his latent jealouq.
At the beginning ot Act III, Rom1el"O i. irritated at Zorada'. ab.ence,
roods in her

1'OOIIl,

and challenges her who she returns.

as done hiJI no wrone only increases his doubta.
zman t •

1"00Il

Her assurance that ab.

Dunng th.ir ren4.....ou. near

in the castle, Mauriee com1.noes Beatrice that they should elope

efore the next dawn, since he tears Rom1e1'O i. auspicious ot: theDl. When Road...
seeks his Mend, later that night, to compla1n about Zoradats d1tfidence,

.man does not rea8su.re him with IIlUch colttiCtlO1l, and eventuallY repeat. what
e

has O'Yel'beard ot the recent

oice he did not recognize.

comrer~tiOl').

between Maurice and a woman who..

Guzman's hall'-bea1'ted attelpta to delend Zorada,

gainst whom there 1s no proof, do not ahakeftCllliero' a resolution to surpri_

be loyers as they nee at dawn.

In Act tv, when ..taurice and the IIlUtned fona ot a woman approach, Romiere
ttacks the man.· They fight until Beatrice intervene. and IioIdero recognizes
ere R01dero promi ••s not to 1ziterf'ere in their romance, though he insists that
ey postpone their elopeaent, and hurries back to the castle to appologise to
18 wite.
ru1t

In Zerada f s apartaent, she and her nurse are preparing a basket

or

tor Sebastian, who i8 hiding in a raiDed chapel nea1"b7. Thq have just

lud.ed a picture of Zorada, tor which her tather bas asked, when Rom1el"O ate....
pts to display his passionate contrition. There is an affectionate but brief
eunion before Romiero discovers the picture in the basket of !ruit. The

IRU'ft

%plains that it ·i, tor a lick old lady in the vUlage, but an accidental retere to the recipient ot the basket

a8

!!!

reawakens HOIdero f 8 suspicions. Check-

ng on a rumor that a voun's torm has been .een at night near the old chapel..

omiero torce. Jerome to admit that Beatrioe hal DeTer gone outside to .et

~aur1ce.
~ona

and that he, too, has seen auch a t01'll.

RoIrdero confide. hi. new rea-

tor 8Uspectinc Zorada to Gusman, who again makes a half-hearted attempt to

~tend

her by pointing out the lack ot eY1dence. 'When the two meA try to get the

itruth out or the mt.;'se, th.,- ad.interpret her eYuiona to mean that her own son
~s

concealed. som..mere :In the 'fioini t7 and is the object ot Zorada' ••olioitoua

~ttention$.

Roadero re.olves to .tollow her on her next nocturnal excuraiOll.

itORdero and

Guzman are waiting tor

Zorada to appear, in Act V, and Rom1ero

rushes. toward the chapel when a servant iDtorma b1m that ahe is already there.

r.r'he DUree ooncludes aITang...nta with a ahip.oaptain tor Sebastian' 8 e.cape
~hUe

tatbHo and daughter are saying

ramell in the ohapel. The nurse

ithem ot RoJdero t • approach and Sebaatian leaves.

Zonda answers her

trarn8

~u.bandt.

"cousations with a proal.. to aplain all in a few hours. but be threatens t.
~ll

her. Bearing Ramiero'. wild. word., Sebastian returns and Zorada throws her

!veil oyer hi. to pl'eYtmt hie recognition. The jealous bubanci rueh•• at th.
pair and acoidentally stabs Zonda. Realisiac what he has done, Road.ere uks
~er

forci....ne.... which i8 read.1l7 ,iven wi\h a plea tor Sebastian-. lite. After

ner death, ROIRieZ"O indulces in an agoJl7 of

anel,

then suddenly" leap. at Sebu-

t1aJ1, aocuse. him .t causing the oalaaiV, and challenge. him to tight tor his

,..1te. Both ..n tight as it more

amd.~s

to be killed than to kill, but Roadero

'inal.l1' neei...e. a wound. He begs Seba.tian
~ords

t.

pardon, aqs his recent harah

were only to prOTOke the fatal blow whioh release a h1a troM lite to joia

~orada, and commends Saba.tian'. satet;r to GuUlAD, who is tree of
~urn hill

arrr

oath to

in, dead or ali.,...

Roaiero acta in confol'lllity with the first Aristotelian principle tor the
~deal tragic protagonist, i.e., v1tbln the organic Wl1ty, of the plot.

The tint

ct of Rcaiero is devoted to exposition or the situation in which tha protasoist eub.equentlT ea.. i.p11cationa ot hi. wite'. inti dell ty.

The laet four . .·

show theprolres8 of hi. pas.ion until it culminates in the catastrophe. Whe.
mero appears in the second act, he shows the possessive att1tude toward Zona which leads him to Id.s1aterpret everythine that happens to sustain and e.
1s jeel..,.. RoIdero'e discO'I'er;y, i • .Act IV, that he has been wrong, pendta

net relaxation

of hi_ nepicion, but he quickly re8Wll8s the habit.

H. re_tna

der it. inn.uence until he cOlllBit. tbe freDsled act that ends his wife's il'll1O-

cent. litei¢d his own tal.e R.picion ot heJ".
RoId.erct aleo

cont01"lllS

to the .econd A.rietotelian principle tor a tftgic

protagonist. 'l'here 1& littl. advance warning, by indirect oharactel"1ution, fd
ow he

win

aot but, on his appearanoe in Act II, he begina to reveal hi. char-

cter ae .be·1mpe.tiently waits tor Zorada' sr.turn.
ORdero t s later actions are necessary andprobabl..
ance, &otd.el'O ie aentlonecl

a8

This character 1_ such \hat
Betore his personal appear-

thtt absent ha.ban4.ot the loved and esteemed Zora-

dB, vb••. & 88l'ftnt teUs the ahip.wrecked ..Uon h. is -Kept at the king'. high

court, a. ~tis said, but my opinion 1a_~..2 This unt1n1shed and unintormatin
.tatement arouses curiosity which is not eat.istied by Maurice's report to Zorada
that ROIId.ero t s jOTful· vassals are crowding to greet him on his return.

Seba

IIl8ntionethe natOr, which Zorada refuses to believe, that the king has auapeotett
ROlI1ero, beCause ot his tolly ties, and that he haa norn to .eek the lives. 01
Sebastian and his companions, to prove hi. own lo1alt,..

2Joanaa Baillie, ROIIderor ! 'r!!le4l. 1n The Dra...tio and Poetical Works fd
oanna Baillie, complete iii one Totume. {London, 18~', I.r.JJ.3. Subsequentreterencee to this and other playa will be made paJ."enthetically in the text, b7
act, lICene, and page in this edit10n.
.

On the basis of' evidence presented in the play, ROIIiero t 8 suspicions of Zo-

rada would be UBjturtif1ed and unwarranted if entertained b7 a normal, inte1l1pa
:l~n

being.

However, Rom1.ere i8 a hyper-sen8itive, ego-centric personality.

Iud tor hill they are necessary conclu.iona.
~ing'.

court, be questions the

8el"'l'allta

lRl8&te17 on his return fl'Oll the

on Zorada' 8 whereabouts.

He i. annoyed

t>ecauee abe is not in the castle, waiting '\0 greet him, and jealously' Rng17 when

she arrive., leaning on the arm of Maurice.
~bout

her father, Romiero adnd.ts that he has taken the rwaored oath, and petu-

iLant~
~bout

When Zonula anxiously inquires

cotllpla1ns that his wife 18

hill.

11\0%'8

concemed about her father than ahe 1.

RoIli.ro immediately' connects Guzman's sa1l1nc comment that he is

!'-ucq if his only complaint is of Zorada' 8 duteous love of Sebastian, with the

presence of }9aurice. The better impul..e to aaaume that Maurice 1s intere8ted in
~tr1ce

dies quickly and he interprets Jerome's eva8ive anawers to his quest.s..

18 an attempt to protect Zorada, not her friend.

Romiero broods dur1nc his

.ife'. absence after dinner and finds her .8aurance that she has done him no
lJrong suspiciously' defensive.

When he again complains to Guzman, he admits tb.t,

tie does not fNsp8ct Zorada of what a world4t" judie would call 1ntideliV. but

1I&7S, "If I haTe lost her heart, ItTe suffered all."'(nI.lli • .324)

Oetensib17 to

~ent

a greater shock, later, Gusman repeats wbat he bas crverheard

~ur1••

and Ita ...0III8J1."

hew.a

It is logical that • man in the habit of drawing irra-

r.ional conclusions that coincide with his crotchet would assUDl8 that the

W01I8.D

!RUst be Zorada and proceed to act rlolently against "ber" supposed companieD.

During the hiatus in jel'.lDU7 that follows the d1scoTery of his mistake,
~om1.ero·s nature proves as passionate and abject in contrition as it is heedl..s

lnd aggressive in eon.denlnation.

The discovery of the pioture and the nuree' 8

S6
con.fu8ion about the gender of the pvson tor WOlil the basket is being prepared

end another surge ot jealOllsy over his spint. He checks among the ae"ants on
the repoJ't that Zorada has been aeen in the torest at night, and accepta the
elp of Guzman in o:ross-examin1ng the nurse, but be needs no help to infer

t.,...

that she refers to her own family when Ibe aentions close kindred.. Romiero
onnect8 this interence with the picture, and, actina according to hi. own distorted logic, determines to catch t.he cuUty pair. Hot finding the man, he aoU8es and threatens Zonda, and when a man deea appear, hi. fatal lunge i8 U

nevitable as the f'ult1ll.ment of his desire to join Zorada in death.

A. cause. 01 tragic pleasure, the murder of Zorada and the wound1nc ot ReerG are typical Aristotelian acenes of n..rfering.
II

Roadero's discOTel7 that he

killed. Zorada by mistake ranks high on Ari.totle'. list ot the kind of 418-

0'"1T that has the ..aired ettect. Here, alao 1. the ideal closene•• ot relaionahip, 1.e., perpetrator

or

the deed. and "Iieti., are husband and wite.

The..

cidents occur with the neeesaitY,and probability that Aristotle belieTea will
nsure the optimum tragic etf.ct..
'lb.e universal· truth expressed by the character ot ROlIiero has l1m1ted aplicat.iOll to the tortunately tew members

o~

the hWlan race who are pas.ionatelT

evoted to haYing their ego. nurtured by the exclusive attention ot a spouse or
ther IliDion.

ROIl1er4t abov. thi. exce••1T8].y pos....iye tendency so early ill

• p1q that the le••on of his story 18

• audience.

n~t

applicable to the average member ot

HowYeI' , given a raan who bi'Gtel'lJ' resents his wite'" eoncem tor

lather who i. in

craT.

dangel', even the melodramatic catastrophe has the re-

181te. ot neoe••ity and probabUity which _ke it a universal truth, albeit
118

ot limited application.

S7
AlthCnlgb he oontOl"lD8 to Aristotle'. tir.t three principle. tor a tragic JDgonist, Rami.rots personal qualities are antithetic to those suggested by the

uthor

or

the Poet1e1.

By his laok

ot the tirst requisite, i.e., good .oral

urpose, ROIIiero tails to gain the init1al sYlllpa:t.hy at the audience.

Hi. Golld-

t IIlOtives are a desire to be the solI object ot Zorada t • attention and, pareO%ic4117, a colllPQlsion to prove her untuthtul.
oral parpoSI.

Neither qualities as a good

Except lor the posses8ion of a castle staffed with several serr-

t8, and the al1qianoe at some va8sals there is no evidence ot Ramierots great
rosperity or that he haa great reputation.

He spends some ti_ at the kine's

our' and bas been specitically required to prove that his loyalty to the crown
s stronger than it is to Zorada's lather.

But this inoident doe. not e.tabli_

iarc t s iraportanoe, since the kingt a aotion

mJq

is regard tor Sebastian rather than Rcm1ero.

well have been motivated by

'there i. no direct evidence in

he play that the prota,on1st has any appeal1.rlg or good qualities.

Maurice- I

ascription

or Roaderots j07ful

t love

him. are the ODl.y thihgs that can sotten the uratavorable imprelsion

t~r

e makes by h1uelf.

reception at the c.ltlaand Zorada t • testimWUllIUJIII

In Road.ro l

•

actions and eXpressions ot thought the audi-

nce eee. a Mlf'iah, egoti.tocal, self-appointed judge who knows neither 1Ile1'07

or torbearaDCe.

An audience might pity a

tI&ll

with suoh a deep-rooted psycho-

ogica1 preble., but it 18 improbable that most members of it would identit,r
heuelTes with nch a charaoter.

ROIIdero's appologie. and attempts to make

_nds atter both ....ults with a d.eaaly weapon do 11ttl. to improve his reoe,.
ion, since hi. contrition is as exces,,!ve a" the jealou"y that precedes aDd
es"itates it.

The one ad!a1rable act ot his career, in the play, is to ask

uzman to preserve Sebastiane. lite and, ironically, this i . but a tev moment.

"fie1' Sebastian has shown that life matters no more to him than it does to

a.-

miere, after he has lost Zorada.

The search for an Aristotelian h_rtia is no more successful than the attempt to find goodness in Ramiero. His oath to the king necessitate. Zcrada-.
suspicious behavior and his own 8Uspicions.

But Romiero is ignorant

rial fact of the situat.ion when he ta.lc:es the oath.

ot no mate-

He is ignorant only of an

improbable, tuture Situation, in which he rd,ght be called upon to keep his oath.

Aooording to Aristotle, the hamartia ie not vice or depravity, but a specific
error.

Therefore, neither ROOero f s 'Vicious suspicions nor hie depraved jealG!Wl"

can quality·as A.ristotelian hamartiai.
How..,er, when Joanna Baillie announce. that Romiero 18 a

trage~ 011

the

jPassion of Jealousy,) she indicates that abe ie interested in this 1I0ral etate.
~e

BUlk•• Roraiero'. jealousy the direct cause of the cataetrophe whioh is one

~orm of Ari.totelian
~n

peripet7. i.e., a reve1"8al.

Rom1ero intends to kill th.

he believes to have supplanted hi_elf in Zorada' s affections.

[kills the wite he love. "far be;rcmd all earthl.7 things.-(V.i1i.33S)

Instead, he
Since He-

~erots

position at the beginning ot the play is not clearly exalted, his II1s-

~ortUM

at the end is lacking in the power of the Aristotelia.n ideal. His be-

~av1or

i8 abnormal, even in his early appearances, and a tall from pas.ion-ri ....

~en sanity to insane surrender to passion does not eDmpl1t,y the Ar1stot.H.an

concept of a: fall.

For such a character as Ramiero, the tranaition :from lite te

d.eath is release, not fall.

But dilJcovery '"hat he has killea Zorada is still an

Aristotelian reversal, and Homiero even sees hiuelf as the cause ot it.

3'aamie.. Wo:rtcs, pp. 231 and 3l2.

In his

last speech to Zorada, he sqat
But deamons haft been dealing with lIlY soul,
And I have been ~ t.yrant and destroyer,
A wretch bereft of reason. (V.111.33$)

The uncertainty of Rom1ero'. social status also renden a judgment of his
appropriateness difticult.

At least he does nothing inappropriate 1:.0 vbat i.

known ot the aoc1al atandard he should Mintain.

The queat1oll1ng of ael'Tllnt.

nd betrayal 1:.0 thea othia suspicions ot Zorada is not inappropriate buta
011

of hi8 lIalad:y.

Thia ulaq makes Rold.ero inappropriate to the Ariatotel1u.

ideal of hUll,fln, 'reason-domiDated behavior, but according to the plot, the preoni8t Q8t be .. p&ss1on-dOllinll.ted man.

ltomiero is a rash, suspicious, brood-

inc, Mlt-pitying man. Ue also ahove deplorab17 poe>r judgment in choosing Gu...
n as a confidant if he really wants reassurance of totter1nc faith in his 1d.f

t these qualities are appropriate to the oharacter necessitated by the action

£ the plot. Mias Baillie emplo,rs the

aol1loq~--mntter--pause--mutter--pau8e

chnique to I18.ke her character seem natuJ'al •. This realistic touch does not
.eel in making a man of such violent p.8sions se.. ord1na11" or natural.

0'.

8

ROIIIi....

consistency has the single-mindedness usually aasociate4 with fanaticism or

anit7.

Hie two period. of repentance are of the saae intense qual1V as the

s.ion that

mak.. them necessary and with which they are actually consistent.

1'11.i. consistent villain-hero Who emerges trom Roaiero dUters greatly troa

e Aristotelian concept

or

an ideal tragic protagonist.

It i, tru.e that he ....

1£111 the requireaents ot acting within the organic \U'11:tiy of the plot and
ording to the principle of neceBsity and probabilit:r.

8C-

It i. also true that..m

man u Romiero can express universal truth only about the segment of the hwna.n
ee of which he 1s t1Pieal and not about hUllan nature in general.

An exaadna-

60
~ion

of the ethical character of this dramatic personage, however, reTeals the

~iscrepalC7

between Aristotle's theol")" and Miss Baillie's practice.

ROIdero ct.

not have the good moral purpose or better than aTerage nature that Aristotle
~eems

necessary for gainIng the aympath7 of the audience.

...ng that br11'lgs disaster, not an Aristotelian hamartia.
~is

It is his moral f'ailRomiero does recognise

responsibility in the few moments after the catastrophe, but the tragio pI...

sure due to raTersal and its recogn! tion oan scarcely compensate for the laok of
~1ndred

feeling with suoh an appropriately malevolent and maladjusted specimen

pf humanity.

ROIIliero serYes as a good example of the Aristotelian dictum that

the fall of an utter TUlain
~ustice
~ood

a~uses

a buman telJll1ng, i.e., satisfaction that

has been done, but not the pit,. and fear that result .from the fall of a

protagonist who makes a mistake.
B. DE MONTFORT
In

B! Monttortt !.

Tryeq,4 the pretagonist l s hatred· tor his childhood ri-

ral, Rezemrelt, increases with the passage of time.

a..envelt

continues to

tn-

mph in their ohanoe encounters, and treats De Montfort's enmity lightly. When

De Montfort hears a rumor that his siater and RezenTelt are soon to be married.
tle is so 8Dl'8ged that he kills ResenTelt. Within a few hours, De Montfort telowa his netim in dftath.
In Act I, Manuel, who precedes his employer, ne Montfort, to the inn, ex!)laina to the host, Jerome, why he continues to ael'T8 such an irascible master.
lI'or all his faults, this De :r.ontfort is given to sudden bursts 01 natural good1lO88;;

."d h. ha.s a noble sister who would grieve i t her brother's servant. left

4First published in A Series of ~IU In which it is attempted to delia9ate the stronger passions of the iirricr,'each passion being the subjeot of a
~ragedy' and a comedy. (London, 1798)" I, pp. 301-lU.l.
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nim.

De :t-iontrort arrives and throws himself despondently in a chair.

Count

Freberg and his wife, old acquaintances, surprise him with a visit and invite
him to meet an unnamed, but most accomplished, etranger the next day.

At break•

.f"ast the following morning, a servant mentions having seen his master's count1"7III&n, Reaenvel t, in the r·aighborhood.

De M.ont.fort reacts ..,lolently, recollects

nimselt, dismisses the servants, then giTeS vent to his hatred for Rezen..,.lt by
stamping his feet and shouting ineults at and about his Absent enemy.
arrives with the promised "stranger,· who is Resenvelt.
respo~

Freberc

De Montfort refuses to

to the pleasantries of his guests, and when they leave, pleading another

engagement, De Montfort resumes his rage.
As Freberc and his lady are waiting for th"!ir guests in Act
sister, the Lady Jane, arrives unexpectedly.

n,

De

~'a

Freberg welcomes her enthusiasti-

eally and his wite, though les8 enthusiastic .. invites her to join the part,..
lane explains that she has followed her brother secretly, but agrees to appear

n a veU.

Lady Freberg showa resentment of her husband' 8 lavish praise of

Jane's good qualities and its implicit disparagement of her.

De Montfort land

Resenvelt exchange some caustic remarks before the ve11ed Jane appears.
~e

Thinldna

recognizes Jane's voice, De Mont.fort is about to lift her veU when Rezenvelt

~ntervene.

to prevent him.

Jane reveals herself to avoid a aeene, and brother

~d

aister enjoy a warml reunion.

~he

youthful rivalry in which Resemrelt triumphed so consistently. When fortune

~miled

on Rezenvelt, De Montfort lost his one advantage, a greater store of

"orldly goocla.
~ells

When they are alone, De Montfort describes

Jane asks how he can hate a man who has spared his lite, and

hcww her brother, having challenged his enelDJ" to the field, was disarmed by

~e adroit adversary who then returned his8Vord.

'De Montfort says this has on'b'
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increued his hatred.

Jane vows she will not cease her pleadings untU she has

~urned his soul.

Angered at the beginning of Act III, because of her husband's admiration'"
Jane, Lady Freberg devisus a plan to reduce Jane's stature in Freberg's e&tima~ion,

viz •• circulating the story that Jane has not come to find her brother,

but her lover," Rezenvelt.

De Hontfort, adamant to Jane's pleas that he conquer

his aversion tor Reunvelt for love of heaven, finally promises, tor love of helt
even to beg Resenvelt's pardon.

Rezenvelt welcomes the reconciliation and De

10nttort 811neee<is, tor some daya, in controlling any outward .anifestation of hia

still-rankling hatred.
In AO'tt IV, Conrad tells De Montfort of the rUMor that Resttnvelt is soon to
marry Jane.

De Montfort re.t'lects that his aiater- s recent actions can be inter-

preted to cont1ra the ruJIlor.

Seeing Rezenvelt walking in the garden with her,

he is so enraged that he again draws his aword and attacks his enelll7.
again disaras De Montfort, and promises to

diSCtlSS

Rezenvelt

the matter the next day.

De

Monttdtt"S'aervant "reports that Rezenvelt is planning to spend the night at "a
Inearby convent, listening to the chanting ot a requ18111., and that he wUl. go alorH!l
~hrough a torest where JI1Ul"ders have been done and things unearthly are nov wont
~o atalk at night.

De ~nnttort leaves hastily, staring steadtast~ at the point

pf his dagger . af.i he goes.
A lIlonk arrivee at the convent in Act V, with the story of a bloody corpse
he has seen on the path to tt.e

Wild-looking

1IWl,

conver~t,

and another monk taUs ot having met a

whose horror-strained features imply that he is the murderer.

A party of monks returns, shortly,. having cornered De Montfort, who slumps in

despair and refuses to answer questions.

When more monks bring in the body of

6,3

t.he

nata,

De Montin1"t 'a nolent reaction leafts no question of his guilt.

••

tries to oonaole her brother by assuring hilll that even suoh a deed of blood 11187
be forgivan a hlllble penitent.
vO

Two

01f1081"8

or

the law put De t-fontfort in chaSld!

secure him until they can return with reinforcements.

A few hours later, tbe

bodie8 of ncta and Murderer are placed side by 8ide and Jane gazes fondly at
her brother'8 body and says:
He died that deat~ ~ch be8t becomes a man,
Who is with keenest sense of conscious ill
And deep remorse 88Sail' d, a wounded spint.
A death that kills the noble and the brave,
And only them. He had no other wound. (V.vi.103)
~he

suggests that, as Rezenvelt's friend, Freberg should arrange his burial and.

asks the nuns if, within the

cloist~r,

she:

May raise a humble, namel88fi tOMb to him,
\"110, but for one dark passion, one dire deed,
Had claimtd a record of as noble worth,
As e'er enriched t.be sculpturtd pedestal. (V.vi.l04)

The main action of De Montfort shows the intensification of the protago~i8t'8

hatred for Rezenvelt, until it cu.lmi'1&tea in the brutal murder of the

ed man and the apontaneous destruction of the hater.

hat;.

When the play begins, De

4ontfort haa almost cOl'llpletely surrendered. to the passion.

He makes an attempt,

under the 1nn.uence of a kindred, but ultimately weaker, passionate love for ~
to free himself from his hatred.

However. the rumor that Jane will marry Resen-

volt unitea the two force8 that drive him, and he attacks Rezenvelt.

The act of

mercy 1n SJ)&ring De Montfort I s life a second time is Rezenvelt' s death warrant,
and De Montfort'.

own death follows from obscure, internal causes. Throughout

the play, De Montfort 1s t()o absorbed by

outs1.de the tm1ty of
prevents him

t4~

~h18

action.

his

hatred to engage in any activity

ne r.fontf'ort's insane singleness of purpose

Violating Aristotle's principle that the protagonist should

act within the organic unit of plot.
Since De Montfort· s hatred is already

80

far advanced when he first appear,

the orig1nal causes of that hatred are antecedent to the action and need not be
judged by Aristotle- 8 standard of Mcessi ty and probab1l1ty.

There 119 abundant

evidence that De Monttort is an abn01"l'lal character, and once this is esta'ttilhed.
his actions in the

pl~

such a lIIan as he is.

are the necessary and probable reactions to causes, for

The host of the inn and De Montfort's servant reraember the

man they once knew as De Monttort, but that man never appears in the play.

The

man who does appear bears out Manuel t s rellllrk that "there is no living with hill

nOW. "(I.i.16)

AIIong bis fondly rem_bered good qualities, e.g., quietness and

liberality, there is one ot which he still gives evidenC41, refusal to admit that
he hu made a mistake, for which he apparentlyt:rles to make amends b;v a subsequent burst of generosity.
Jerome concludes that he

Front t-ianuel's description of De Montfort's aymptOllll,

IRq

be sutfering !rca love, but 1-1anuel vehemently quea

againat that hypothesis, on the ground that even 1n his calm moments, "that
glooll3' sternness in his eye • • • repels all IJYI'IlP&thy."(I.i.77)

With this prep-

aration, De r.onttort appears and throws his gaunt body, topped by its paleiCheeked and hollow-eyed head, into a chair and aits morosely.
~arks

His bitt.er re-

and unfriendlY .anner discourage Count Freberg and his wife from prolong-

ing their aurprise vis! t.
After a night's rest, and amid the breakfast comforts provided by the lov~ng

sern.ce of JerOllle, De Montfort begins the day with a vicious discourse on

~he .serpent... that

do not slide along in the grass but assume the shape of

1I8Il.

~he unwitting servant who mentions having seen h1s ~terts countryman, Rezen~elt,

near tbe inn, witnesses his mastel". perturbation when he drops his coff..

6S
pup, screams that it cannot be true, pounds the table with clenched tists, and
~tamps
~e

his tNt.

Reoollecting hiMself, De Monttort sends the servants aW&1',

80

can express him8elf without restraint. This fit of rage has not subsided when

Freberg arrives to announce that they
'riend," aezellTelt.

vm be

joined shortly by De Montfort'. "dd

Freberg is perplexed by De Montfort'. displeasure beoauae

-

Rezenvelt's l1beral praise ot him has tostered the impression that they are
friends.

Despite H.esenvelt's open friendliness and chara, De Montfort succeeds

in m<1..lci.r.g the interview unpleasant and briet.

He tosses his arms distraot..edly

and prOmises "determin'd deadly hatet! to the "Malignant villain.tl(I.ii.al)

Fo'1' sllch a man as De Montfort to agree to ettect a reconciliation
I""'""""" ' ,

with his

there must be another passion of intensity at least comparable to that of

~is

hatred.

~he

arms of his sister at the Freberg' 8 party and confides to her the enormity.l

~

hatred and ita real. and fancied causes.

He gives evidence of the other passion when he rushes tearfully

~o

The most significant cause is the

!result of the first duel, which ia far harder to bear than death would have be. .
~ut

the love tor Jane is powerful encugh to aotivate De Montfort to attempt an

outward

reconciliation.

It the sight of Jane and his enemy walldng together1n

",he garden 18 enough to unleash his .fury in oursins Rezanvel t and manhandling
the nearest servant, it is probable that the greater cause of the rumor linking
uheir names 111,11 precipitate him into a JIl'QJ"deroua rage.
his

p.

8Uperiorit~ by diaarming

When H.ezenvelt shova

De Nontrort in a second duel, it is necessary that

Montfort seek ~at means he can to achieve his vengeance.

For such a charac-

iter as De 41ontfort deonstrates himself to be, his subsequent actions conform to
~he ~tri8totelian pr1nc1ple

ot nece~sity and probability.

However, the main action in the play depends on three coincidences which do
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ot tu.ltiU this condition in theaselves.

The am val ot the two enea1es, 81-

ost simultaneously, is unexplained, but 1s aotually antecedent to the action.
he arrival ot Conrad with the fateful rumor is implicitly linked with Lady Frerg'. plan to discredit Jane in her husbanei's eyes, an incident which the auhor rather obviously includes to explain the existence of the r1.8or.
he idea itself that De .Montfort regards as

80

But it i.

horribleJ .. question of its c

ility or existence, 2!!!!.J doe. not jeopardise the necessity and probability
De Montfort'. reaotion to Conrad's information.

The third coincidence i . the

eport of Reaenvelt t • itinerary on the fatal night.

De }01ontfort is already re-

olved to udo a deed of bloodl"(IV.ii.94) and even i f this opportunity did not
o convadently present itself, his emotional oondition is such that he would
ind another. Tha il1f'onaation about Rezen....lt1s inOV8l1ents is not skiUful.l7 inroduced, but that does not constitute a Tiolation of the principle of necessity
d probability, in its application to the protagonist.
There is abundant sutfering for both audience and protagonist in De Nontort's perpetually enraged condition.

Ueaemelt's murder oc..:curs off-stage, but

08e8 little

ot

f the act.

Al.though neither fall nor diacove17 is typically Aristotellan, a

evaraal of

ita horror in its description by those who hear or

SOl1l8

S88

evidence

dr_tic power occurs when De Mo.ntfort recognizes Rezenvelt ..

he accomplished stranger about whom Freberg i8 so enthusiastic.

Ue Montfort

soexperienoe. a reversal when he is 1"8801't'ed to k1ll Rezenwlt and finds hilIlelf ignominiously disarmed a second time.
808S8.ity

These incidents all derive their

from the power of De Montfort' 8 passion, but are events of minor 1IIl-

ortance in the action and do not adequately 8Ubstitute for the more aign1!icant
YP8 of inci.dent lIIb10h Ariatotle has in Idnd

~

be says these are the moat
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powerful aeana of arousing the tragic emotions.
Such a protagonist as De Montfort is obvioWlly not a normal or' average aan.
Cilinical diagnosis of his psychosis is unnecessary to show that he can only partially fulf1l1 the third Aristotelian principle tor representing a tragic protagonist.

As an abnomal individual, his abillty to express a \miversal truth

about human nature 1s restricted to the particular group of men with

~a.

be

shares his moral or mental aberratiou.

-

The action ot De Nontton will arouse Bome emotion in the audience, but the
'

ersonal qualities ot the protagonist are not those which, according to
le,

\,IUl pr~uce

the eaotions of pity and tear.

Al~BtOt

De Monttort's madness decrease.

his culpability tor the crime, but it also prevents him trom gaining the initial
symp.!!thy of the audience.

His prevaillng moral purposes, i.e., finding sOnte

Means ot expressing his hatred tor Resenvelt,

~.s

not good.

Love tor Jane i8 al-

so involved in his motivation, but cannot be established as a good moral

p~e.

It onlv temporl\rlly halts the progress of the main action, during the period of
re conciliation, or actually int,ens1ties his batred, when he envisions Jane ur:.ed to the object of his loathing.

According to the testilllony of Jerome, Mlmu-

1, and Jane, De Montfort was once a noble apecaen of humanity, but there i. no
direct evidence in the play to support their

stateu~nts.

His generosity and the

avish praise ot Jerome and Manu.el do not prove this, but suggest rather, that.
e teels gullty for having previously refused to adrrl t an error.

According to

4riRtotle I a prctagonist as passion-dominated and irrational as De Montfort is,
throughout the '11.a"y, cannot ..,lici t the 8Y1IlPathy of the audience as a good aan
an.

Since De 11ontfort's actions are almost exclusively performed when his pas-

8ions have usurped the position his reason should hold, they are immoral acti..,
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and cannot quaJ.1.t:y

&8

the Aristotelian haaartia.

He is ignorant of the falsity

ot the 1"\181Or about Jane and Resemrelt, but the hoIdcide he commits as a result
of it diaqua11tiea his arroneOWl uauaption as a haaaartia.
Although De Montfort'. condition doe. change during the course ot the action, he does not experience a typically Aristotelian peripety. There 1s little
spec1t1c intoZ'lnat.ion in the play about the position he occupies in soclet,'.

As

a marquis, he belongs to the petty nob1l1ty, but apparently has no great reputa-

tion. Whatever he 11&7 once have been, in the plq itselt, he is tolerated by
• acquaintance. IUld servants, rather than respected, so his tall is not the
OSS

ot reputation. He appears to be enj¢ng oonsiderable material prosperitT,

ut from his tir8t appearance, it is obvious that he i. a spiritual pauper, with
o resources ot hi. own and no capacity tar aak:lng use of the spir1tual walth

ane would so 1d.Uingly' share vi th hill.
.dad by

repantanc~

For such a tonaented soul, death, pre-

should be a IIOSt blessed relief, rather than a tall.

only po8sible t.u is through the

ent trOll uniac to murd.erer.

c~.sion

ot the criae, which

The

marks his

de.-

This vicious or1lte does not alter Jane'. aisterlT
Lest there be any doubt ot ReI' bi88, the

ove, but she 1& obviously prejudiced.

uthor includes a note to up] a~ n her eulogy as _rely an

expres~ion

pin1on, not t.heconclusion the reader should draw from the pl.q.

ot perscmal

Thi. expl,ua-

ion inYal1date. what 8V'1dence there 18 ot .anything resaabl1ng a discovery or
ealizatiQl'l in De Kontfort' s last hours.

Ostensibly', tbe acene in whtoh he

el. vi th Jane blpUes repentance, but he says nothing to indioate that he can
ee hillself' in the wrong as a IlUrderer any _ore than he can when be finda he baa
sjudged a servant in a minor utter.

Although Jane attributes his death te

orae, it could al.eo be due to 8IIOt1onal exhaustion, or inability to tace the
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tUN

as • convioted IlUrderer.

It is as a character who can conTince the audience he 1s what hi. author
lahuJ he is that De tfonttort shines torth as one of Joanna Btd.ll1e· s greateat

reati0D8.

utter 'ril.lain though he is, h. i8 com.neing.

Hi. behavior, ot

ourse, i . not .appropr1ate to his social status,trinee, .s a member ot the pettq
obU1.ty, he should behave as a gentleman rather than as a Il&dman.

Any otMa

bnorul ao1cma are 1nappropriate to the·sooial status exaplified. by his pee
berg and Reaenftlt.

But whatever his background and early training, he baa

ubaaquentlytraiD8d hiIIselt to respond with hatred to the very name. or Resenelt, and his action.e are appropriate to a ael1'-Utposed status which is neceaa1-

Scenes in lIhich De Monttort drinks coft.. or r-udsces with Jerome about
s 1d.te, rtmds bis cloak ln agitation, or stares steadfastly at the pe1Dt et
s dagger, are tIlC/IIIlples of the minute detail Joanna Baillie believe. to be the

ost efteot1f t technique tor mald.ng charaoters .... Uke the people in the audi-

nee or Uke the reallt,..

Incident. l1ke the first two are etrectlYe in achi8\"-

ng ftr1s1111W. tude, but the violent nature of the last two remove them beyond

he sphere ot the natural or nomal behavior patterns that are conduciYe to ausnee identifioation with the protagonist. Theretore, De Monttort'. behaY1er
• in only partial oontol'ldt:y with the Aristotelian ideal on thi. point.
De

Montion 1. nothing it he is not oonsistent.

llain-hero, he never deviates tr_ the
abli.hea at h1a t1rst appearance.

~ttem

As the prototype

ot the

ot passionate conduct he e ..

The brier 1"8CCncl1b.tion, with Rszenftlt 1.

s pau10nate in motivation a8 the murder. Th. passione
rineiple ot surrender to pas810n 1s the same.

~re

difterent but the

70

The protagonist ot De Montfort acte within, the unity of the plot, he doea

ot violate the principle of necusi ty and probabillty in hi. actions, and h.

Tene. a un1veraal truth of at least l1m1ted application to human nature.
owever, the pecul1ar MOral weakne8s he ,.8se.888 renders hla incapable ot gain-

g the ayapatby

.r

the audience, ot revealing the ideal. relat1onah1p of haar-

1a, peripet,-, andd.1ecove17, or .ven of pro'V'id1ng a good exaaple ot 8J17 one of
h....

Th. ldnd of character he 1s reduces the degree to whioh he oan be either

ppropr1ate or Uketbe reality, although he display. r.arkable conainenq as

un-Aristotel1an protagonist, i ••• , a v11lain here.

C.

The prftagOld.d

HENRIQUU

or Henrique.. !

Try.ctz.S i8 blea8ed with a wit. who love.

ia, a great friend who 1s closer than a brother, and a aovereign who appreciate.

d honors bia tor hi. service to the couatr.y.

ont11"11 tbe acouaation of an

UlOD;)"JlOUS

CiroUIIstantial ev1dence

8. . .

to

letter that the fri.nd haa ato1. . the

fe'a love and, in the firat nub of hi. jealous rage, Henrique. 1d.ll. h1a
When he d1scovers the innocence ot both friend and wite J be i8 cmtr-

riend.

lIled by lWlOrH and insi.t8 on otfer1ngh18 own life in reparation, deep1te

he plea. of wit." king, and triends tbat he accept cl_ency.
In Act I, Dieg., a faithful old .en-ant 01 the Altavera

reet

8l)J)ro&ch

w1ll arou.e hi. uater' a ang.r,

.0

f-117,

i. afraid a

he 111'1tes an urud.ped letter

Don HeJU'1que., accusing hi. wite, Leonora, of 1Dt'1del1ty with hi. beat tr1flD4

on Juan.

Antoni. and Meneia d18cues their Inltual loye which 1a doc.ed by Hea-

ia t 8 consent to . .rr;y another man.
81"

She has fl Dally auocUIIlbed to the urg1Dg of

siater, Leonora, lIbo, having realiHd her own . .bition to u.rry H8DriqU8S,
STirn published in Dramas, I, 2$2-370•.
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ilfants Mencia to IIl&1TY a more iaportant. person than Antonio.
Ilgo'S letter and .cotts at the "too11eb scroll."(I.i.362)

Henrique. finda D1Inside Henriquez'.

castle, !nell reminds another .ervant, Blu, that Leonora v.Ul be diapleaaed i f
l1er husband leams the 1dentity of the put tor lIhOill they are preparing a roca.

Blas works and sings until Henriquez appears to join hill 1n a ohorus and uk it
NOmen reaUy do dece1ve their hubanda as the lady in the song does.

arGUs.. Henriqu•• •• Curiosity by his ef'tor1is

'inal.l7 betrays that

conceal. the name of the guest,

Don Juan "is wont to sleep" there,(I.11.363) and obeys bi.

nuter'. command. to 8l1.1mOn Leonora.
,,0

t()

Blas

Henriquez notice. a chest, his tirst girt

his w1te, in which h. I1nds a letter .fJ'em Don Juan to a lad;r.

The

wntar

ex-

pres... appreeiaU<m for the lady's love, even though he realizes it has not always been hie.
1mI"'mG'M1

He

al~

pram1s8a to appear at the teast that night, as a aaaquer,

to He.nr1ques, "for the reason suggeated to me,"(I.i1.)64) and concludes

lihat he will enter b7 the private door to the grOft, at nightfall.
Ilutters, ltN1ght taUs on

In Act

n,

SOtl8

Henriques

-

who never .ee the Itorn, "(Ibid) and retreats. te h!.

Henriquez returns to hia rOOlll with the bloodi nord be h&a just

Ilsed to kill Don Juan, a "needtul act of righteous retribut1on."(II.i.J6S)

Leo-

nora, Menoia, and Carloa, a noble soldier attached to Henriquez, are waiting tor
M.1Il to appear at the feast when the king arri.e tor a surprise visit.

He haa a

rarm greeting tor his favorite general, Henriques, and gives him a ring as a tolean of grat,1'tude tor hi. seMice to the cOUlltry and as n pledge that he will

grant whatfmtr Henriques may' uk when he returns the ritlg.

Blas bring. nan

~at a murdered boo,.,tound. 1n the grove, has bean identified as Don Juan. AIlotbar

.enant report. that 1ibe murderer haa been identified as the 3r Outh '!Iho has been
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~een

in the neighborhood for several

!Soon be tbe object of pursuit.

d.,.~

and Mancia realizes tbat Antonio will

Henriquez :retreats to his room and refuses to

iSee anyone untU Don Juan's sec retary, Ba1tilamar, arrives wi tb his master's will
which makes Henriquez the sole heir.

Balthazar casually mentions that there is

another document, a marriage contract between Don Juan and Mencta, which shocks
Ienriquez. When he hears the poignant description of Don Juan's intention to
surprise him on the fatal

n1gbt~

by asking a brother's blesslng, he falls back

into his chair with a deep groan, and says he is in the "blackest gulf of bell."
(II.v.370)
In Aet III, when Henriquez visits Don Juan t s grave at night, Carlos inter-

rupts bis indulgence of tthantic :griet" (III.ili.37) to report that the murderer
has been caught. l!enrique. springs to def'encl h1Jnself, and Carlos pretends not
to notlce his action as the)" go to question Antonio.
13ellerlng bim gui1tT, Meneia goes to Antonio'tt prison in Act IV, to belp
[him escape. He usures ber he ls innocent and prefers to r.rust bis deliverance
~o

heaven.

Henriquez also offers to help him escape, but the young man refuses

to disbonorhis family by flight.

After conaollng Antonio, tbe priest answers

~enriquez's 8Ummon.~ but conte.lion does not dispel the penitent·s grief and

morse.

re-

Henriquez retreats to his room in an agony of despair but emerges a fft

[hours latarto order Carlos, Balthazar, and the fettered Antonio to acc.omP8l17
him tc the king's court.
In Act V, the king disposes of three cases with-little interest,
or qmpathT, then welcomes Henriquez and his partT.

patlence~

Henriquez returns the kingts

ring in exohance for an oath, on his nord, that he w11l refuse royal cle_nO)"
to the criminal soon to be proven guilty of t.he murder ot Don Juan. Antonio i.
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~ed

forward, and. HeDl'iques commands that his chains be unfastened.

The k1ng

asks for the promised cr1m1nal, Henriques kneels and says, "My royal Mster, he
is at your teet."('V.1.J79)

Henriques refuses the ld.ng's entreaty to del.a7 the

trial and. execution, because t
M;r aeul demands this sacrifice-pants tcr it J
As that which can alone restore to it
The grace ot neav'n and the re.pec\ of Blen. (V .i .380)
The king assures "-rique. that, living or dead, he will be honored.

grets that he did not

run

Antonio ...

awq, but Henriques thanks h1a tor haYing rem.a1ned. and

thus prevented h1lt frail shrinlc1ng aside tJ'Olt duty, which he Jlight haTe done i t
coDf'eaa1on had not been n. . . .817' to saft an:bmocent man.

Leonora begs the

ld.ng to pardan Henriques, but the king say. that only Henrique. can release h1II

trom. the oath. Henrique. cheerf'ully taces execution and &nSWera Antonio'. puaiOllate expre.sion of admiration by admonishing 'the ;young man to learn frc:a hi.

8X8IIlpl.e that one should not lUke rash judperrts.

Henrique. says an affectionate

farewell to Leonora, who shrieks, talls, and is oarried out.

Henrique. claiIU a

).,88t, ldnd, but paintul service trOll Carl. . ·aiui the priest, and leada the pro~ession

toward the door ot the execution

c~.

Acoording to the author, Henriques is the tragedy of' a un dom1Dated by the
IJ>uslen of reMrae. 6 . It this statement 1s accepted, the main action begins 1D.

Act II eoene v, when Henriques, realising that be has .ada a mistake, beg1na to

Ibe sorry that he k1ll.ed Don Juan, and ends 1Ihen

be inaiats on paying the peD&l.t7

tor his crime. On this baais, all ot Act I and scenes 1 to iv ot Act n are anitecedent to tbe organic unit, ot plot.

All tbe play stands, bowever, it could

have organic unity .. tbe story ot a man whoae unt"ounded jealouay motivates hi.
6aaillie, ~/Qrk., pp. 231 and 312.
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to eCll'llllit a llUl'der that he regreta as aoon u he learns the truth.

The lut

three act. are then a long, drawn-out resolution ot an action that is actually
completed when

r~tha.ar·s

suspecting Don Juan.

information shows Henriquez how mistaken he vas in

Either of these episodes in the life of Don Henriquez coa-

stitutea the aingle action of a eluaic tragedy.
Baillie'. play i. one

1IUUl,

The unifying factor in Mia.

which acoording to ArifJtotle, does not produce the

organic UA1ty neceaaary for a good tragedy.
According to Aristotle' II .econd principle, the aotions of the protagonist
and those ot other character., to which hellWJt react, should be the neceaa&r7
and probable reaultot preceding events.

kin. Don

enriques to

In the first episode, the dec18ioa .t

Juan must have adequate lItOt.1vation.

But the cireuaetantia1

and sugge.tive eYidenoe against Don Juan and Lrtonora in the first act includes
only Diego's

&nOJIy1IOUS

letter, Blu'a song, contusion, and revelationa, and Don

Juan t a letter and sonnets in Leonora t s chest. The discoveries in the castle are
de and becOlle aignificant to Henriques, on11' because they confirm the accua...
ion ln Dlego's

letter~

But when Henri.quesreada the letter, his t.ed1ate re-

aotion is t.o plt.y the self-styled "unknO'Wl'l troland" who warBa that Don Juan "baa
layed thee

t~.

in thine absenee, and destroyed thy v.:l.te 1 a virtue and thiae

w honour. lt {I.1.)62)

He scott. at the .. toolish scroll" and says tlit shaU .....

-

o light lIlY ewning l.aIIp J / God mend the wretch who wrote it. tI ( Ibid.) rus overt
eaction to the letter does not prepare tor his hyper-auspicious attitude in the
ext .cene, and there ia le•• preparation or even
ego wrote his letter.

~

facto explanation of whT

He give. his reasons as a desire to save the honor of

he Altaveras and tear that Henriquez will be auapicloua and angry 1£ such

Wo

atim ia presented in person b7 one whoae eppoB1tion to hia marriage to IAonora
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1s as well known as Diego's.

This is a euperfic1ally satisty1ng explanation of

the existence of the letter, but af'f'orda no evidence of the truth of its con-

tents, nor 1s there any subsequent indication that Diego has good reason for his
!sUSPicions.H1s antagoni_ toward Leonora is 'tiraced to resentment. of' her unwarranted pride, but that. does not. constitute valid evidence against. her virtue.
~hus,

the 1:n1tial cause of Henriquez's suep1c1on lacks necessity and probabUity.
Wi t.h ,the letter 1n his "pocket I Henriquez hears Blas singing a ballad whose

~tansas

~f'

deacribe the \J'&rious disguises a lady d&Y.lses to SltlUggle her lover ou.t

the castle when her husband unexpEtc'tiedl.y appears.

The s1 tuations in· sOIll and

letter are eo1nc1dentally similar, but that in Which obvious preparations are
being made f'or the enteJ'tainaent of' a guest 1. Qertainly not.

Blas •s att8lllpt to

coueal. the identity ot the expected visitor baa been prepared for by Inez'.
waming that Leonora will be displeased 1f Henriques finds out, but Blu'8 surprise when Henriques still s.." cala atter he has heard that, Don Juan "is wont
In short, from ,anything revealed in

to sleep" in this rOCB, is not explained.

the plq about Don Juan's visits to the Altavera eUUe, the suspicions cd the
servants are not a lleCessary or probable
Irique.·.1nqu1eatori&lll8M8r in dealing
ing reception of the letter at the end

ret',at ot
With mas

~o

1I0re

thaD He-

is prepared tor by hi. scott-

ot the previous scene. The pre.-nee of'

pon Juan's letter and Leonora'. Ch881; in the
~owever, the

the event8 any

l"OOIl

he occupies i . unexpla1ned.

phrasing at this letter i8 a lIuterpiece ot dual application, both

the Don Juan-Menoia-Antordo Situation, which exiSt8, and t. the hypothetical

~on

Juan-Leonora-Henrique. situation to which Henriquez as sua•• it reters. Such

a letter in his Mend's tam:il1ar hand might Pl'OIIlpt disturbing interences, but·
even 1Ihen the authol" surrounds 1t vi th an

~1tic1ally

induced ataosphere of'

17
spicion, it is an 1nautficient cau.e to aake Henriques's decision to klU hi8
"second 8elt- a necessary or even probable one.
In their deaire to SUJ1)ri.8 Henriques with the news ot h:i,s forthcOlUng marriage to t1encia. Don Juan and Leonora sharereaponaibil1ty for the cOlipromisil1c
osit:l.OIl in which they appear.

Coaplete expoa1t.ion of this innocent plan

C0IIl88

so late that the aud1ence shares Henrique •• s surprise when Balt.hasar reads the
and lI1IU"J'iage contract.
8

Balthasar'. fortuitOus arrival with the.e dOOUlll8l1ta

unexplained, but the intol"llation he brings i8, itself, the necessar:r and pr.-

able result 01 Don Juan t s attitude toward Henriquez.

The part Meneia relUC'tan

pla,.... 1n the surprise prepared tor Henriques, :and her relationship to

An1;onuw

add to the cred1bility of the initial si totlon. Meneia loves Ant.onio, but baa
ceeded to her sister's ambitious de81gn fO'l" her tnarriage to a more nobly bom
• i.e., Don Juan.

~t.hough

oomplete exposition of this situation follow

enriques's di8covery ot Don Juan's letter, it adequately, it belatedly, 8XJiI,IdDa
y he wrote nch a letter.
The seoond epi8ode, in which Henrique.'s reI\IlOrBe cOllpel. hill t.o offer his
fe as the only' adequate expiation for his sin, is consistent with the
of necessity and. probability".

prine.

If Henrique. can kUl his lite-long friend, in

the erroneous bellet t.hat he is perfol'lling an act ot righteous retrlbut.ion, it
is eminently necessary and probable that he will be extravagantly sorr,r when be
realizes tdlat an injustice he has actually" done.

As he broods on the act. and

• love tor the lost Don Juan revive., his r_orse increases.

In addition t.

hi. perllOnal 1m'olveaent, he sees the inrtooent Antonio, caught in a wb of cirCUIIl.tautial evidence, ironically tar stronger than that on which he has oonv:l.at8l
and eX8CU'bed his friend.

Leonora's faithfulness 1s no consolation, but only a
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I'urther reproach to the husband who once doubted her •
~eavents

~enriquez
~o

Antonio's siRlple taith in

protection of his innocence and his steadfast retuaal to flee or beli. .
guUty. are the final, compelling facts that make Henriquez' 8 deo181_

confess 1nev1tabl.e. The elaborate lIleane he uses to insure his execution, and

~ncidentally,

although Miss Baillie makes nothing of this point, his acape trOll

rthe mental torture of his remorse, are proved11Ost necessary by the ld.ng 1 s attitude toward him.
The mental torture ot Henriquez i8 both necessary, in view of his character
~d

his relationship to the nct1lll, and significant enough in the play to rank

as a mental anal.og'ue of the physical su.ffering Aristotle advocates as a means of
arousing pity and tear.

The only physioal suftering mentioned in the

pl~

i.

lIhe ott-stage murder of Don Juan, but the entrance of Henriquez with his blo0d7
sword is an effective lIeans ot informing the audience of the painful incident.
Henriquez' 8 discovery that his intention to execute justice is virtual tratric:l.da
of the innocent Don Juan is a momentous enough incident to rank with those Ariaitotl<a Cite., but tbe evil aotivation decreases ita ultimate tracic power. ThU
~v1l

motivation is lacking in necessity since the character previously given to

~enr1que.

doe. not prepare tor such an action.

The attitude ot the king toward Henriques makes the logical interpretation
of the play one that is contrary to &n7 absolute standard of morality.

The king

ahows little patience or aercy in the cases ha hears betore Henriquez arrives.
His strong d.sire to pardon his favorite general arises from personal regard tor
the man and that manta service to the coun'hr.Y, wtU.ch apps!'f'Jntly constitute, tor
the king, a valid reason for ignoring the objectively imaoral action that Henrique. has ooMllli tted.

The author makes Henr:i.quea appear tar more wrong when he
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refuses olemency and insists on being exeouted, than when he plunges his sword
!into the innocent. and unsuspecting Don Juan.

Even the. farewell advice to Anto~-

nio, about cont.rolling a passionate nature, does littls tc counteract the

8ion 1.;hat Hezarique. is performing a noble action in seeld.ng the deserved fate at
a crilninal.

so

t40st murderers are not so willing to pay for their crimes,

story-of such an exceptional case is not universal truth.

Henriql\e~ts

the

parting

advioe to Antonio, that allowing passions to provoke one to make rash judgments,
jand to act on them, can only lead to reaorse,suggests that this is the moral le..

son of the play and what the author intends as its universal truth.

However, it

J.s d1tficul t to imagine that. Antonio v1l1 learn b'om the bad example or a
~e

obviously regards as a hero, and to whQlll he owes his life and future.

IIUUl

It i.

Inot probable that the audienoe will perceive this as a un!ve~8al truth in the
Istory of a hero-villain who rea_bles the Klisabethan typo but is the antithesis
~f

the Aristotelian type.
At the beginning otthe play, Henriquez enjoys great reputation and pros-

perity a8 a renowned general and favorite of ·the king.

His realization that he

should pay tor his crinte malees him better than 1Il8n7 murderers J but the murder he
comaits ia a aorall.y bad action, and by it, he tails to fulfill the Aristotelian
requirentent that 1.ihe protagonist be better than the average man and have a good
moral purpo.e. Whatever the fancied provocation, his p:reSUDlptiol'l of the right
to administer justioe in killing Don Juan 18 a bad l'IIOral purpose.
~pisode.

his moral. purpose is good, i.e.. making reparation for his orime, but

the first episode i8 the
~ained.

In the second

one

in which the syapathy of the audience should be

As a morally bad act, the murder of Don Juan cannot be the hamartia of

the protagon1Jrt., aocording to Aristotle, even though it is an act cOlllll1tted iD.
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f'-gnorance ot t.he tl'"Ue state of affairs.
~ragedy
~ut;

Since the author int.ends to write a

ofraaorse, it is logical to look tor the hamartia in the second episode,

Henriquez taakes only one decision in this episode, i.e., t.o be executed tor

his crime.

He makes this decision with full knowledge and accept.ance of t.he u1-

ltimAte J"'@ault, and although the curtain

ralls before the axe, the obrlous in-

Iferenee is that Hennquez achieves exactly the end he desires and expects.

Hen-

~qU8Z, thcU'etore, has no .Aristotelian hamartia, and his passage trom an honored
~v1ng

general. to an honored dead general 1s not an Aristotelian peripety.

Henriquez' 8 discovery that hio suspicions ot Don Juan and Leonora are unfounded iB,'Perhaps; the most powertully dramatic scene in all Hiss Baillie's
playa.

The d1sccveries of the king, Antonio, Carlos, and Balthazar that Henri-

ques is the murderer, are le8s so, because tor all their Teneration ot hia,
their relationship is not so close as that of Henriquez and Don Juan.

Diego's

realization t.hat he was wrong about Don Juan and Leonora, and th8.t he shares respon9ib1l1ty tor the murder is not developed and the circumat&nces ot his death
are an unnec8ssaryattempt to tie all the threads of the story-, when the tate ot
Henriquez is the only important question.

Henriquez expresses another real1za-

tion of the true state ot affairs, in his farewell to Leonora, when he says ahe
has been his torment and his bliss, "But 01 tar more my blissl"(V.v.384)
Henriques doss not belie his reputation as a great general when he manoeuvers the 1d.ng into an impotent position, but his cOl'llplet.e surrender to the emotion of the moment, whether jealousy or remorse, is contradictory to the discipline he presumably is able to exercise in leading armies to victory.

His pas-

sionate nature, to vlLeh Diego and Maneia reter, might have been controlled tor
military purposes but allowed tree reign in h.1.s personal lite.

In such a persoll

or

the exce.s

griet in which he indulges does not II8ke h1JJl seem like the average

aan, but rather, l1ke the average, puaionate man.

His defensive reactiOIl to

fancied accusations by Carlo. and Antonio is the typically hUMan reaction or a
gullty man.

The consistency of Henriques in minor lIatters cannot cOIlpensate tor

the glaring inconsisteney

or

a man who torgets a lite-time of love in the hour or

jealousy, or whose oherished taith in two people 1s shattered by two pieces of

papal".

These pieces ot paper . .y lftIll be as strong external evidence as nesde-

".ona'. handkerchief is 1n the eyes ot Othello, but Henriquez's suspicions aris_
Ispontaneous].,. in hia own 1I1nd, and. without an Iago to toster them, they are nei~her

the neoe.sary1"88ult

or

_vidence nor consistent with hie character.

In HenriCfl:_.' Min Baillie sacrifices organic unity and violates the prin~ipla

ot nec_esity and probability in an ineffectual attempt

to show how and

1ifh7

Nenrique. places himself in a 'POsition where remorse can overwhelm his instinct
~or

survival. By trying to un a murderar ayapatbetic, ahe negates even the

Universal truth that she is ostensibly trying to teach as a moral les.son.

The

dramatic powr ot l.he plQ' depends on the realization by Henriques that he has
not only ld..Ued bis triend, but has done so without aIV' just provocation. The
inconsistency

ot the Henrique.

of Aot I with the un in the last tour acta, in

addi tion to his lack of clusio hulartia and per1pety, result not only in

aD

un-

Aristotelian protagonist, but an un-Aristotelian characterization.
D.

~

!!!!!t ! Trae&7

COUHT BASIL

i8 the stOry

or

a renowned general who, while lead-

~ng his aray to fight a battle) fal18 in love with a beautiful princ... during a
~auee

tor

l'88t.

The lady 80 completely bewitches h1a that he ignores all warn-

7First J)Ublished in

!
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ings that he should be on his way and, at her request, delays his march tor two
days.

When ne_ arrives that the battle bas been fought and won without hia,

BasU is so ashaaed that he retires to a oave and shoots h1IIl8elf, rather than
face either the soldiers who did fight, or his own men who Idssed the battle.
In Act I, a crowd of citizens gathers to watch the pageantry as Princess
Victoria leads her ladies in procession with offerings of gratitude to St. Francis for the restored health of her father, the Dulce of Mantua.

The citizens die

cus•.t"'e beauty of Victoria and also the AObil1tyand prowess of Count Buil,
cc.mander of an

&l'IQ"

then passing through the c1ty on its way to the battle of

Baail halts hi. al'llY' to let Victoria t s procession pass and talls 1n love

Pavia.

lwith the beaut1tul leader.

Aftar setting up the· encampment, Basil CS offic8re,

are d1scus81ng both their general and the beautiM princess when Baail joina

[them. He contides his infatuation tor Victoria to Rosenberg, a lc1nsman who has
~cted

as an elder brother throughout Basil'. spectacular military career, and

~o now

expresses apprebension at the Count.s emotional state.

In Act II, the Dulce

ot

~lantua,

who i,s

secre~

gQing to ticht, i8 UD8ucc.saful in an attempt

march another
il

day.

allied to the enemy Bu1l i.

to persuade tile .COWlt to delq his

The Duke invokes his daughter's aid and she rurts with Bas-

until h. kisses her hand.

Pretending to be attended, Victoria exacts the dI-

sirud proaa1se in exchange tor her pardon of b1a presumptuous action.

Rosenbers

disapproves, and again warns Basil ot the danger love holds for a soldier.
,As Act III opens. BaBU's officers are speoulating on the cause

lay men

Geottrr, a disabled veteran of the wars

ot the de-

joins thea and ohanges the sub-

ject to soldierq courage and the rewards of If1ilitary valor.

Basil eloquent:Q"

praises Geoftry'. sacritice of an arm and an eye tor his country and takes him

8)
'off to Make an

e~.

of. him before the IU"ll.V.

Lest a one-day

dela~r

'Orov. in-

sufficient to keep 'iJlsll from helping the Duke's secret enemies, Gauricio, the
puke • 8 minister, di8f)atches an
~el11ng

a~ent

them their leader is using their vallant sPirit and willingness to shed

pload to build his own reputation.
~ears

~e

to ino1te the Count's troops to mutiny by

During a ball at the Duke's palac., RolleJil8!g

that news has been received by the Duke that a battle is imminent and that

is plotting to detain Basil.

The Count,at this moment, is searching for

tr'ictoria among the masked dancers J finding her he ingenuously expresses his ado-

~ation, and he~ condescending coolness entrances h1.a further.
In Act IV, 'BasU's officers are waiting for hiM to return to his quarters,
~ter spending a chilly night standing in the cemetery below Victoria's window.
~t1ng for a glimpse of the object of his worship.
~hat

The officers inform hiM

the MutilV' has begun, and he hurries to confront his troops. The Count

Jihreatens, inspires, and finally regains the loyalty of the soldiers, but still
gnores Rosenberg t s varningof the Duke' s treachery, because he attributes it to
111s kinsman's dial11ce of Victoria.

Basil is so offended at Rosenberg's remark

J'hat he is bound by an artful woman that he declares their friendship is

0..,.1'.

n desparation, Rosenberg reviews their life together in camp and field, and
ouches BaBil BO deeply that he not only agrees to leave at once, but even to
~orgo a parting scene with Victoria.
~o

One of her ladies interrupts at that mGllat

bring Basil an invitation to accompany the prince8s on the next da.y's hunt ad:

111s resolution is broken.

During the hunt, Basil gives vent to another impas-

_toned outpouring of his adoration of Victoria, to which she is still cool.

A

pessenger follows them. into the forest and reports that the battle of Pavia has
IMten fought and won without the Count's help.

BuU is overcome with shute and

Isays he will seek the onlY' refuge of a disgraced soldier.
At the beginning of Act V, Basil has just spent another night beneath Vic~oria t s
~.rr

window, and resists Geofrryt s feeble attempt to restrain him fran rwm"DII
...

into the forest.

~fore

He pauses for a soliloquy on the consequences of suicide

going into a eave with his two pistols to shoot himself.

Rosenberg and

the other officers hear the shots as they approach the cave md
find the dying Basil..

en~r1ng

ito,

He says farewell to his officers J adm.1 ts that a too proud

heart has been his undoing, and asks Rosenberg to pray' for h'JI.

Some of his sol-

diers arrive to testify that they still love and honor their general, and Basil
dies.

Victoria and one of her ladies grieve over the remains of the once noble

man, and a servant reports that the Duke' IS treachery has been exposed and that
Ille is reoeiTing his just

deserts.

In the main action of Count Bas11 Jl the general selfishly delays his 8l'm7
that it does not arriw in time to help fight a

~ttleJ
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which re9111ts in his di..

grace in bis own eyes and in the eyes of his ccarada in arms.

According to Aril!!l

totle, the tragic protagonist should act w1:thin the organic unity of this actioq
and the word within implies that he should not engage in activities outside the

plot.

If he does, the principle of unity in the plaY' becanes a man rather thaa

an action.

Bas1l's relationshin to Victoria is essential to the organic unitT

of plot becaU8e she is presented as the direct, if' insuffiCient, callSlt of his delq.

But Basil. participates in three other incidents that are not essential

the main &etlon, and are included to reveal his ethical character.

to

This purpose

is sufficient to give them a necessary connection with the plot if the character
revealed in

t~,

in turn, makes the action of the dramatic personage neeessary.

But these three 1Bcidents show a Basil so radically different from the one who

as
participate. in the IIl81n action that the incident. are not related to the plot.
The IIOSt 81gn1t1cant, but unneces.ary incictent i. the one in which BuU

rec1a1u the loyalty of his llut1nous troopa. In thi. scene he 1. • calta and c
tent ca.ander who lcnowa how to use techD1qoo8 of group psychology. He ahocka
he Mn v1th the thought"that 11 they a.a. . c<anart.d of thallSelvea, th.., loaethe
reatige of authorlHd 1Iil1tary peraonnel and becOlll8 nothing but bandlttl. He
aplq. personal, 'Ohp1cal courage by ordering hi. ott1cers to put up their
r-1PCl1J18 and facing tbe men alone, with no wapaIl in hia

Q1fI1

hand.

Jia'r.1n& at-

racted attention, he Wle. the .ent1Mntal appeal ot ra1n1scing about the t1aea
hey have tought and bled together.

rtectly aate in

.8l"1nI,

In the renlting surge ot camaraderie, he i .

·Obey. or aurder .e."(IV.li.37)

Their only

uneasy MUrIIUr ot the atory c1rculated by the Duke that they

o danger to

1n~rea..

their general

f.

r8epons.s.

are being led in-

personal glO1'7. Buil act. de01.1-17 111

ilencing the ringleader. then natter. the .00dier. by saying that h1a pride ill
heir valor

proIIpted

Hi. tinal

hill to ple4ge thea to the emperor.

h_ aeek their .... vh1le he tinda a pta_ in the ranks
he battle

.baiIe.

tha

into •

ant general. Bun 1s then

or

otter to let

thoae in the thick f6

desire to retUl"ll under the leadership of their ....
80

sure of hi. r.'lOD'trol that he bee.e• •tem and . .

ida aartial ausie unC they have purged the

da7'a shaM

x..ed1ately attar tMe incident, there is another

with the bleed of hlMl8.

UIUl8Ce••ary

one, in which

asil generously forgivea Frederic, • jmd.or o1'1"1"r who tr18s to uee the IIlUtiD7

an excuae tor asauaing control of the troopa. Such magnan:1R11t,.. 1a not relIrI8d

o 8ithar the sten ,.,..,. coaaander, or the slave of love who appeara in the IUI1A
tion.

In the third tQttraneous inc1dent, BuU again &hOWl hi. .1d.11 1n pl.",,'

n the _ot1011a of h1a soldiers by aulog1.a1ng the di••bled veteran, Geottry. . .
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~

example of aold1erly virtue.

When BuU deals with h1s .oldiers, he res-.ble.

the 1<1nd of character M1.. DaUl1e want. to create when she says she has' "gr&:".~hia

passion," 1 ••• , love, on a man Dot a firm, thoughtful, reae1"V'ed turn ot

Wld, wi tb wh01ll 1 t ocxnmly I118kes the lonpst stay, and u.1nta1na the hardest

strugle.· 8 But in SuU, there is little struggle betwee~ his infatuat10n for
l'ictoria ... his auppoaedl:r abiding loTe of aU1tary g].017.

He atruggl_

cml.T

I)nce, betore ltoeeDber,'s ahort-lived aucce.. in persuading him that he should
..aa.,.. Mantua.; huaed1~.

In the scenes with Victoria, the soldier .uceuab. to

lihe lvPnotic power of a dift1dent 1dol and drops hi. anas 111thout a qualta. 81"
~he maiD
~ori.,

action of the play depends on BaaU's act10ns in these .oenes 1I1tb Vie-

thoe. in aich he. expertly handles hi. soldiers are extraneoue, i.e., a

lriolatioa of Ari.toUe'. princ1nle of organic un1ty.
The . . . . . in whioh BaaU appears .. a' cool, cOillpetent geDeral. do oon.t11"a
~he

reputation he en.1o;ya aaong Mantuaa c1t1.... h1s own UII7, and evenb1. . . . .

~...

The c1tiHD8 of Mantua oharacteri.. the bran Bu11

&8

a severe d1ao1-

pl1..nar1an, but one who uk_s his .en aolc:l1.en "at no dearer rate

I

Than be hill-

.elf baa p&1d."C1.1.19) One ot hi. officer. anticipates a short rest 1n Mantua,
peeaun 'BJ!!'U 18 ot n1Bty ..tter made,

I

And

cannot be allur'd."CI.l1.20) Hi.

"riend, RosSlberg adld,t. he haa one tault, "1114 too great love of lIIil1tar,y t ....

-

Ibid.) but aaya that when he tight.,
• • .he nelds a thousand norde J
For 'tie their trust in hie unshaken mind,

••• • • • • •• • • • •• •• • • • • • •

-

Whlch aakee his soldiers bold,-( Ibld. )

tven Gaunoio paya tribute to Bull t 8 steadfast deTotion to the semos of the

ror's

war. when he

r 111th hila.
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haatily usure. '\he Duke that 1t 1. tutUe to

tr.r to ta-

Bu1l oont1Na th1s characterisation by being adamant to the

.'a pre••1ng 1nY1tatiOll8 to prolong his ata,y 111 Mantua, and by bandUng hie

Aocord1ng to Aristotle' 8 aecond pr1no1:ple, the protagonist' e partlc1patloa
n the plot ahouldbe th. nec.ssAry and pNbable result of hi. ethical charaate

.e., the wq he has aoted in the put.

aut the" ls. nothing in the ear11' obar-

cter1aation fit BuU that prepare. tor hi. 1ntatutiou tor the unreepo.na1ft

lctor1a. As aTa1lt.but diftident.,

:rouac

WOIIlaIl vhCllll he

haa ...n but twioe and

keD with enlT once, Victoria i. an inS1ltl1clent cause tor Buil's .udden ....

eot1011 fJ'Oll a duty be haa performed devoutl7 throughout hi. aold1erq lUe.
U .t1rat .... Vlctoria .. he halt. hi. UIl7 to allow her procesa1011 to pus.
hi. i . a normal, courteous, and hence probable geature, but the rest of h1a re-

tiona to her tranaoend probability tor a un of tar le..
l"I'ed

"fil"a.

thougbthl, . .

turn of m1J.Ullt than General Bull. While in the caap.arl7 of hi. o.rt1cera,

e rouse. lNm h1a d.reaa of the priMUS 0Dl7 at the aentlon of her :tatr hand.

a .t.aer. 1n ViCJt.or1a. 8 preaence, 8ucculllb. to her nlrtat10ua airs, and

~

er band, then .ch1ta her acousation of prea.ptuou. conduct and meakly agree.
o stay another dq to gain her pardon.

At, the baU, h. pour. out h1. heart

14UUU':, and her MftlaU. that ahe 1. Vietw1a only

he leaves hila, he atanda tor s . .

tiM

increa...

ill the ecstasv

hi. ardor.

or her 1I18IIOJ"y,

te

Wh-.

and apenda

• n1cht 1n adoraUon beneath her window. Baa1l'. aecond acceptance ot Vtoto-

1a·. 1nvitation to l'8II81n i . not .holm in th. play, but his avowal of adoration,
Oft.

and 'WGl'8h1p in the forest the next. clq prelnlppOfl•• another abject .urrtm-

er te her wbia.

Eftn when his

m1l1t&r7 e&reer 1.. ru1.ned,

he ependa h1alast
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ght on earth beneath her vindow, hoping to catch a gliapae ot the belcmld tora
t i8 this .e1"'1es

ot actions

by Baail,

the slaft of 10ft, that ruins General

uU. It 1. pou1ble that a un II1gbt stlddenly de_lop a weakness tor WOllen,
111thout any previous indication of this facet of bis character, such a de-

loJ*tllt in Bull 1. neither necessary DOrprobabla.

A.cco1'd1.ng to Aristotla, three types of incidents, 1.e., surtering, peri
d diecOftr.Y, aN e1ngularly affective in arouaing the _otions of pit,. and

ear, particularly it they occur vi th necusity and probab111t,..

a..-

BuU t S fJlitf,

g is Ilore co119inc1ng and syapathy-inap1l"1l11 in the one eoene in vh10h

erg aueceeda 111 br1ng1ng hi. old and new 1tmt8 into open confllct than 1t 1s 18
he scenes directly preceding and tollow.lng his aelt-1ntl1cted wounds.

'!'he sut-

ide ltself 18 not an illprobable act10n 'I6ben Baail 1e in the depths of deapa1r

sel1'-p1ty atter he realise. that hi. carear is ruined.

It 1e the gap 1a the

esaar,r sequenae ot ....nts, i.e., the dela,y that is not a necessary ruult of
he character of BuU betore this action, that robs the OOIlIJ8qUct sutt81'1ng,

r1pety, aDd diacOft17

or JIlUCh or

thelr po_r to arouse the tragic,

N8pOll88.

TIllIS, two rad1caUy ditferent BaaUa ....ge hoa the play, eaoh represented
th oonsiderable -r.1:r.ldAess, but neither pou88sed of

A un capable ot two such d1tterent .oda.

th the other.

t

!lOt UDiqa.

an:r necessary connect1oa
ot action i6 unuual,

WhIR he d.oe8 ..,. eXpreaa a 1Ud:varsaltrutb about the tew . . of

he 1. • typical exaaple, but .Ari.totle doee not have this l1Id. tation 1ft JIbi

an he contrasts the part1cular truth of h1stor,y vith the W11versal truth o£

'17.

BaaU

t.

dual. nature does not satisfy Ar:l.stotle· a requir_ent, that the

ragic protagonist should express a univ.l"8al. truth about kUlll&ll natUN •
. !he.e t .. Basil. also tall to 1'u.e 1.Jrto one personal!

t,.,

pos••saed of the

rsona1 qualitie. Aristotle suggests tor a protagonist who participates in
cUon that w1U arouse pity and tear in an audience.

aD

As a general1n the __

l"Orts senice, Count Basil does enjoy great reputation and prosperity at the
giml1ng ot the plq.

From all reports he is a good cOlllll4D.der, but in the aC-

ion ot this play, he does not have a good moral purpose.

Real love is good in

tselt, and might concaivably take precedence enX' duty, but BasU's passion baa
one of the grandeur of the love that torgets selt in devotion to the beloved
bject.

BasU sacrifices a lite of honor tor a tew lIloments ot his own shallow

leasure, and by sel.t1ahl.y

~acrit1cing

hiuelf' :1ri pursuit ot

~

Baail leaves

ia aUies to tight without hill, disappoints his own men, and deeply hurt. Ro
erg, whose love actually i8 selfless.
Although his Jdstakes in judgment are DOt D18da in pursu1t ot a good moral
rpoae, they are m.ade while he is acting under Victoria's spell and so are
sh rather than Vioious or depraved acta.
st.otelian halurtia r both times Buil
e does

80

f'ee1j.

They do have one characteristio otan
~.to

in iporar&Ce that the battle is

80

postpone his umh to Pavia.

i--'nant.

There is also a rela-

ionahip between the decisions to delay and the peripet7 and disoovery.

Baa1l 'a

stalee in thinking he haa time to waste etan.d1ng beneath Victoria's window, and
ouring out his 1... to her unreceptive ear or to Roeenberg's unsympathetic one,

nlts in the diagrace ot the este. .d general. !he action ot this perl.:pet,.
ould be regarded .. complete when Basil receifta a Maaage, trca the comaander
e tailed to support, that he is no longer expected at Parta, and ia tree to __
ther quarte1"8.

It i. Bot strictly neceasary to tallow h1a de.oent. in the aaud-

suioide of Act V, but this

j~lc1dent

1s a continuation ot the main action.

ather than a collateral appendage like the 1nc1denta with Gec;!trT, Frederio, and
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Bas11 realize. that hi. .eUlah conduct has caused the disaster_
as the l!l8sanger gives hi. intol'lllatio'hBnt he adllits to Rosenberg that,

OOD

. Too proud

ot heart, I did

tooim.tch aspire J

The hour of trial came, an4fQUDd me wanting. (V .iii.46)
e mentions pride

&,8

the cause of h1a doVllf"all once Blore betore he die., and this

ronde. an interesting contradiction of the purpose of the author, i.e., to
i te a trag.~ on
but .thereis

UDe,

love.'
80me

Buil realiHsthat he is :responsible tor his mister-

contusion in his

~

or in the mind of his author about

ow the respona1b1l1ty is incurred.
Basil'a intatuation with Victoria is an excellent example ot the ldnd of
avior Aristotle p1"08cnbes when he says the character should be appropriate•

.a.,

to his social or polltical status, and should act in the play .. he hall

resUllllbl:r been brought up to act.

Miss Ba1U1a's desire to show how a pas.ion,

sisted in its W&nC7. can dri.,. even a strong maD. to disaater,lO .&tabUshs this inappropriateness as deliberate. It the motivation, i.e., the object of

-

i8 love were of gNater stature or it Basil _re presented as the peasionate
ype of man who habitually tollows beautiful VCItlen with his heart in his hand,

t would not appear so inappropriate.

Basil '8 intatuation is prolonged even be-

ond the point at whiCh hs realiHs his fooUshness haa resulted in great mi.8ortune.

It is inappropriate tor a soldier to break a lite-tae habit and ruin

selt tor such dubious pleasures a8 the two ch1l1y nights of gazing up at a
rk window.

Rosenberg's attitude toward the intatuated Basil changes troll

hocked 1ncredul1ty to impassioned pleading that he recollect himselt f which 18

'Baillie, Works, p. 16.

-

10Ibid., p. 10.
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strong internal evidence that BasU is acting inappropriately.

The passionate

expressions· ot lcwe which are out o£ proportion to the cause make this Bull
more unreal than the cool manager of
briet appearance.

IIl8Il

who is dynamically convincing in hi.

Tho pausea and minute evidences of agitation in the tnratu-

BaaU do not III8.ke him. se_ so 11ke the lUmbers ot the audience that they

~ted.

will see

th~lve.

in such a gullible man.

Aristotle admits that some people

are naturally inconsistent, and allows tor this by saying that such charactera
be represented as consistently inconsistent.

~hould

But inconalatency is not •

ot the aingle...u.nded general, nor is the passionate devotion to such an m..

~ra1t

~ign1tlcant cause

as Victoria prepared tor by the characterization

or

the soldl.ar

~o

has served. the rugged mistress, war, tor so long.

~he

presence or under the innuence ot Victona. on which the plot depends_i.

'l'he'behavior of Baail in

1m inconsistency in the protagon1st.
Inclusion of incidents to show an aspeot
~hat

or

the oharacter ot the Pl"'Otagumat

1s not essential to the plot action Violates the

~a8U.

o~ganio

urd ty of Count

The main action does not proceed nth probabU1ty and necessity from. the

:>aaic character which BasU ia supposed to possess, but from another, oeparate17
lntroduced character.
. mttRnn1
~hough

Juxtaposition ot these two characters results in such an

personality that the protagonist cannot express universal truth.

Al-

BaaU enjoys renown and nrc.peri ty enough to JUke his disgracetul. eDd

.1gniticant, bi8 lack ot good 1I10ral purpose prevent8 him trom gaining the s)'1'l~ath;y

ot the audience. Bull realizes that he naa brought. misfortune on him-

elt, but he and the author are not in complete agr8ft11l8nt abO-.tt how this happena.
~

he difference betwen'the two Hasils resul ts1n the tailure o£ the protagonist
o be appropriate, lllce the reality, or r.onsistent.
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CBRA

.2!:!:! t ~ Tragectyll

is the story of a young woman with a peculiar sensiti

to supernatural manifestations, who retuses to marry the son of her guardian.
Hoping to terr1t;r her into cooperation with his plans, the guardian sends her t.
is haunted castle.

This environment, and her own craving for the thrill of

itself put Orra in such an emotional state that the sudden appearance of a wa
be rescuer destroys her sanity.
Act I introduces Glottenbal, t.he fatuous and vain son of COlmt Hughobert . f
Aldenberg, as the destined husband of Orra, the Count's ward.

Another young

~

heobald, admires Orra, but. does not seriouslY consider the possibility of such
gh aspirations, since his noble birth oannot compensate for his impoverished

condition.

Rudigere, an illegitimate Aldenberger, is also interested in Orra

d her fortune, and resolves to make use ot her peouliar sensitivity to ghost
stories, to enthrall her.

Hughobert and his wite, Eleanora, discuss their lack

f success in pleading Glottenbalts cause with Orra
al about being UDhorsed in the recent tourney.

thdraws to curb her unruly hUllor.

9S

she gaily

taunts Glot

When Hugbobert rebukes her, she

Because Orra'a guardian still wants to add

er lortune to that of his own family, he agrees to Rudigere's suggestion that
flY' oontine her in a haunted castle and terri!)' her into cooperation.

In Act II, Orra halt-seriously bewails the fate of WOOlen who must surrender
their property to husbands, and say:

• • • 'Take all, I pray,
And do me in return the grace aud favour
To be ~ master.'
(II.i.24o)
rtman tries to defend men as helpful IIlAtes, Theobald says he knows a man who
llF1.rst published in A Series of Pla~ In which it is attempted to del1nate' the stronger passions-of the mIiid.
• III (London, l812), pp. l-loo.
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would happily be her champion, Mend, and devoted soldier, and orra proa1 ••• to
keep him in m.ind.

Orra tells her ladles of her drearrtB of entertaining on her

own estate, where guests will ocoUPY th.ir evenings with songs and tales.

Cath-

ina suggests that thee. Jdght be I

• • • stories • • • ot ghosts and spirits,
And things unearthly, that o~ Hichael'A eve
Rise trOll the yawn1rlg tombs.' (n.1.24l)

a

&aka it she believes one night

ot the year 1s lIlOre horrld' than the rest,

d Cathrina adtd ts that it may be superst1t1oo, but oites the tamily legend of

he haunting ot Bru.m.er's oastle on that one night.

Orra insist. on a full ac-

ount, although Alice reminds her that she 1s vont to pale at such narrations.
ra deSCribes the pleasure she deriftS from the icy grip of her fear and Cath.
ina obliges her with the tale of an Aldenberg ancestor who murdered a hunter
ght and buried his body in an unblessed, l1lWl8rked grave, trom which the

w...-

int rise. and makes a yearly, midnight vi.it to the castle,:in search ot his
urderer or any true descendent ot the hou.e.·

Urs~,n,

the family confeaaor,

rings news that Hughobert has deoided to banish Orra until she ia Willing

ept Glottenbal, and counsels her to feign a disposition to obey.

to.,.

He assures

el'" that Hughobert' s failure to keep a trusty guardian' s faith' frees her to use
at defense she can, but Orra proudly refuses to do so.
end Rudigere along for protection, and Cathrlna, for
a leave at onoe--for Brunier's eastle.

Hughobert promise. to

COUlpallY,

and insist. that

This place of exile disturbs Orra,

ut not enough to make her relent.
Orra reacts to the atmosphere of the old castle in Act III, and when she
ist. Rudigere's advanoes, he reminds her that they share the sue relationahip
o the ancestor who is responsible for the castle being haunted.

The hounds of
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the hunter knight begin to howl and the terrified Orra runs from herroOl1l 1.n
search of Cathrina.
"01'

Finding Rudigere, instead, she listens to thehounda alone,

a time, but finally, in des'!)eration, wakens him.. although" she still arrogam..

ly refuses to consider his proposal of marriage as the price of her release.

rheobald acc1dentall.v finds a band of outlaW'S near the castle, and a.ft.er hearing
of Orra's plight, their chief, Franko, suggests; that since the lIorrow is St.
~chaelts

Eve, they can make use

on and carry Orra

or the secret passage leading to her tower

ott under cover of the legend

pia-

of the ghost of the hunter.

Act IV opens as an outlaw brings Orra a letter from Theobald, expl.a1n1ng
"he rescue plan, and she goes to her room to read it, followed by Rudigere. Orr.
~ll8

Cathrina about the letter, which she has had to throw into the fire, un-

read, to keep it away from Rudigere.

To pass the time untU the fateful hour

or

nidnight, Cathrina suggests a story and Orra asks for one:
Touching the awful intercourse which spirits
With mortal men have held at this dread hour.(IV.iii.253)
Prra reacts in her ~lal fashion, so Cathrina runa out for a restoring cordial.

prra tries to follow, but cannot open the door. and vhen a secret door opena to
~dmit

the torm of • huntsman, she collapses. Theobald, as the huntsman, tries to

revive her, but at Frankots insistence, hurries away wittt the senseless Orra.
A searoh of the castle for Orra in Act V is unsuccessfUl.

tn advance guard

pf the Aldenberg party takes Rudigere prisoner, at Hughobert' s oomand, since a
~reaoherolls

~o

henchman has revealed his .evil intentions.

\"Ihen Hughobert threatens

torture him untU he reveals Orrs' 8 lIhoreabouts, Rudigere atabs himself and

nnicts an apparently minor wound on Olottenbal.
Drra's voice in the forest.

A servant reports having htlalU

Franko guides the Aldenbergs to his camp, but when

rheobald brings Orra before the company, she continues her wild ravings, despite

attempts to penetrate her distraction.

A messenger reports G1ottenbal's

88th from the poieon on Rudigere t s dagger, and Hur"hobert acouses himself of hug caused all the misery.

Orra makes one final raving speech, and clutches

esperatel,. at Theobald and Hartman as the curtain talls.

-

Orra is the dramatic representation

~f

-

th& action in

a high-spirited

~idch

oung woman 10ses her reason in the extremity of her terror of

supernature~

According to Aristotle, the protagonist should act within the org
the plot.

The action of the plot begins in Act II, when Orra choo

le in the haunted castle rather than 1I1arr:y tllottenbal.

In the next three

cta, her terror m.ounts until she succumbs to it at Theobald's sudden appearance.
he second scene of Act V completes the action with the ghastly revelation of
he d8J)th of Orrata misfortune.

All her actions and reactions to Hughobert,

,athrina, and Theobald are an integral part of this plot action.
Orra also appears in two scenes before the one in whioh she makes her marten
ous choice.

The entire first act and the first scene of Act II are devoted to

xpo8ition of the situation in whioh
thical character.

sh~

finds herself, and to establishing her

According to Aristotle, the past actions of a dramatic per-

onage should establish the qualities of ethical character
ture actions.

~1ich

determine his

In her early appearances, Orra does reveal qualities that make

er subsequent actions necet;aary and probable.

5he shows spirited resentment et

er position when she taunts Glottenbal about his ridiculous performance in the
ourney.

In her conversation with

~eobald

ence of spirit that results from her pride.

and H&rtIt;an, she shows the indepenIn the 8ame scene she displays an

ctive imagination when she explains her future Plans to her ladies, and first
eveals her predilection for ghost stories by her eager response to Cuthrina'.
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suggestion that they would be a good torm of entertainment for her future gues1'll.
rhe stubbornness with which she insists on hearing about the famllYRhost, de~ite
~ic

Alice's advice, her emotional disturbance on hearing it, and her

description of the pleasure she

~riV8S

pride and tear, on which the action ot

th~

prston gives further evidence of her pride.

enthU8~

from tear, show those qualities,
story depends.

The encounter vi th

When such ~n Orra comes into con-

n.ict nth Hughobert, it is eminently necessary and probable that she will be
rim in her refusal to marry Glottenbal, which is, in effect, a choice of exile.
Orr.'s sutfering in the castle is not the physical kind of which Aristotle
~ives ex.m.ples, but her terror is undeniably painful and ultimately disastrous.,

rhis suffering is the necessary and probable result

ot the character that haa

peen established in the first part of the play. Her fear of what may happen in
"he castle is intensified by the lack of any solace.
~astle.

Orra t s antagonist in the

as well as the indirect cauoe of her banishment, is Rudigere.

Her pride

prevents her from accepting t.he escape he otfers her, and even from. tu.m1ng to
~im

for reusurance of her fears.

These tears are fostered rather than allayed.

p:,r Cathrina, who suggests telling tales and helps Orra indulge her fondness for
~he

icy pleasure of terror by acceding to her request for a ghost story on the

rateful night.

Having acted under the influence of pride and fear, Orra's emo-

vional condition has become such that Theobald's appearance is a shock that her
aanit;! cannot withstand.

Theobald's appearance is such a shock because Orra did

hot read the letter of explanation he had sent.

HUdigere' s behavior throughout

Llhe play explairia why 1 t. should be necessary for her to throw the letter into 1ba
"ire, unread.

There is only one incident in o"1'ra' 8 career in the play that thJ:eatP

ana the principle of neesssity and probabUi ty •

Her arrival at the castle, two
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aya before St. ?1ichae1's Eve, is an unexplained coincidence necessitated only
y the author's desire to make use of the Aldenberg ghost·s yearly visit.
Miss Baillie is aware that her story may not convince sophistocated nine ...
eenth century minds, and so reminds her readers that the action has besn located
n the superstit:ton-ridden fourteenth century.12

But she believes that supersti-

ious fear, particu,larly of ghosts and the retut"n:1ng dead "is so universal. and
nhersnt in our natUT8, that it can neVE:lr be eradicatod from the mind, let the
rogress of reason or philosophy be what it may."l)

She also expresses her be-

iet that tithe catastrophe is such as Fear • • • does more commonly produce than
~I1Y other passion. "14 The author at least believea Orra 'a actions express a unieraal truth and though it is hard to contest 'her statements on any ground but
~raonal

skeptiCism, that is at least as valid as any proot she otfers.

The

~

nnia! populaI"ity of ghost stories does not prove the existence of an innate hu-

an superstitious fear of ghosts. Orra's fear is not unique! but the skeptical
went1eth
atune

cent~! w~ad

regard it as unusual, and not universally true of human

Hiss Baillie's second generalization has the support of psychological

vidence and, gi.ven such a character as Or1'a, the catastrophe itself can quality
s universal truth applicable to the limited nUlllber of people wi.th such a psychc sensitivity.
As a tragic protagonist, Orra has an easily recognizable, geod moral PUllJ'llE',

.e.,

sha ',f81lts to avoid a loveless l11arriage.

eroic stature of the Aristotelian ideal.

12Baillie, i'Jorks, p. 228.

-

1)Ibid •.
14rbid., P. 229.

However, she does not possess the

Orra is the ward ot Hughobert, and
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or all her high sp1rits and pride, her wit and personal ohal'll, she 1s stU!
act to the vh1lu of her guardian.
81"

HughoNrt' s power over 01"1"& does not impair

treedOOl of wUl, but does reduce the height trom which ahe can fall.

Al-

haugh she 1s t1nanc1ally and personally attractlYe enough to interest Olot·'tielruaw
digere, and Theobald, she does not enjoy a great reputation.

Even a:tter HlIgho

ert has handled her _tate tor sOlIe years, 1t 18 still ot attractive propor1ona, but the estate 1s hers in name only. Her dependence on a guardian or pontially, on a husband, does not constitute the 'enjoyment ot prosperity.

The "

Illy things ahe possea8.s, whose loss would COJl8titute a fall, are her mind. and

dy.

This reduces her to the same level as «tlY ..aber of the audience.
Orra chooses ban1shaent in preference to acceptance ot Glottenbal betore.

ove where ahe will be sent.

She st111 retuaes Glottenbal nen when she know

hat her exile will be in the ominous Brunierts castle, although she does not
ali.. at that time how dellcate her mental halmc. is.

en she asks Cathrina to tell her a tale

She makes another d!IIla

ot the avtul intercourse ot spirits

th lIlortal .en. This choice is made in ignorance ot the fact that '!'beobald haa
already arranged to appear in the guise ot the hunt. . . at the JIlOIRent when her
soveripty ot reason w:lll be least secure. Any of these choices, in ignormce

ot the true state .t affairs, could quality
stake or error of judpent.

&8

an Aristotelian hamartia, i.e., a

All of th.. are causes, r_ote or prox1llate, of

the peripety, i.e., ber plunge into insanity.

According to Aristotle, thisle

the neat and econODd.cal, ideal relationShip t4 baart1a and. peripety.
HoW8'ftr, the na:ture ot the catastrophe prctT8llts the protagonist

trOll COlll-

pleting the ideal. cycle by realizing the relationship of bulartia and peripety.
Orra never realize. how close ahe is to insanity, and suddenly, it is too late
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or her t.o reali.e anything.

t torboding,

The Mae of Brun1er t • ea.t.le doe. awaken a sen..

and the d1acoye17 that Rudipre, not Cat.hr1na, is the only posai-

le eom.pan.1OD t.o ahare the terror of t.he ho141ng hounds is a ahock to Orra, but.
hese do not. rank with the dr_tically powertul d18coyery by the prot.agonist
hat he 1s the nQtill ot un1ntent.ional.l.y, ael.t-1nf'l1cted misfortune.
M:t.s8 Baillie saya she haJJ "made Orra a 11vely, eheeri'ul, buoyant. character,
not iJlMd.iatel.y under" the influence of her tear of the 8upernat.ural.15 The
uthor also believea that. tho.e "'Nbo posse.s strong iaag1nat.ion, quick te:aay, . .
Ben

feeling are IIlOSt. easUy affected by t.h1a epee1e. otFear,n16 and theretOl"e

ries to create an OJ'ra who po.....es the•• qualiti.s.

The seenes in which Orra

_ta Glot.t9llbal about. the tourney, entertains Theobald and Hartaan in the gu, talks vith her ladies and Ur.toD, and evan the one in which she gases at. tM
w.U1ght landsoape ti"0lIl the castle r_part.,

t.he aut.hor succe..tul. in her. .

None ot thes. at.t.ribute. iJlpeacbes 01'l"a' 8 appropriaten." to t.he stat.

ant.ion.

t

pNft

the heiress who 1s Hughobert'a ward.

Orra i. proud and rebellious, but. in tar

ituation" aha has lit.t.le chance t.o 8how her reseatraent. except b7 b1tter17 ciIM'er
rds.

One ot Ariat.otle's Gaple. ot inappropriatene8s 1s a clever

e is giving _ auaple that. 1s yalid 1n h1B age and civilisation.
WOIl&ll

woman, but

Cleverne.. 1a

ot the t01U"teenth century European c1vU1ut1on does not 'Violat.e the
Alt.hough t.here 18 801le queetion of the UD1veraal1t.,.ot
such tear i8 not inappropriate to Orra' 8 personalit.,..

M1s8 BailUe ...., teel that, aince her heroine i8 cloaer··in rank and. reputaion to the members ot the audience than her generals and ldngs J there is le.8
lS'Ba1111., Wozoka. p. 229.

-

16n,1d.
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ce••ity to desoribe her actions in detaU.

At any rate, there

ate attempts to include minutiae which, aocording to the author'. theory, are the
est lII8thod of mald.ng a character seem "like" the audience.

Bleanora ..ntiona

hat Orra baa paused in the corridor to stroke a hound, and the stage direotions
or Orra's display of terror are extensive, but these are the only eX&1ll'ples of
se ot this tecbD1que.
That Orra 1s consistently proud can be ...n in her rejection ot Glott_bal.,

retueal at Urston' s counsel, and in her resistance to Rudieera. Her aaa-

in her

men

.he prOlll1se. to remember Theobald 11' she ever vants the

aanbe otters.

She is also cons1atent in seeld.ng the icy pleasures of

r is lofty even
nd

ot

ear. She eagerly accepts Cathrina's often to teU ghost stories, and eV8l'l ...
or one.

A.n':iquestion of inconsistency arise. trcm the coabination of haughty

efiance of Hughobert and tear at the aupematural in her personality.

But in

rrats oase, pr1de actually tosters tear, a1nce it Makes her retuse the advice
hat she avoid situations that produce the dangerous symptoms of terror.
M1as Ba1U1. notes, in her pretace, that fear is regarded as les8 adapted

o draaatic purposes than

arrr

other passion, because of the danger that it w1ll

degrade the protagonist.11 In answering this objection, ahe says that the d.
ration of courage 1s based on the univereality ot tear, concludes that such a
veraal pasSion v1ll have interest in draaa &81t does in real lite, end reasons that, as an object of interest, a character who i8 afraid will not nee..
i1,- be abject. lS This generalization is -.ore obviously true than the one aacll'D-I

ins the particular tear of the supernatural to lUIIlkind in general.

l1Ba1U1e , Works, p. 22S.

18Ibid., pp. 228-229.

-

And even
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his leaa OOIIIDlon tear doea not reduce Orn below the standard aet for Aristotle

deal protagonist B1nce it is necessary in the plot.
The 81U'ly point of attaok in Orra, fol.l.9wed by one and a halt act.s of expo-

i tion, i8 not a violation of the prinoiple of organic unitY'.

The tild.nc

or

a'a arrival at the castle 1s tbe only 1'1olatlO1l, and that a minor one, of the
rinclple or _oes81ty and probability. There 1a univeraal. truth in the cawrophe in the 11Dd.ted application to a oharacter auch as Orra is.

'1'h1a protaco-

at 1s projeoted in a unner that would &rous.pity and rear in the audience, it
h. cbaracter ot Orra had aurricient stature to do ao.
eight trom which

This lack of initial

to fall, due to her statu .. a woaan who resentra but accept.

he lJ.a1tation ot her position, is one of two1Jtportant failures ofOrra to
hiev. the

Ar1s~

ideal tor a traaio 'Protagonist.

The other failure i .

he iapos8ibillt,. of Orra's realization that ahe has actually ohosen the meana
at result in the oatastrophe of bel' madDe88.
F.
.The protaconist

OOTERLOO

ot !!!!. Dna t ! Trae&,19 the good and I.ous general.

ter1oo, linda biJIlselt oonfronted with e"ri.dence of a murder he committed t_
ear. beton_ IJ.'he c1rculRstances of the 8ituation make him suspect that

SOlll8

su-

matural ageney i8 now ..eking retribution. U. is ao territied of faoing pun-

i..

s"ent atter death, witbout

aD)"

chance to e:r.p1ate the

batore a deatb sentenoe oan be oarried
Exposition in

!h!. Dream

in 11fe, that he

out.

begins in Aot I, tdth the raonka, Jerome and Paul,

sOUBsing their recent dreams, in whicb
~e

era.

&

1iaJeatoic figure has told tbea how to

th.ir monastery tI'olI'l the plague that 18 deTutatirlg the area.

19F1rat. l"4bliahed in

!

Serie,

!!! Plan.

III, 101-171.

They

are1a~
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resaed, but Jerome aees little chanee ot tultilling the condition ot the reveation that tnvolvea General

oaterloo's~.

A sudden commotion outside the

gate, occasioned by the approach ot that very army, howver, convinces th8JJl it18
he1r duty to inform the prior.

The peasants indirectly characterize Osterloo

as a commander who is ao_times affable and indulgent, sometimes severe nth. hia
en, but aJ.wa;vs the object ot their pride.

ae

haa frequently been notorious,

ut even in deteat, has never shown his back to the eneay.

The 'Prior explains

o Osterloo that, according to the dre_, the safety ot the monastery depends en
night of penance tor long-concealed guilt, by

SOIIl8

run from his a.:m.y.

He in-

1sts on obeying the vision in ohoosing the man by lot, and Osterloo wondere it
ate or chance is operative when the lot talls to h1a.

The general is too h

o acoept an officer's suggestion that they exchange and senda the
• Morand,

~

~

on its

officer in the service of the Prior, discuss.. oaterloo with

es who i. gathering detail. ot the exei tament to recount to her lIl1str88s, L
ora, who liv88 in a nearby castle and is later revealed to be an old friend of
terloo.

As the IIOnks describe the1r viaion, oaterlco shOWlJ 1.nereasing agita-

10n at 1IlCU1tlon of the strangers' burying vault and the figure t s concealed nght
The monks observe that the Prior also is being affected by this intoraaWhen a peasant reports that a grave bas baen discovered 1n tbe spot indi_ted in tbe reYelation, the company hastens to view it.
Act II opens 1n the burying vault, as the Sexton tells Morand of his eurthat the grave was dug and tilled during hi. absence some ten years before,
y a hermit named Baldw1ck, who bas recently d1ed.

The m.onks arrive, the Sexton

s the cot"t1n and reports that the right hand is missing.

Osterloo, now

no-

ent17 disturbed, asks to speak privately With the Prior, but the Prior, who 1.

10)

so betra.yi.ng

agitat1on~

says there IIlUSt be witnesses tor such an interview. In

e Prior's study, Benedict points out the coincidence of Jerome's dream oceur-

inc soon after hearing the death-bed cont••sion of

Baldvick, and of the same

sion replacing the U8'lal. subject of Paul's n(iCturnal fancies only after he_.....
erollt8's story. The

~eneral

confess8S premeditated murder of the man whose body

" then buried by Baldwi.ck, as a Mans of atom.maellt for his part, as Oster100 t s
ervant, in the cr1.Me.
s lady.

Oster1oo tells how the noble stranger stole the love of

T01'll8nted by jealousy, ;.ret unable to demand satisfaction booause of

a stranger's physical disabUity, the
88 and slew him.

ge~ral

laid wait in a narrow mountain

The name of the murdered.m&n increases the Prior's agitation

d he begins to speak ot Oaterloo as a murderer rather than as a penitent.
er100 explains that his active

a~

Os-

life bas lett little time tor reflection on

he crime, but the Prior's ominous threat of Divine retribution prompt. hill to
g tor a severe torm of expiation, sinoa be prefer8 atone.ent in this world to
he justice he has now begun to tear in the next.

The Prior tells Benedict that

sterloo t s inlediate death is the only reparation he will accept, since the aurered un was his own brother.
8

When Osterloo bears that the death sentenca v1ll.

carried out before daybreak, he nasons and pleads tor delay without success,

hen makes a valiant but briet and futile attempt to tight his wa." out.

Benedict

oes not concur in the 8entence and 1s glad to leave the monastery in response to
request tor a IItOnk to attend a dying lady at Leonora's castle.

Whilewa1.t.1ng

or t.he monk, Leonora t.ells Agnes of her interest in Osterloo, who was once a
r1end of her late husband.

She admits that she was greatly attracted to the

eneral, but nobly suppressed her reelings as a good wite should.

She 1s there-

ore eager to help Benedict erfect Oaterloo'8 rescue and she, Agne., and Bene
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tart for the monastery.

A me.senger .follows them with news of the Wlexpeeted

val of guests at the castle and Agnes returns to wlcOIIle them.
Act III 1s in the monastery prison where Osterleo 1s almost overwhelaed by

pprehension at the pro8J)ect of haTing to race post-aortem punishMnt
Leonora gaill8 entry to the pri80n, disguised as a monk.

y.

HS

be

her and expla:l.na that be

8811\11"88

ned,

sudden-

Osterloo reoog-

years before, only for tbe sake of virtue.

h1JIl it makes no difference to her that he is a murderer.

flY provided by

80

a treacherous monk prows too

1r give. him: the strength to break it down.

...:u tor

When the

the door, Osterloo's de-

The Prior' 8 soldiers, already in

vsult, catch Leonora, and when Osterloo returns tor her, he is outnuJllbered and
captured.

The speculation of monk8 and aoldiera on the difference between ac-

ive and passive courage and. the current state of 08terloo t 8 nerve, i8 interted by a bell announcing tbe hcur ot execution.

Ol'tterloo i8 already kneel.1ng

o receive tbe blow when the imperial ambassador arrives to torbid the e.cuti
aing the limp bodyo! Osterloo, Benedie\ and Leonora discover that he i l d.s.

e ambassador accuses the Prior ot sorcery and is skeptical ot Jerome' s expl.ation that such a braft general could have died ot rear.
e ot his imperi.al Master, to punish the Prior

He promises, in the

ror having used his authority

or private revenge, by replacing him with a worthier man, viII., Benedict, and.
OIDftlandll a soldier's funeral tor Osterloo.
The main action of

!!!! -..D:re;..,,;;,;;;Ul.. 1s

the fall of a soldier, brave enough with a

apon in his hand, t:t.ghting against mortal adverear1es, but
ost-mortem conSeQ,uerices ot a repented deed

o~

80

terrified of the

passion, that he dies ot tear.

According to Aristotle t s theory ot tragedy, this main action should be the

pr1n~

ciple ot organic unitYJ on such a basis, the entire Leonora episode is unneces-

lOS
sary.

However, Joanna Baillie's purpose in writing this play20 ift to show how

a uually oourag.ous man oan be dominated by the passion at .fear at death, and
that end detena1nes what inoidents she inoludes and how she develops the action.
h.. addition of suspense or love interest are poBsible exouses for the episode,

ut neither haa any theoretioal basis in lristotle or Baillie.

Apparently the

author wants to give Osterloo another opportunity, besides the first tight with
the Priorts soldiers, to display his aoti" courage, and to show another 1nat

ot his power to oOlll'land the respeot of his feUow men and wonten. Sinoe theee
110

aspects of Osterloo's personality are adequately brought out else1rhere, the

onor. ep:f.sode Se!"ft8 no purpose.
ry~

In contrast to this violation ot organio

Benediot'. opposition at the Prior and his skeptioal attitude toward his
aMing brothers are not unneoessary.

His questions expose the taotual basis

t the dreams, Oaterloo's motive tor the murder, and the Prior's motive
revenge.
uet1ce.

in seek-

Benedict is unneoessary only as one at the recipients of poetic

'rbia administration ot poetic justice in the last tew linea ot the PIa7

• &s unnecessary as the Leonora episode, and it has less intrinsic interest.
Miss Baillie is eager to explain how an aoti vely brave man 11ke Osterloo
an be so strioken by tear o.f death.

She expounde her theory in the prefaoe,

tea two axaple. of similar events in history, 2l and even belabors the point
n the play itseU.

Her anxiety to vindioate herself on the charge ot having m-

lucied an improbable thing in her story is the result at eXperience with people
ho are reluctant to "receive oharacters which are not drawn agreeably t. the

20aa:1ll1.e, Works, p. 229.

2l~., p. 230.
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caived rules of dramatic dignity and commonplace heroism. n22 Atter Osterloo
s 4rawn the lot, there is no violation of the principle
ability in his oharacter and aotions.

or necessity and pro-

But two events, on which the entire ao-

are serious violations of this prlneiple. The approach

of OateJUo

onlY a rev seconds after JeroMe has said they are not going to
h near the monastery J ia entirely unexplained.
end. credea;ce to the dre8l'll8, so rar

&8

This sudden appearance

~

the monks are concerned, but it does not

crease the faith of the audience in the necessity of the events in the story.
he aacondviolation occurs when Osterloo

draws the black scrOll.

Miss Baillie

ealises tb1s i8improbable, but simply says i t'taru.st be conceded to

118

as a

evidential direction, or happy coinoidence. 1t23 The arrival or an imperial _8sador is another incident that has no necessary or probable basis in the aeion, but it is not a oritical issue in the main actlon.

The only necessity

robabUity that will provide for these three ooincidences is the author's

fW

n~

Ityto contine' Osterloo in the monastery overnight, under circUillstances that
11. toster rear ot supernatural justice, and provide some means of proving that

• does die ot rear.

This i8 not the same ld.nd of author-cletennination of pro-

onists that Aristotle approves of in Sophocles, where the author determines
he choic.s ot his protagonists.
The casaof Osterloo is so unusual that J41.88 Baillie feals a need to defend
t8 credibility.

Oaterloo I s disintegration at the prosJ)ect of' a sudd.en tate

ch haa only :recently been apprehended as terrifying, is a possible thin.g. but
1s more akin to the particular- truth or history than it is to the universal

22Baillie, Works, p. 229.

-

23Ib1d., p. 230.
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truth ot poetry.

AdM1.n1stration ot poetic justice by the 1aper1al ambusador

suggests that the author has this principle in mind, rather than, or in addition
to, a truth about human nature.

Unless she has such a pumose, there is no rea-

son tor aupending the ambassador's lut speech to an action that is COMpleted by
Osterloo's death.

But even it the tact ot poetic just1ce 1s the univeraal truth

the author intends to express, it does not quality as an exurple ot the Aristotel1an concept ot tbeun1.versal truth a tragic pro1iagon1st should express.
The attempt to discover 1ihe qualities ot Ar1s1iotle t s ideal tragic protagonist in Oeterloo is e8s1l..,. successful on 1ibe tirst po1n1i.

At the beginning ot

Act I, the generalis described as a man enjoying prosperity and great reputaUtll
and his personal appearance contil"ll8 the character given him in the peasant's
gossip.

He is concerned that his soldiers get to the encampment at Martign;r be-

tore nighttall, but will not tolerate their opposltion to his orders, even when
their motive i8 devotion to him.

Osterloo's acceptance ot the lot proves that

he is the kind r4 officer who is willing to do 8J1)'thing he would expect ot his
lIlen. This principle and his irmate honesty may be more potent aotiv8s for his
willingness to do a night's penance than a desire to Save the well-ted monks,
but any one ot these would constitute a good moral purpose.

The action ot the

play depends on Osterloo's ten-year old crime ot passlon, but that cr1me i. a.ntecedent to the action in which Osterloo's purpose is good.
OBterloo does have an Aristotelian haaartia, although it i8 not as 1.mmed1.at811' obvious as his geed moral l'\lr'POse.

It certainly cannot be the tan-year

old crime, which, according to Aristotle's ethics, is both voluntary and bad.
even though the provocation was great and it was cornrdtted under the in.tl.uence

ot passion. Another poeaibility is Osterloo's delay in confessing the crime,
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due to his failure to realize the seriousness
world of sins not atoned tor in this.

or

the consequences in the next

The in'&ervening years intensify ra'&her

than diminish remorse in such a passionate nature as his, when he finally doe.
realize the seriousness of the s1tuation.

However 6 that delay and the cons8q1Ji18D

magnification of remorse are actually antecedent to the action ot the story.

A

third possibility is Osterloo's ignorance Of6 or tailure to realize the extent

ot God's MPrcy to repentant sinners, which should have counteracted his de.pair
at the ilm:inant prospect ot facing his judge. However, this is a theological
question and not trea'&ed as a 8igniticant i8sus in the play.

tty is

The last P0881bili.

Osterloo' s choice to accept his lot inatead of the suggestion of an ott_J

ithat the:" exchange places.

Osterloo is ignorant of the relationship of the ?ri-

or to the murdered man, a material tact which is the cause at the Prior's drastjc
irevenge, and ultimately ot the peripety for the protagonist.
Osterloo's fall is not complete until he has found release from the agoDVot
his terror.1n death, i.e., when he is no longer capable of recognizing anything.
He does realize the necessity to expia'&e his crime and the inevitability at retribution, but this is not recognition of hi. haurtia E!!:!!..

It the hamartia

i. acceptance of a night of penance at the monastery6 in ignorance of the tact
that his victim was the Prior's brother, he has no chance to see a connection between the fact and the consequence of the extraae penance the Prior wants to exact, because it i8 never mentioned in his presence.

Thus, the interrelatiODShip

ot hamartia, peripety, and discovery lacks the neatness and econODlY ot the Aris~otelian

idea.

Osterloo makes other discoveries when he recognizes Leonora and

realizes that the treacherous Monk has given her the 'Wrong key, but these are of
ftinor Significance in the plot and have no great emotional attraction.
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At tiJtes Kiss Baillie appears even more interested than Aristotle in a

syM-

pathetic oharacterisation, and her theoretical emphasis on the

natl~alne8s

the charactoror his likeness to the members of the audience.

According to her

ot

theor,r, the best _thod ot accomplishing this purpose is to include minute details of behavior such as Osterloo' s mistake of water for wine, to indicate the
extent of his perturbation during the recital of the monk's dreams, his fits of
abstraction, his bodily contortions duringb1s c01'ltession and in the extremity
~r

his despair, hi. tumbling attempt to take ott a ring before he stumbles to

the execution block, and the significant pauses. Miss Baillie gives detaUed
stage directions tar the execution ot these Maneuvers, and has great confidence
in their power to convince the audience that the charaoter is real.

The ex.oeu

ot emotion in which Osterlao indulges is indicative of his terror and loss of
control and makes hill unusual rather than tUltrue to lite.
?he appropriateness of fear in a courageous general is a moot point, but it
is the point Miss Baillie is making in thi& play.

Except for this facet of his

character, OsterloG's behavior is appropriate to his status.

He is

consi8tent~

tm8ucc8&stul in love affair&, e.g., Leonora and. the lady he lost to the noble
stranger, and he is consistently ready and able to show his competence in sword
fights.

This almost instinctive response to the hett of a sword, parM.cularly

in the second escape· attempt, is less obviously consistent than the lIore slowly'
and logiaally
ot a

.an

d8velo~d

reaction ot terror at the prospect of death. The retum

in Osterloo's emotional state, to rescue Leonora from the soldiers

might be an instinotive reaction, but it 188uspect, in view of the author'.
need to get hill retiaptured and her desire to prove his bravery in all situaticma
except that which reveals his one weakness.
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As a tragic protagonist, OsterlC)o is good and heroic enough to gain the initial 8)'11pathy of .the audience, and hold it even in the convincing representa~ion of his

terror. After three acts

catastrophe.

of prf)paratlon, his death is a credible

However, by making one man the principle of unity and choosing in-

cident. with this end in viell, Miss Baillie rlolates the principle of organic
~ity

by including Osterloo'e relationship with Leonora.

She also violates the

principle of necessity and probability by basing the action on two unexplained
and 1aprobable coincidences.

The unusual nature of the idea she presents in

this play is closer to the singularity of history than it is· to the universality
of poetry, but it does answer the obvious questions of appropriateness and con8istency in the protagonist.

But these questions are obvious, and the close an-

alysis of the basic idea that is necessary to answer them rlIJYeals that concanitration on the man rather than on the action as a whole resUlts in violation of
two of the basiC principles of Aristotle's theory of tragedy.
G.

Ethvaldl

!

Trye¥4 is a ten-act

ETHWALD

aag.,

divided into two, five-act parte.

in which the protagonist is dominated by the passion of ambition.

Hiss Baillie

is interested in ahoWing the rise of the paSSion, through those stages in which
it might be reststed, as well aa the conaequ.ences of allowing it to proceed unchecked. 25 At the erid of Act V, when Ethwald 1s on his death-bed, she finds
that he has nett, ccapletely 8UITendered to. the passion and still has some good.
24First ~lb118hed in A Series of Plais, in which it is attempted to delineate the stronger passions-or the mind.
ach passion being the subject of a
tragedy and a comeelv. Vol. II (London, 1802), pp. 109-360.
2r:....

. . ..Hai.ll1., Worka, p. 11.

III

impulses lett.

She revives him and adds another tive acts to complete the de-

stru.ction of the protagonist through the consequences of his passion.

Such gat

length in the work on ubi tion is the logical result of the author' a original
design in the series on the passions and the nature of the particular passion,
since anbi\10n is the most abiding passion and 1s
ers. 26 The author, herself, suggests,

8011t8

or slower growth than the oth-

years after their composition, that

either part 1II1gbt be seriously consideredaaa "playing" tragedy.21
a ca.promis8 of her original intention for the sake

or

But this 1.

a subsequently conceived

desire to eae her plays produced, at a time when there is little interest in the
subtle delineationaof character which she fanCies are her forte.

Since the au.-

thor's original intention was to regard both ):)arts of Ethwald as a unit ot idea.
though not a unit of action in the Aristotelian sense, they will be disc'l.18Hd as
a unit in this thesis.

By regarding the ten acts of Ethwald as a unit, the

play

resemb168 the structure of Romiero, although it is inflated to twice the SiH.
In both plays, the protagom.st has an opportunity to reform, at the approxiJrlate
Ddddle of the drama, but he refuses the opportunity and resumes the habit that
has threatened and eventually does
In Act

lead him to destruction.

I, Ethelbert, a noble thane, and Selred, the elder brother of Eth-

wald, discus. the effect of confinement in his father's castle on rethwald's
youthful spirits.

The father, Mollo, is using this means of preventing the tul.-

fillment ot a prophecy that the destruction of his line will occur through the
valor 0'1 ld& yomtgest 80n.
ited

d8st~

The restless Ethwald 1& lIlusing on his seemingly lim-

and his dreams of military glor,y, when Bertha, his father's ward

26saillle. Wflrka, pp. 104-10,.
21Ibid., p. loS.
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and his own childhood playmate, tries to 11ft his gloomy mood.

wben a messenger

brings new t.hat an amy i8 being recruited to defend the kingdom of f'.fercia
against the English invaders, Ethwald seizes a sword and shield and 8cales the
castle walls to join the defenders.
'It'ollowing the battle in I\Ct II, the victorious Mercian king praises Ethwald
who has won "first. honors" of the day in his first battle.

The kingts nephew,

•
Edward, 1Iho is the heir to the throne,
pledges his undying friendship to Ethwalq
whose brayer.v in battle he admires but cannot

emulate~

~thwald

enjoys a brief

reunion with Bertha, in which he saddens her by the expression of his ambitions
and his hasty return to the kingts army.

Bored after a fow weeks of peace, Eth.

wald and Alwy, anart.tuladventurer, dense, a plan to reactivate the border-land
hostillties.
Act nI opens as the Hercians are retreating ill this action, but Ethvald t s
valor saves the da:" and wins further personal \')1'aise from the king.

Ethelbert's

concern oyer the evidences of ambition given by his protege i8 quieted by Ethwld 's assurance that his sword will proteot but not destroy the leeble.
In Act IV, Ethwald is ponder1i:lg over his own

~bi tion

and the Plurmurings he

has heard among the 1;roo;>s, against the Mercian ldng whom they regard as weak,
Ethelbert, who has had 'Previous dealings with the spirit world, arranges an in- .
terview between gthvald Md a Druid mystic» in the hope that. it will dissuade
him from trying to realize his aJ'!lbi t.iona •
brit'!.'

·;ls~or.

In the Druid's cave, Ethwald sees a

of crown and scepter supplanted by a representation of the woe ot

Mereia t s people.

He tnes to 81I0ar that he will never be the cause of such mis-

ery, but is interrupted by three voices.

The next vision is an' agonized but

orowned figure who disappears with the wa.ming that it

re~resents

Ethwald.

He

UJ
tries to swar that though he might lIleet a tyrant' s end, he will never be a tyrant, but again 1s interrupted by the three mysterious

Ethwald is glad

VOiC(A'.

to. grasp Ethelbert's hand and return to daylight, attar the ft:larful bout.

But

the experience 1s o.uickly forgotten when .:Uwy asks Ethwald to lead the group
chiefs who are revelling egainst, the king.

ot

The :first step iu· the plan is to

confine the king's heir, Edward, in the dungeon of a castle, the second to kill
the aging king, and the third to fortify &tbwaJ.d's position on the throne by
marriage to the kine's daughter, Elburga.

~'thelbert

and Selred do not approve

of these maneuvers, but are powerless to prevent or revoke them.
At the beg1nn1ng of Act V, a fanatiC, still loyal to the melllOry of the lat.
king, stabs the triumphant Ethwald during a prooession.

Ethelbert

~lcceeds

in

convinoing him that he should repent of his bloody deeds before death and ItiDr
~rranges

tor the release of Edward and the

consciousness.

regency of Ethelbert before he loaes

Ethelbert eulogizes the comataBe Ethwald as a brave and daring

soul whose ambition has been arrested by death, and the curtain falls on Part I •

-

. Aot I ot the seoond part of Btmrald begins in Edward I Ii prison, as he joyfully receives neva of his release, but another messenger arrives :S.mmediately to

counterm.and the order.

Ethelbert and Selred are disappointed that Ethwald's mi-

raculous recovery has resulted in a resumption of hie harsh rule, rather than
reformation they had hoped for.

For personal motives, Alwy begins to conspire

against the tyrant he has helped to place on the throne.
suggestions from

He~eult,

Ethwald listens to the

avoung noblematl acting under Bthelbert's guidanoe,

that Hereia is being ruined to no purpose by oontinued wars.

The king assures

the peace-lev1ng nobles that he loves Mercia as Much as they do, but feels that
the decisions on policy should be strictly up to him.

In .'ct II, Ethelbert, Salred, and Hereull' view the bloody attermath

or

an-

other ~~ercian notory and speculate on the doubtful future of the country 11' Etbwald contillues to rille.

Atter the same battle, Hlthwald contides to Alwy that he

has begun to aspire to the crown of Bngland., also, and that as long as

';~ard

lives, he is a potential rallying point for dissatisfied l:ercians left at home
while the king is fighting foreign wars.
Sthwa].d is both fascinated and revolted

b~:t

'the scene of Edward's murder in

Act III, but its accomplishment leaves him free to
Mercian borders.

car~J

his conquests beyond

Before he can leave, however, Alwy brings hi.m news of a plot

among the discontented nobles, he#lded by ll:thelbert, Salred, and Hereulf, so Ethwald orders their jr!orisonment.
Ethwald realizes, in Act IV, that these former friends must die if he is to
be tree of their threat to his security.

In prison, F.thelbert tells Herault and

their compa.."1ions about his early experience with Ethwald, who once had:
• • • a heart inclined,
Though somewhat dash t d with shades of darker hue,
To truth and kindly deeds.
But from this mixed seed of good and ill
One baleful plant ill dark strength rais'd its head,
O'ertopping all the rest; which fav'ring cl1'cullustance
Did feed and strengthen to a growth so monstrous !I
That underneath its wide and noxious shade
Died all the native plants of feebler stem.(IV 2 .iii.l88)
Ethwald's plan for executing these men is to select a dailv victim, by lot, and
it is Ethelbert's fate to be the first.

His farewell to his companions counsels

courage and hope that condl tions will improve J but reveals no personal hatred
tor

l"~thwald.

In Act

~T,

Alwy is aDprehl9nsive about Ethwald's reaction to the news that

~ereul! has esc~ped, since seYeral recent reverses

ha.a made him irascible.

u,
Ethwald is further disoomf'i ted by the disturbance of his rest by the ghosts of
those he has murdered in his rise to power, but his spirit
now imminent advance against the

~nglish.

On

r~vive8

to plan the

the eve of this new campaign, Her-

eu1t and his cohorts surround li:thwald I 8 castle and gain admittance through the
gate by joining a group of peasant,s who are frightened b- the aurora borealis
which 1.s filling the sky.

Ethwald seeks the safety of his well-lighted :room dUll-

ing a part.i~larlY' terrifying bout with the ghosts of his victims, and Hereulf
surprises him t.here.

~thwald

is fatally wounded in th€ ensuing sword fight and

Hereulf prophesies a peaceful future for Heroia, over the body of ber late

t~

Since the author's moral purpose in writing dramas necessitates that she
show both the rise and fall of Ethwald, her ten,.;..act strncture includes two actions, according to the Aristotelian concept of organiC wiity of action.

The

itirst action ends with Ethwald's achievement of the crown at the end of Act IV
of 'Part I.

In the fifth act of Part II, the second action ends when he loses it

~n death that reaul.ts !rom the domination of his insatiable amb:i tion.
~s

not the basis on which }:lss Baillie divides the work into parts.

~he

But this
She extends

first part to include what appears, at the time, to be 8thwald f s death

808ft,

Part I, therefore, inoludes more than the organio Wl1ty of action of ~thwald's
Irise.

The nearly fatal attack on Ethwald gives him, in effect, a chance to staot

~ver,

but he quickl;' resumes h:ts ambitious designs instead of actualizing the

itemporal'ily entertained purpose of amendment.
~dea

Except fer this dalliance with the

of reformation, which is adequately motivated by his belief that he is near

~eath,

and two brief encounters with Bertha, in which he shows Borne pity for her,

~thwald acts exclusively to satisfy his passion of ambition.
~re

Even though there

two distinct units of action in the strictly Aristotelian sense, i.e., rise
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and rall, Etbwald f • consi.tent IlOtivation a1ve. an effect of uD1ty to the

Thus It oan be said that the prot&gonlst or

tire ten acte.

~d

aD-

tollow. the

epir1t, it not the letter, of the AnatoMUan principle that be .hould act
within the organio uJd.t)" tit the plot.

fthval.·. spinW

aM cletel'lllined que.t for

80118 thing

to aat1a.f)" his abi-

tioa and hi• •aperate act. to keep what he haa achl..,..., toUow with n.....it,..
and probab11it,.. from pr..ed1na event. and the character he p08•••••• , 1.e., eaDo
tOI"llll

to the aecond Ariato\el1aJl pril'101ple for the tragic prot&go:ni.t. H.

quickl,. sheds his letbal"l7 when Eth.lbert aentiona a val1ant ancestor and. roe. . . . it onl.l' when the storr talla how the anceetor was content to stop abort
the crovn.

the ,.oung

0

Th1s action contiru Ethelbert-s beliet that there 18 aOlll8th1ng in
Ull'S

'breut that "no kindred

ow_ to sloth or ea.8."(1.1.13$)

Ethel-

bert also ...tlol'18 the -.earch1Dc 1I1Dd"(I.1.lJ6) he has perceived in Ethvald.
8

on h.,.s to lead that mind to betterthlnce by helping him c.bat the

l_rae,,'. flitticu1t,., with books about an, am aru, and. taaous

lUll.

But

Ethelbert t • hope 1. untultil1ed sl8ee hi' pap1l 1. over17 fond ot the .tori..
th....lve., -And trOll the _na i8 heecll..a ot the eDd."(1.1.l36)

E1mvald t a

adYenturCllll .,1r1t 1. cul"1"8ntl7 bebg he14 1B cheek bT hi. father, wbo h.,.. t,o
pnmmt t.lt1llaer1t of the prophecy of the de.t:rv.cUon of h1a line, by coll1'1n1Dc

the

,._th

to the cu'le.

Ethn1a'.

pa••lonate 1"8.entaent of this r •• triotion 18 Datural aDd hil deaL

.1on to .aoape to the

ld.ac'.

oaatle, 18 IIlO8t probable.

aray, when it. oOIle.

10

tantaliling17 ol08e to the

Fired with ubition and thr.11led with hi. t1rat
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ehanoe to 40 battle, his .ueee.. in 'IIfinn1nc tint hcmor. of the dq 1. equall7
probable. With neh a thr11.l1na beg1rm1ng ot h18 career, Ethval.cl is aoOD d1auti.fied with the earidoa with which be baa been revard.ed, and bored atter a
fn days ot

peac..

He sa...ee the dq for the Merciana in &mother battle, and the

solcl1e:rs begin to attar apinat, the pious, 014 k1Dc and ill tayor of E'th'Rl.d. as
Although ....r to re.poDd to the•• nat,ter-

a dewable, var-l1ke replae81ll8nt.

1111 . .1'.1_1'.8, Ethwalcl feel. h. is abaok1ed by the loye of Kclward, the kiDI' e
I1tiate heir.

The expert. . . i . the DJoUclt. oa.... is teaporal'il7 terrif)1Dg

and 0IIb0u, but the plan to kill the k1Da, 1.,ria_ Fdbranl, aDd ur17 Elbuca
i . too taptingly pre8. .t to resin.
ounded an4. tores..iDa d.th i . to
.1'.01'11, / 'l'bat .hall be 8008

1"\' 8 pennwd.on and hi.

Hi. t1rn probable reaotion OIl be1n&

reern that he

ia

torgotten\" (V .111.16S')

WIl . . . .

of guilt

It.

powrtul, but a pa••inc

A8 h. 1J'GIf8

weaker, Ethel·

auppon \he probabUit7 of the be-

laW regret tor the damage he haa done to Bertha, the king, andF..ctward.

Sino.

he is about to 1... all in death, hi. attallpt to _ke _Dda is a lOCical step.
Probabl. though tbia death-bed repentance
tVI1

i., ita abandoDll8nt with the re-

of streqth and the proepeot of exteDdlag bia bOUDdarie. is atill acre pro...

bl..

For a character INch as Ethtrald 18 now ...tablioheci to be, the aeplratlon

tor the crown ot iDcland, the decialon to baTe Eclnrd. killed, the lmprJ..oaeDt
of h18 torrae!" trleDllla, a •

..,.en the onter tor their . . . .tion are all .....-17

react1_ 'to the .1tuat.lona he tac... The br1et' struggle api'D8t hi. better
ture that prec.... the•••el.1'1.sh deciaiona prepare. tor the tOl"ll8Dt he UD.der,08. trOll the pl1"-1uplncl poate ot his Y1c'lims.

Both p1l.t and inaatiabl.

abit10n lake hi. speculation on the _an1ng ot the aurora borealis a nee..SU7

U8

nd eftective prelude to death at the haDl of Hereult.

ThrGt1ghout thia ••riea

ct ac1;iona the neeesaity iDcrea.aea steadily, and produce. an 1cleal exampl. of
the Aristotelian pri_iple that the protagcmiet should act accori1ng to the

rlM1ple of aeoe.81t7 aDd probab11i

t,..

Ethwal.4 cOI1talll8 -.eb surfering, i.e., actioDS of a de.Vl1cUve or painnature, such aa mu.rdera, torturu, aDd w0'CllWl1nce, and the like, to which

rietotle attribute. peat power to produce the trac1e effect.

TheN are two

ctul battle ace.a and a third "e. ebovine the c01"p8e... trewn fi.1.4 after
ther battle.

_ .. _ .... does not take plaee in dew ot the

.ud1....

oene, in which the ruff1au amlOWlOe their
ounces

rd'.

Both the klrag aDd: Ethelbert are IIIt1nlered on etase, but F....

hi_. to t1cht for

~

H.ever j the preee41ng

1lltentlon and Edward. an-

hi_ lite; aNi the appearance of the bloody and d.1a-

rdend ra.tt1au with their victim's bodJ' in the ...ne rolloviDg the actual deed
o DOt left'fJ EclaNt. lIlU2'der ent1rely devoid of eaoUcmalilll.p8.ct.
t

•

acU"'lT partioipate in these three ardara,
~o~

int'ol..... in the ntterinl.

Ethvald does

but b8.'9'1ng cOllllllDde4

tho, h•

Ethvald, hiuelt, is the Y1et1m of

vGtlDCl1nc8, the alaoat fatal 0_ off....«e ancl the fatal

ODe

on-atage.

hh-

41' s IIlU1ta1 tonent, when he is beset by the ghoats of his dctiu, certaiDl.7
1nu'l.D

with the ph)"Bical ntf.riDg as a _ _ of arousi", th. traclc respons••

ta etteoti'ftnee8 1e ... in no ama1l meaaura to the emphasia on the tact that
II nee.sd.t,nndt of

the

or

all the re8t ot the sut.f'er1ng8 Ii_ in Etmrald'lI OE lUtbleS8

lo81a of hie ab1 tlon.

diaeOYerT botb nec88Al7 an4

The .... caUBe also uke. the perlpeV

8IIOti~

powerfuJ..
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A.bi tion of one kind or ano1'ller is a co_on tJ'a1 t in h'tllllaD nature.

All

itiGua_do not have Ethwald.'. natural qual1tioatioNS or opportunities or
ooci luck. but so situated, aD1' .an II1ght aut in t.he sue manner .s tb1a pro-

gonilt

do...

He SUlll8riBea bis lite stoz,- when Q'burga asks him i f be1D&

inc of Mercia ia not 8Ilouch. ae ays 1t ..,. be en01il&h tor her to be a quent
&It, to t.h. expanded and aspiring aoul,
To be but st111 the tbiDg it long has been

Is III1s8l7, e'en though atbl'OD'd it .ere.(V2.y.196}
i. an . . .l1e. a.ample of the Ariatotel1an priDeiple that the tragic pro-

coDist ahmald . . . . . . UIIi........l truth.

ht beaue thi. perpetual17 d1u.t1at1ed .tate (Sf fi;thvald's aou1'lea4s him
o do eY1l ..... , he cloes not poeN.S the peraODal qualities Lristotle SUlcests
v the Ueal tra,10 P1'Ot.agOll1st. Ethvald. &1ye8 no 1ndicat ,ioll

~

hi. potential-

t7 tor ev1l otU he expresses dis..t1atacU,oa -::ith a aere ...zoldOll and bond..
th

,.ao~

dqa,

and auggeets rou.iDC Wouarnlt to an act ot AI,res.ion so

e will haTe a ohaB.. to tight again.

But tIheJte.1s IlUCh ssrl1er ev1clence ot the

MIlsitT of hi. ambition in his passionaw re18ntment of his .father'_ restraint

the bulwt of tear. that tollow his l&unt. "1 Ittit 1t the shadel

.

no starbeu1

alls on ..l lt (1.11.131) Th~ aud1e.e "'gil~. wll~:ah"t'C Eth..lbert'. l."'..ld..ng and
IImIn.l&thy

.

tor a 70UDi ... with an 1:nr1ooentl;r aclyenturol1s and Ulbitiou. sp1r1t,
"

t. thoae teel1DC. ot vapatb7 rapidl7 di.appear a. the action

ot the

pl.,. re-

f

u1a the lel}atba to vb1ch he will go in the interests ot aelt-gratitlcation.
/

d t a preYalling moral

pt1rp08, i8 not l0od..

He is wU1ing to utilise a'l'IT

au, coodor 8'9'11.,1 to attain ende that become increasingly eYi1 in th. .e1vee

_hi.,...
,

8

each eM

.

provea unaatia1)1.ng. . F.thwal.d t a atteapt to e%Cue his con-
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ct on the grounds that the people want to replaoe a feeble monarch with a

strong one, that DestirV" has Singled hill out to restore Mereia's waning power,
that the peater good

or

at his lema for Me%'Cia
con'riDce Ethvald.

Mercia necessitates abandolllll8nt ot ease tor 'War, aDd.
driftS

hia to asft1lltt dictatorial powers, do not

f.mm

Thq certainly do not establish that he bas the good 1IlOral

%'poee which an Aristotelian tra,ic protagonist should have.
Ethwal.4 habitually acts to gratifY his ambition at all coaiis,

80

his fall

sults from 'dce and depravity, not merely from an error of judptmt made
hrough ignorance of some material tact.

Therefore" he does not html an Aris.

oteUan haaartia. He does experience two peripeties that are 8iin11'1cant" i f
ot Ar1stotel1all 111 \heir relatioaahip to the baMrtia.
I,

~d

At the beg1rm1ng ot

:18 a likeable, aMbitious youth and, at the end

n almostdeaented ldng EO .ets a justl)" d...mel dea"'1l.

t the essent1al

dignity of hUJIIaD. nature, this is a tall.

or

Part

n,

he U

From the standpoint
In the second un:1t of

ctiem, Ethnld begins as a teared but ad1l1red king and ends as a hated t,-rant.
:1s :1s alllO a fall" but neither :is the Aristotelian type of U1'III8:r1ted wfor-

Itme that a ,004 man 1.Ul1ntentlcma117 brings upon hluelt.
Ethwald'. last speech indicates that he 1"881i08 his own lnatrwDtmtal1't7
n the disastf:'ous' end that is approaohiDa.

The messenger reports an uanal.

ight phenomenon in the northem sky, and EthvUd WOMer. aloud i t it can mean

••• the awfUl te1'lll 18 come,
'nle tearful. bOWld'r'1 of Iq aortal reach,
0' .. which I must into those re,l~ns pasa
ot horror and d.eapair, to take lffT plaoe
Wi tb those who elo their blood-eaJ'l1' d Ol'Wll _cbaDge
For rudd;y c:1rcle. ot deYot.1ring tinn (V2. v .197)
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In this speech there is realization not only'

ot the tall trom greatness, but al-

so that the intended :reaml.t, i.e., enjoyment ot ever-greater poW'er, is bein& replaced. by' ita opposite,

108S

of all.

This relationship ot diacover;y to peripeq-

is Aristo"tel1an, even tboqh the relat1cmeh1p of the fall and ita cause i.e not.
Ethvald. 18 the ...ond eon of a pet. tbaDe, whose ambition tar exo.... the
Illftlrmal

liDdtationa

onsiderab17

110ft

one so situated. But his ruthless pursuit of his goal. is

appropriate to hi. social status and hie milieu. than the

hristiaD.lu&IIaJd...
f

or
or

Ethelbert, which is alllOllt an 81'IIlchroni.a.

Ethwaldt a

tear

the choats is not inappropriate, but aa indication, that his 11&01'&1 .enn 11

....aed. by 1uan1t;y.

Although he haa c ..... to obey the precepta ot natural

:w, he bas not 101111t all contact

with it. existence.

The ..... of aIIOtion that Ethwald d.1.plq. in hi. violent b1U'8t of tear.,

en he tean that he iaclooaecl to li.... and die 1n obawrJ.., does not make hill

o it it 18 considered ill relation to the c1rcwutanc.. ot his youth
high-aJd.ri,ted nature.

The re_iDder of his emotional d1aplqs are alao

roper17 llOdula ted to cerreapond to the proTONtion. The incident in vhich h1a
s1ata.. b.realca the slender strand. with which Bertha tries to pall b1m towarel
er is

ODe

ot

Mia.

Baill1.'.

minutia, which effectively oourqs the 1d.ea that

,thvald has oatpown such ch1ld1sh games, UMI his terJd.erness to Bertha, when he

real....s that. he bas hurt her, is a sim1lar techD1que which makes hill hu..n
"l1b1t the audieuce.

Two of Ethwald' s aotior. raise the question of 1nco.nsis1ieno7, but both can
e expla:lDed as couistent with his character and the provocation to action.
is death-bed repentance is coneiatent 1d.th the behavior of an opportwd.st lIho
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is looking for the beat for Eth'n1d 1n every situation. When his hold on lite
and the hu1ta of ambition begirus to relax betore a power greater than his own,
~e

hopes to ake what prodsion he can tor the future.

His repugnance at the

actual .arden ot the king and Edward is not inconsistent squeamishness but a

natural reluctance to hurt those who have been good to him and. are undeaerriDg
of the end he is 4eeI'Minc tor the••

Ethnl4 perfOl'llUl a series of actions, under the domination at the passion
of ..,itlon, that lead hi. both up and down the road to the throne.
~ the
~at

direction ot bis moveaent is a violation of the Aristotelian principle

the organic unit)" ot plot consists in unity ot action.

iUtioDII are 1I808.aal1' and probable, not
~ollot s
~..

This change

0Dl..T tor

But all EthwalAlts

the unique personality

ot

son. Ethwald, but as examples applicable to I!I8l'V' merabers ot the human

Therefore, Ethwald. conforms to the second and third Aristotelian pr1nci-

!pl- tor an 1deal trac1C protagonist.

Althongh Ethwald lacks the good IlOral J"U'

pose A1'iriotle d.. . . nacesll&ry for the protagonist's ability to eUoit the S7'lIl-

..-th,. of the audience, and consequently does not hsy. an Aristotelian hamartia,
~e

experleDOe8 per1petJ and ultilMte17 realizes his own in8tnunenWitT 1n his

~ate.

His appropriateness, likeness to the reality 0/ C0l1lD1on experience, and

~oD8iateDC7

make him a credible i t not thoroughly appealing charactllr.

CHAPTER V
OONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis has been

to consider

protagonists in the light of the principles

SEmm

of Joanna BaUl1e's

tar the ideal tragic protagonist

The Oreek philosopher evolves his

which Aristotle suggests in the Poetics.

principles tr.. a study of the good exampl..s

or

the genre within his ken.

Such

a caapariaon i8 valid, since Miss Baillie's protagonists have characteristics,
i.e.,

the,. perfol'll actions and have quallt1esot ethical character which Aria-

totle dillCus....

Bu.t, since the Poeticsi. not an 1ntlexible rule, the f&Uure

of Miss Ba1ll.1.'s practice to coinoide with Ar1stotle's theory does notnecessarfly

imply that h tr works should be com.ned.

thesis to conct.n or praise the plays.

It is not the pm-poae of this

The verd1ct of the past century of neg-

lect of thea can be Mnt10ned only as an interesting phenOllenon.

However, it

1s a1gn1t1cant that this study reveals frequent inatal¥: e8 in which the author
departs troaAristotle' 8 principles and aOlll8caaes of incidental s1m1l.ar1tiea.
Consideration of Mi. Baillie' 8 draaat1c tMor.v and practice reveals tt. basic
dUferences in. purpose and the object of 1a1tat1on that lIay have caused the di,t.
terenees in the _ana and manner of 1II1tation.
: Both Al'istotJ.e uad JoaJUla Baillie recogsD,Be that aen take an interest 1Ia
. the1.r COnfN...8, real or tictional, but

\iheJ' aake different applicat!ons ot tbla

perceived J)haDoIlenon 1n the developaent ot their respeotive theories of

123

tr~
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AccGl'd1ng to ArlaWl., the purpose of trapd)r :I.s to arouse pity and fear in
the aud:lenC8 J,aocori1ng to Mis. Ba1llie, It la to improve men in the aud1enoe

.,."'!hd1rect appl1cation of the __ple ot the protagonist, to' thea-

by direct

Bctth ot theae

sel""8.

end. results iJIIplyal,ldienoe identit1cat1on with protago-

HowV'8J", Artatotle's recognition ot .... 's appetite for hannony and erd..

niste.

proapts him to . . . the object ot 1m.1tationan organic unit ot action, whUe
Joarma Ba1nte'a coacern for
her to
may

Ill" ...

idetltloat1on with the protagonist lew

~.ud1ence

the pr1nci ple of unity. Conpquently, the story she tells

en- mq rJOt have the organic unity of ,pl.ottbat Aristotle advocates.

chan.ce rathe,r tband_ign, that accounts

It 18

f..,.. the contondty of De Mont.fort,

Orra, andROld.ero, the partial confomi ty

or Ethwald,

and the non-contol'lllity of

Henrl.que... BuU, and Osterloo with Aris_tl.e'~pr:tnciple that the tragic

pr0-

tagonist should act within the organic unit or Plot.
Ariat.tle eapbu1sea theprlnc1ple otnece'lsity and probability in the interest of

~arlanic

unity sad

con~sa,

but because Miss Banlie

is int~sted in a particular man who meeta '~:th a particular end, her intereat

is

p~

111 results, not in causes ancl ,tlleU necessary relationship nth

the result. She aU.... the action to tur.,anoo1noidencea in
Monttort. aQd
atlll~

ble.

2!Z!.

!!!! Dre8lll, B!

In Henriquez, she reurta to an artificially established

.ot suspicion in

an attempt to Plake the protagonist's actions credi-

How....., atteJ' the characters ot

n.

MonttQrt, Romiero, 'fl:thwald, Henriques,

Orra, and arterloo are established to be ,au.ch as they are in the play, the:l.r
aubsequeut aa:tiona tol101l with necessity . . J)n)babili ty.

Only Basil's dual

aatura cOlD8't4tutea an obvious violat1011 of the principle that the protagOD1at

I

II

should act v1th neoeas1ty and probability_
Aristotle believes that the tragic protagonist should express universal
truth about 11_ nature, but although

Joanna

Baillie expects her protagon1sts

to aerYe as virtual.lTuniversal.ly applicable examples, she relies on the
ness of 'PUsion i.1l human nature tc eft"ot the application.

COJllrlCll-

However, the poten-

tially possible doMination of every man by his J'8.Ssioos does not occur in rea]i.

ty and when the example is so obviously abnonla1 as De Montfort and Romiero,or
80 UIlU8ua1

as

ona,

Oaterioo, Henriqu.ez, and Buil, universality is lost in the

partlculU· dQ8n\r1city of the protagoniaiJ •. Oll.y Ethvald shows his passionambition-1n euah a 1lQ'that he expresselt. universal truth about human nature
in tbe Aristotel.1an Bense.

M1ss Bail.lJ.e's1nterest in the efrect of UJU$sisted or uncontrolled puaLc:n
on a hUIIIBA belng results in characters otc"a. dlff'erent moral taper than Arlit.
le's reaacn-dom1natecl ideal tun.
moral purpoees.

Only Orr... and" ()sterloo consistently have good

F.thvald's ubition is not evU in itself, but he allow it to

drive h1IIl to 19norethe natural. law in practice. and then it becomes clearly
evil.

De Montf'ort, Baail, HenriqueZ, and'IiOIIt1ero, as victiu of the passions

of' hatred, ae1t1ah 10ft, and jealousy, have bad lIloral purposes.

Therefore,

only.Orra and oatvloo, UJlier the domination of tear, and Henriquez, to a l1aited extent, when he 1. under the innU81'lce ot 1'8IIlOrse, can appear as good or
better than the average

tun.

Only these three protagonists have the opportuni-

ty to gain the 8)'N:pIIth)r of the audience as Al'tstotle thinks the ideal tragic
protagon1Bt should do.
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HeDr1qun. Buil, Osterloo, and Ethald, 1D the second episode of his

stolT,

e~",.· \be

great reputation and pJ"OllP8l'1'by wh1cb Aristotle deeaa desira-

ble 1ft a ...tng1o pI.'Otagoniat, De Montt'ort aDd a.s.e1"O are not obviously a...._...2__

ad, and Otra is olear17 lacking in this~.
protagon1ats, Orra aI1d Osterloo, cOlll1l1t

qual.if'7 as aa

AJ'l~1an

baaartia.

~

Only

two of Mi_ Bat]] te' a

.1T01' through lp.orance that can

IIoWWer, B_U's fool1eh actlon 18 not

the Ticl.., or depraved t,pe that Ariswu.eprolcribea and Roa1ero, De Mont1'ort,
Henr1q\ws, and Btbva1cl exempl.1f"y.

Ethwald .and Rotdero both experi8l108 reveraal.

in *lob they achi... the opposlte of the 1a'teJlded result and these 1Dc1denta
are A1'ls__l1an perlpet1es it DOt the 1I0'I'e co.-cmly represented fal.l8 which

Ethvald, .1n the pl..aT as a whole, BasU, aad·On.rloo exempl.1f'y.

Henriques-.

alterecl OODd1t1oa at the end of the playia hard to categorise, since _ithel'
he nor tht other .8 ltd,..,.. of the cast regat"d h1m as a fallen un.

De MoDttort

and Road.ero are 80 depraved by passlon at the beg1nn1ng of the plq that t.he1r

actual COIIIIiaa1G1l

ot the crime of au:rder 18

- ' a s1gnificant change troll tbl

earl,. .tOniation of the intention to do such·· _ act, and Orra lacks the 1Jd.t1al
stature to ~ a s1grd.t1cant desoe• •

Acoold1nl to Arletotle, the protagoaiat shOuld reallse h1s

tal.1.t,. 1n b1e Id.atartune, but only ROIII1ero.

I~d,

GIlD

and Henriquez

ali.. th1a fact, aDd BuU 1nd1cates that. he pouesses

SOM

iDlJtnaen-

clearl7 r ...

1nBight into hi.

a1tuat1on. , • • the ft'1dence in the plq, De Halrtfort's Mal1sation ls quastionable, and the rapeotive insanity anddeat.b of Orra and Osterloo
the ,.aa1bW.\7 of their complete realization.

tagaa1ata nYew tat neatnesa and

eco~

No one

or

Joauna

prec~

Ban],.,. pro-

ot 1nterrelatlonah1p betveeD baar-
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tia, peripety, and diacover)" tor which Lucu . . . .Aristotle's p"terence 1nd1catac1.

Oeterloo experiences an approximats.on of this cycle but the 1nccapleta-

I18SS ot h1a d:1aooYery 1s a serious detect in it.

De._

their tear, 01T. and OsterlH are-wropriate to their social

lAIga]. statue, and. .-pt

apprepr1ate.

.Bcatero and.

appropriate to
the plot.

t.

tar their ev1l •

.sa,

or

Henriques and Ethwald are not

De Monttort are debaaecl speo1Dteu ot huraan1t)" and in-

status ot a gentleaan, but.:tb:l.s oondi t10n is necessitated. by

Ba81l'. conduot i8 also 1nappropri.ate and necessary to the plot, but

appears . . . aore amoua n.olation ot Ariatote1ian principles becal18e it occu
in OGIIbiDation vith inoonsi8teDC7 aDd lUll"eal1t7.

BuU 18 the only' protagonist whose oonduO\ 18 patently UDl1lce the real1t".
For all 1ibe. ace....

or

De Montfort and !tad.ero. Henriquez, Orra, and Osterloo,

their behav.l.. 111 Datural tor suoh

they are.

stbwl~

abDo~

or UDWIual SJ)8c1aena

or

aunldlld a.

perhaps because at the l1hf:nraal1ty at his pas8ion. has the

greatest reI.atblance to the reality ot
Eth'Rld . . be villain., but

not'IIallt".

De Montlort, Rcm1ero, and

the,. are t'8IIa7kablT oona1stent ones, aDd Orra and

O&terloo are alae consistent in their~.. Henriques's passionate lIurcier

is not sut.t101ently IlOt1vated to be neoe • .,,-, but onae 1t 1s committed, his
oonduct. is consistent.

BuU 1s the onlyoutatfUlding example of inconsistency

among Mis. Ba!UJ.e· s protagonists, and tb1a. trait is due to her intention to
show how the passion

or

loye operates on an uQ.Ukely candidate.

It is t.possibl.e to establish a h1..~ aaong the .Aristotelian princip:8
and then aaythat certain protagonists are the . .t Ar1atotel1an because tMT

display the .oet -.1,gnit1eant qual1ties or that they are the least Ar1atoteli8
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because of the1r defioiencies.

But it slWuld be obvious that none

or

these ....

en protagonists i. typically Ar1stotellaa.

M1sa Ba1llie' s practice reveals two

majordi.....geDbes trOll! Ar.l.stotl.ts tmory.

She 19nores the principle of organ-

ic urdtyanci _ploya a bad exurple, 1.e.,.tp.e reBUlts ot uncontrolled passion,
as t'he . . . . of a~ what
. she bell..... to be the purpose of trageq.
.'

~.'

Therefore, lIttat4mtr their other merits

fIIIl1';be,.

,

the protagonists of theslll1eyen

"

playa in M1_BaUl".'a aeries on the pa.~ are not tragic in the Aristot.alj,.
an

MIl8.~,

K1.u:aaU11.'s playa are ntdeltoe of her ballet that the pasa1G1l

sho.s 1tar, ,....ragth 1n

CGntend1~

v1 th the oppcNI1te ,pass1ons and affectS.om

the .-1nd and not nUl the external events

ot the

play.

ot

The caapar1sona in thill

studyhaYe giTen the writer of this ~.ti:31" • ~er understanding of Ariatot.
le ',. ideaa 'and also of the so-called psychological. drama, .through Btud:r
pl.qe that are early examples of the

modern tendency to locate

t100 1d.thib the Id.nd of the protagomat.

or

the scene of ao-
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